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ABSTRACT
Researchers have been looking for efficient and effective algorithms and models to
solve a wide range of transportation scheduling problems over at least the last three
decades. Many of these algorithms and models have been applied to scheduling problems
in the real world with success. However, the complexity of these problems, the variety of
constraints and the problem size remain critical challenges in scheduling problems.
This thesis discusses the general scheduling problem and desirable algorithms, and
models for specific vehicle and crew scheduling problems for urban public transportation
systems. Several computer-based scheduling systems have been developed and employed
in urban public transportation systems in the last twenty-five years. The evolution of these
systems is described showing that most of the newly developed or revised computer-based
scheduling systems employ the concept of an "interactive environment" to make the
systems more flexible and acceptable for different authorities.
The thesis then assesses the impacts and potential of one such computer-based
scheduling tool in the MBTA context. The evaluations show that the installation of this
scheduling system has helped to increase the MBTA schedule department productivity
greatly even though not all its capabilities are yet being used. More scheduling efficiency
and more important information (reports) are also available from the use of the computer-
aided scheduling system. The following evaluations showed that the computer system is
indeed able to produce feasible automated crew schedules for both small and large garages
in the MBTA system, but it is much more difficult to find an acceptable automated crew
schedule for the large garage because its optimized schedule is very sensitive to parameter
settings.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Efficient and effective algorithms and models have been widely studied and applied
to transportation scheduling problems in different areas over the last three decades. The
variety of constraints and the large problem size result in the complexity of scheduling
problems. As a result, the implementation of these algorithms in computer system to deal
with scheduling problems in the real word has become necessary and inevitable for transit
authorities. Computer-aided transit scheduling systems were first developed and applied in
North America and England in the 1970's. Until now, the importance and the benefits of
the computer-aided scheduling system have been well learned for most transit authorities.
To have a clearer understanding of the possible impacts and benefits that computer-aided
scheduling systems can have on transit authorities, this thesis performs a detailed
evaluation in the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) context. The
HASTUS system, which is one of the most widely implemented computer-aided transit
scheduling systems, is developed by the Transportation Research Center of the University
of Montreal and GIRO Inc.. The first subsystem, Macro, was created in 19771. The
MBTA has employed HASTUS since 1986. Throughout this evaluation, we will not only
examine the potential advantages and deficiencies of computer-aided scheduling systems
for transit authorities, but we will also explore the challenge of obtaining further savings
from the computer-aided scheduling tool in the MBTA context. These empirical
experiences should also give other schedulers, transit authorities, and researchers a better
SA detailed introduction to HASTUS will be presented in Chapter 3.
idea of possible impacts, benefits, challenges and further improvements needed for the
application of computer-aided scheduling systems.
1.1. Motivation
Gavish, Schweitzer and Shlifer [30] and Stem and Ceder [37] define the bus
planning process as consisting of several main phases: (1) Evaluating or forecasting the
demand, (2) Establishing bus routes (vehicle routing), (3) Setting timetables, (4)
Scheduling buses to trips to meet timetables (vehicle scheduling), (5) Assigning crews to
meet a given schedule of bus trips (crew scheduling)2 .
Theoretically, the ideal solution of this transportation planning process is derived
from a model in which all phases are formulated together. However, this is certainly too
complex to be feasible because of the large number of variables and constraints. To solve
this kind of problem, it is usual to break the planning process into several phases. Each
phase is treated as an independent problem during the solution process with the output of
each phase being used as the input to the next phase. This kind of planning process is
referred to as sequential. Since it is obvious that there are many interactions between
different phases, it becomes an important issue and a challenge how to break the complete
process into tractable and feasible planning elements and how to achieve the proper
combination of these elements.
There is no doubt that scheduling plays an important part in the operational
planning process for any public transportation service. Poor scheduling in a public
transportation system will not only affect the crews and the authority budget, but also the
public because of its failure to provide the desired services effectively. Thus how to
2 An introduction to the general scheduling process will be presented in chapter 2 of this thesis.
generate efficient and effective vehicle and crew schedules, which can satisfy the
requirements and goals of crews, customers and the authority itself, becomes a critical
challenge to the public transportation system manager and planner.
Researchers have been looking for applicable mathematical methods to solve
complicated scheduling problems since the 1950's 3. It has never been an easy task because
of the large problem size, and a significant number of required constraints (the union
contract, government rules, etc.), which present real barriers to success in these efforts.
However, research has achieved a good degree of success and provides some useful
models, algorithms, and methodologies for the scheduling problem. In the next two
sections, we want to briefly review these approaches to scheduling problems.
Because of the large number of variables and constraints, useful and practical
algorithms must be implemented in computer systems which support the scheduling
process. The integration of algorithms into a computer system is thus a very important
part of any application. Researchers have tried to use different methods and techniques to
obtain better solutions with lower processing times. However, the tremendous size of the
scheduling problem (especially the crew scheduling problem) is still one of the major
difficulties in achieving a feasible and desired solution. Therefore, the ultimate test of
solution approaches to scheduling problems is how effectively and efficiently the resulting
models are being applied in the real world. Several computer-based scheduling systems
have been developed and applied to many urban public transportation authorities. Some
have claimed great successes in solving real scheduling problems. Not only can they
produce feasible schedules for different authorities, but these schedules can also achieve
savings in terms of the solution cost and time. As more this kind of application occurs,
some important questions arise: How difficult is it to apply these computer systems
3 For example, Dantzig G. B., Fulkerson [65] used a linear programming model to solve a tanker
scheduling problem in 1954.
effectively across different authorities. How easy is it to obtain feasible schedules with real
savings? What kind of impacts other than the savings of cost and time can these computer-
based systems have on the authorities?
We want to explore these questions in this thesis. We will focus on an evaluation
of a scheduling system in a single context to gain some insights into the advantages and
disadvantages of the current generation of computer-based scheduling systems. Hopefully,
this research can give transit authorities a better idea about potential impacts, challenges,
and benefits from applying computer-aided scheduling systems. It may also give
researchers a clearer picture of the advantages, disadvantages, and possible improvements
of current computer-aided scheduling systems. As a result, more effective computer-based
scheduling systems for urban public transportation may be developed in the future.
1.2 The scheduling problem
Scheduling problems can be classified in several different ways based on the
interests of the researcher: (1) Vehicle vs. crew scheduling problems, (2) Sequential vs.
joint scheduling problems, (3) Scheduling problems in the urban public transportation
systems and other modes, such as the airlines.
1. Vehicle vs. Crew Scheduling Problems:
Vehicle and crew scheduling problems are quite different from each other. Vehicle
scheduling concerns the assignment of vehicles to the required services in an efficient and
economical way, while crew scheduling considers the assignment of crews to cover all
vehicle assignments. The objective of vehicle scheduling is to minimize the operating cost
(the fuel, maintenance, etc.) while still covering all required trips. The capital cost (of the
fleet) is sometimes also considered. Generally there are not too many constraints as the
previously determined vehicle schedules makes vehicle timetable somewhat easier.
The objective of crew scheduling is to minimize the total crew cost. Aside from the
wage cost, other costs, such as the health benefits, can also be important. Unlike vehicle
scheduling, there are many constraints that have to be imposed on the crew scheduling
problem. These constraints contain the work rules, unwritten rules, and government rules
which govern the feasibility and cost of specific crew duties. They result in the complexity
of crew scheduling problems. More discussions on these differences are presented in
chapter 2 of this thesis.
2. Sequential vs. Joint Vehicle and Crew Scheduling Problems:
There are many interactions that may occur between the vehicle and crew
scheduling processes. The results and constraints on the vehicle scheduling process will
affect the crew scheduling process and vice versa [7].
Thus trade-offs or adjustments between the vehicle and crew schedules through
the scheduling processes have the potential to reduce the total cost. Some factors that
dominate one scheduling level can also affect the other scheduling level. For example,
union contract terms that have significant influence on the feasibility of solutions and costs
of the crew scheduling problem could also affect the vehicle schedules, e.g., some
adjustments to the vehicle blocks may be more efficient or economical under some union
contracts. As Blais and Rousseau [19] showed in the case of Quebec City, the bus
schedule can strongly affect the cost of the final crew schedule and some union contract
constraints should be taken into account directly in the bus scheduling model.
Theoretically, if we want to get the true optimal solution to the overall scheduling
problem, we have to combine these two processes together. Unfortunately, most of
approaches to the vehicle/crew scheduling problem decompose the planning process in
such a way that vehicle scheduling and crew scheduling are treated as separate problems.
Once the service frequency and the timetable have been established, the vehicle schedules
are developed prior to the crew scheduling process as shown in figure 1-1 (a).
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Figure 1-1: Two Views of the Scheduling Process
The reason for solving the problems separately in most practical approaches is that
both types of scheduling problems tend to be NP-hard problems. It is very difficult to form
a mathematical model and develop an algorithm taking into account all these elements at
the same time, so it is much simpler to solve the problems individually than together.
Given a set of vehicle schedules, the number of possible crew duties can be greatly
reduced. The sequential process is very useful in keeping the crew scheduling problem size
manageable. Therefore, it is still overwhelmingly the most popular approach to the
scheduling problems.
However, some problems do arise from the sequential approach. First, the crew
schedules are usually based on the vehicle schedules. Therefore, we can at best, obtain
optimal or near-optimal crew schedules based on the given vehicle schedules. Certain
solutions (even the optimal solution) may have been eliminated before crew scheduling
begins. Second, it does not encompass re-evaluations of the vehicle schedules after crew
schedules are developed. If the vehicle schedules are fixed, most of these interactions will
be explicitly or implicitly ignored during the scheduling process, since it is difficult to
incorporate feedback from the crew scheduling problems to help construct a better vehicle
schedule.
As Bodin et al. indicated [1], with efficient and effective scheduling of vehicles or
crews, we can not only save the operator cost by increasing productivity, but we may also
obtain a tool for support in long-term planning or contract negotiations. Ideally and
theoretically, if these two scheduling problems can be solved simultaneously, these
problems could be addressed and solved within the scheduling process as shown in figure
1-1 (b). Better results for both vehicle and crew scheduling, which can benefit crews, the
authority, customers or even governments, may be found.
Some prior work has addressed this joint vehicle and crew scheduling problems
and several papers addressing this topic [3][7][34][39] will be discussed in section 2.3.2.
3. Urban Public Transportation Systems vs. the Airlines:
Scheduling models, algorithms, and methodologies have been applied to different
areas, such as urban public transportation systems, airlines, ships (tankers), etc. Research
into computer-aided scheduling methodologies for urban public transportation systems
and airlines are specially important and have been wildly reported. Many computer-aided
scheduling tools for these two areas have been successfully developed and are being
applied in the real world. Both similarities and differences can be found in this research
and applications. By examining these similarities and differences, we can get a better idea
about the state of development of scheduling methods in urban public transportation
systems. Moreover, this comparison may stimulate improvements for current urban public
transportation scheduling problems and computer tools.
The sequential nature of the scheduling process4 and the core of the problem are
similar in both application areas. However, these scheduling problems differ in several
important respects. In the sequential scheduling process in urban public transportation
systems, crew scheduling is usually more important than vehicle scheduling, because crew
scheduling is more complex and has a higher share of total operating costs. However,
aircraft scheduling sometimes will receive more attention than air crew scheduling because
of the high capital cost associated with the aircraft fleet, as well as the competitive nature
of the airline business.
Aircraft scheduling also usually has more constraints than other vehicle scheduling
problems because of the safety issue which impose many operational constraints on
aircraft schedules. The constraints of the crew scheduling problems between the two areas
are also quite different. Apart from the union contract, safety concerns, the rules at other
stations and in other government jurisdictions are also important for air crew scheduling
problems. These differences are discussed in section 2.3.1.
1.3 Computer-based Scheduling Systems
Over the past twenty-five years, researchers have been trying to find ways to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of solutions to real world transit scheduling
problems. Because of a large number of required trips, vehicles, crews, and required
constraints, vehicle and crew scheduling have always been difficult tasks for schedulers
and authorities. Therefore, the application of computer-based scheduling tools have
4 In both applications of the sequential scheduling process, vehicle scheduling is performed first
with crew scheduling based on the resulting vehicle schedule.
become very important. Many computer packages have been developed and implemented
in transit authorities around the world in the past two decades.
In the early stage, computer-based scheduling tools focused on the development of
"one-pass" procedures. After the input is available, the computer produced the schedule
totally based on the designated mathematical algorithm. Because of the lack of powerful
algorithms and the complexity of the scheduling problem (especially for crew scheduling),
the schedules generated often were not produced acceptable, or failed to achieve
significant improvement over the manual schedules. In addition, constraints and
requirements vary significantly across authorities, making it very difficult to design a tool
which is easily applicable in many different authorities. Therefore, most current computer-
based scheduling systems tend to emphasize the active involvement of schedulers. These
systems allow more interaction between the computer and schedulers. With help from the
schedulers, the systems expect to produce more acceptable schedules across different
authorities.
The general question to be addressed in this thesis is how effectively do these tools
really work? What kind of benefits or impacts have they made on schedulers, crews,
overall system performance and the public? Since the MBTA (Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority, Boston) has employed a computer-based tool (HASTUS) since
1986, it serves as the key case study in this thesis. Thus we will present a detailed review
and evaluation of this computer-based scheduling tool in the MBTA context.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The general vehicle and crew scheduling problems are discussed in Chapter 2
which also presents scheduling approaches applied in urban public transportation systems.
In the section on urban transportation systems, some comparisons between the urban
public transportation scheduling problem and the airline scheduling problem, and joint
vehicle/crew scheduling problems is also discussed. In Chapter 3, we focus on the
computerized scheduling programs developed for urban public transportation applications.
The evolution of the computer-based scheduling tools and several important tools are
described. An evaluation of the impacts of computer-based scheduling in the MBTA
context is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, the impacts resulting from the installation
of the computer-aided scheduling system (HASTUS) is first summarized. Several tests to
estimate the possible benefits that this computer-based scheduling tool could achieve in
the future are then performed. The first part of the evaluation is to assess the ability of
HASTUS-Micro to find acceptable automated crew schedules for both a large (Cabot
Garage) and a small bus garage (Albany Garage). Because there are many possible
conditions and parameter settings in the crew scheduling process (and in HASTUS), the
second part of the evaluation is to conduct sensitivity analyses based on the results derived
in the first part of the evaluation. The impacts of different input files, and certain important
parameters in the HASTUS-Macro file on Macro relaxed crew schedules and Micro
automated optimized schedules for both bus garages are first assessed to examine if an
acceptable optimized automated crew schedule can be found for either bus garage, and to
examine if further improvements can be obtained. The impact of the relaxation of certain
soft rules on the large bus garage (Cabot Garage) is then assessed. The final analysis
evaluates the impact of different work rules in the Albany Garage case. The relationship
between the Macro schedules and Micro schedules is especially emphasized. Chapter 5
presents our conclusions and suggestions.
Chapter 2: Review of Vehicle and Crew
Scheduling Problems
This chapter gives a general introduction to transportation scheduling problems.
The role of scheduling within the transportation planning process is first discussed. The
general concepts of vehicle and crew scheduling problems are then presented. These
introductions include the relevant components that directly or indirectly affect the
scheduling problem. Their potential contributions to, and impacts on, the scheduling
process and the final schedules are described along with the important elements that
determine the final schedules and affect the efficiency and effectiveness of the scheduling
process. The last section discusses urban public transportation scheduling problems. The
general concepts, formulations as well as differences in the scheduling problems between
urban public transportation and other modes (specifically airlines) are first presented. The
joint vehicle/crew scheduling problem is then discussed.
2.1 Transportation System Planning
Transportation planning problems can be classified into three levels: strategic;
tactical; and operational [2][3][27]. Scheduling is one crucial part of the operational
planning level of the transportation system planning process as shown in figure 2-1.
Scheduling is usually constrained not only by decisions at the operational planning level
but also by those at the higher planning levels. Decisions at the strategic and/or tactical
planning levels usually have fundamental and profound influence on the scheduling
process. On the other hand, the nature of the scheduling process can also have some
influence on the higher level planning decisions. Some examples are illustrated in the
following section.
The acquisition of resources
The efficient and effective allocation of
available resources
Tactical planning : mid-range planning
1.Operating network structure.
2.Minor capital investment, e.g. a
construction of a new route.
3.Minor institutional changes.
4.Determination of operational
policies, e.g. service level, service
frequencies, or fare policy.
.. ...
Operational planning : short-range planning
1.Route refinement.
2.Timetable setting.
3.Scheduling, e.g. vehicle scheduling, crew
scheduling.
Figure 2-1 : Transportation Planning
Strategic planning : long-range planning
1.Infrastructure network structure.
2.Major capital investment.
3.Major institutional changes.
4.Major changes of policies.
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Strategic planning:
Strategic planning concerns long-range development of the transportation system
including major capital investments, major institutional changes and major changes of
policies. The design and construction of the infrastructure network, the construction of a
mass transit line or an airport, the acquisition of a new fleet, and deregulation (of the
airline, trucking, rail or bus industry) can all be classified at this level of planning. Most of
these decisions have major and long-standing effects on the transportation system as well
as those served by it (the whole city, country or the public). Because of the large scale of
investments and their significant effects, these decisions need to be supported by thorough
and comprehensive studies. It will also frequently take a long time to implement these
plans to achieve the planning goals.
The design of the infrastructure network will obviously affect the lower level
design decisions including route studies, transportation demand, travel times, etc. The
specification of the fleet will directly affect the available resources (types and/or quantities
of vehicles) for the scheduling activities. Deregulation may result in revolutionary changes
in the industry. For example, the introduction of hub-and-spoke networks after
deregulation radically changed both vehicle and crew scheduling in the U. S airline
industry.
Tactical planning:
Tactical planning consists of mid-range decisions such as route design, changes in
fleet size, fare policies and the determination of service levels. These kinds of decisions
have smaller impacts than those at the strategic planning level. Tactical planning (as well
as operational planning) focuses more on the efficient and effective uses of the available
resources while strategic planning emphasizes the acquisition and disposition of
(principally) capital resources.
Tactical planning decisions have immediate effect on scheduling options since
routes, fleet size, fare and service levels are all important inputs into the scheduling
process. Route design determines travel times and (possibly) relief points. The service
level such as frequency and the fleet size can influence the timetable (trips) and constrain
the scheduling solutions. Another important factor is the transportation demand. The
demand is determined by these tactical level decisions (as well as the strategic ones).
However, the demand will be an input into the scheduling process.
Operational planning:
Operational planning governs short-term actions: the production of timetables;
routing of specific vehicles; and the scheduling of vehicles and crews. These routing and
scheduling problems are at the core of operational planning. Routing and scheduling
activities are usually complex and time-consuming because of constraints on available
resources including work force, vehicle fleet, information and budget1 . Many concerns
outside the agency itself also have to be taken into account, such as customers, union,
government, the environment, etc. Although operational planning does not necessarily
cost as much or have such a long-term impact as decisions at the two high planning levels,
it is required for the implementation of any changes. Moreover, the public does not have
to wait long to see the impacts from the changes at this level which thus may be more
directly perceived.
Scheduling can provide important feedback to the higher planning level decisions.
For example, while the determination of service frequency will affect the establishment of
the timetable, then the schedules, after the implementation of the timetable, transportation
demand may change and influence the services required for different periods and places.
This should lead to reconsideration of the service frequency. Another obvious example
1 The restrictions arise both within the operational level and from the two higher planning
levels.
concerns the fleet size and the fleet type. If a good set of vehicle schedules can be
achieved by a smaller fleet size, there is no reason for the authority to maintain a larger
fleet at higher cost and lower utilization. In addition, if certain aircraft types, for example,
can help produce more efficient and economical aircraft schedules, this information can
certainly help the airline to define a more economical fleet.
2.2 Scheduling Problems
2.2.1 The Framework of Scheduling Problems
Figure 2-2 presents a general framework showing the factors which influence the
scheduling process.
Transportation demand: Transportation demand is a key input to the
establishment of timetables as well as to route and network design. It helps determine the
sequence of stops and routes to be served, service frequencies and running times. It can be
derived from historical data, such as passenger counts, running time checks, as well as
demand models.
One characteristic of transportation systems that complicates both vehicle and
crew scheduling is the difference between peak and off-peak demand levels. Although
almost all industries have fluctuating demands for a variety of reasons, transportation
systems (along with other service industries) can not store their outputs (the service
provided) as an inventory to satisfy demand at other periods, nor can the peak hour
demand be readily shifted to other periods. This inflexibility in both the demand and the
service results in one of the main difficulties of scheduling problems in transportation
systems.
The equipment (buses, aircraft, etc.) and crews should be able to meet the
maximum requirement of the peak demand (or at least most of peak demand), and many of
them may be idle or under utilized at other times (the off-peak demand). Therefore, a
critical challenge in most vehicle scheduling and crew scheduling problems is how to
minimize the effects of low off-peak utilization of equipment or crews and still keep
satisfactory services at peak periods
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Running time & Service frequency: As mentioned above, routes to be served
and the sequence of stops are designed based on the transportation demand.
Consequently, the expected running times on these routes or between stops (including
garages) for different periods (morning peak, evening peak, off-peak), different day types
(weekday, Saturdays, Sundays, holidays), different seasons, and different duty types
(regular trips or school trips) can also be determined (or predicted).
These running times are not only important to help determine the service frequency
as well as construct the timetable, but they are also necessary for the construction of the
vehicle and crew schedule. For one thing, it is impossible to build the vehicle schedule
without knowing the pull-out, pull-in and deadheading times. This is also true for the crew
schedule. As we will discuss later, swing and crew deadheading can help produce efficient
and cost-effective crew schedules. Without this information as well as the travel times
between stops, even if it is still possible to build a set of crew schedules, it could be costly.
As mentioned by Odoni et al. [2], most transit authorities set frequencies of service
to satisfy transportation demands at a specified service level, such as the number of
passengers per vehicle at peak load points, while minimizing the number of vehicles
required. Since the timetable is primarily based on service frequencies, in a sequential
scheduling process, this also implies that the frequency of service not only determines the
basics of timetabling but also vehicle and crew scheduling, because vehicle scheduling is
based on the timetable and crew scheduling follows from the vehicle schedule.
Timetable: With the major inputs of the service frequency and the running times,
the planned services that contain information on specified departure and arrival times, and
specific departure locations and destinations are determined. In this thesis, it will be called
the timetable (it is also called the flight schedule in the airline industry). The timetable is
usually assumed to be a fixed input for most scheduling problems in both the airlines and
urban public transportation systems. The resulting schedules (either vehicle or crew
schedule or both) are sometimes used in a feedback loop to adjust timetables (retiming)2 .
Vehicle scheduling: Vehicle scheduling determines the assignment of each vehicle
in the fleet according to a given timetable with a desired objective such as minimum cost
or maximum profit. The fleet size and vehicle types are the major concerns in vehicle
scheduling. In the airline industry, both the fleet size and aircraft types are equally
important, whereas fleet size is more important in urban public transportation systems
since there is generally less variability in vehicle type.
The vehicle schedule is very important not only for the assignment of vehicles but
also for the crew schedule. In the sequential scheduling process, the crew schedule will be
heavily influenced by the vehicle schedule. A good set of vehicle schedules can facilitate
the creation of a more efficient crew schedule.
Crew scheduling: Crew scheduling can be divided into two parts in terms of the
time horizon: (1) the generation of the short-period (e.g. daily) schedule 3; (2) the roster
for a longer period (a week, a month, etc.). A daily crew schedule is called a run or duty
in urban public transportation systems. The definitions of these and other terms are given
in Appendix A.
The crew scheduling problem is to assign operators (or crews) to cover the vehicle
schedule, i.e. all trips, efficiently and effectively under given constraints. For the traditional
planning process referred to in Chapter 1, crew scheduling is based on given vehicle
schedules. Along with given vehicle schedules, the information on possible relief points is
2 One computerized system with this kind of function is discussed in chapter 3: the VAMPIRE
system.
3 In most papers, the term vehicle (or crew) schedule indicates one daily assignment for a single
vehicle (or crew) while the term the vehicle (or crew) schedules indicates daily assignments for
the whole fleet (or for all crews).
very important in crew scheduling problems. The crew scheduling process needs this
information to decide how to cut and combine the vehicle schedules into crew duties. A
roster is a set of runs representing a schedule for a longer period, e.g. one week or one
month. Rosters are traditionally selected by crews based on seniority, but there is a trend
to assign rosters with balanced work loads or pay hours between crews. The rostering
problem is not dealt with in this thesis (for discussion of this issue, the reader is referred to
Bodin et al. [3]).
Union contract terms, government regulations, company policies and unwritten
rules usually dominate the crew scheduling problem. They are also becoming more and
more important to vehicle (aircraft) scheduling problems. Not only can they have
significant impacts on scheduling problems, but some scheduling approaches could also be
useful in evaluating possible changes to union contract terms, regulations or policies for
the union, government or the agency. Even in a sequential process, crew scheduling can
still influence the vehicle schedule. For example, we can reduce meal breaks, deadheading
cost or make-up4 times by adjusting the vehicle schedule.
2.2.2 The Relationship between Routing and Scheduling Problems
While this thesis focuses on scheduling problems, it is also important to recognize
the relationship between routing and scheduling problems, for there are some similarities
between the two kinds of problems. Routing problems determine the sequence of
locations to be visited by one, (or more) vehicle for pick-up or delivery services at the
minimum cost5. Scheduling problems can be seen as basically the same as routing
problems except that the service times (the starting, delivery and ending time) at every
4 The make-up time is the difference between the guaranteed daily pay hours and the (smaller)
platform time. It is the time a driver is paid without working. A good set of crew schedules
should keep this kind of extra pay as low as possible.
5 The minimum cost is generally the primary objective, but not the only one.
location are clearly specified (the timetable in mass transit operations)6 . As Bodin et al. [3]
indicate, routing problems are primarily spatial problems, but scheduling problems have to
be concerned with both time and spatial relationships, e.g. a single vehicle (crew) can not
serve two locations simultaneously [1][3].
Scharge [12] classified routing and scheduling problems into three types : (1) Arc-
based problems -- specific arcs (routes) should be covered; (2) Node-based problems --
specific nodes (locations) should be served; (3) The combined problem -- specific arcs and
nodes should be served. In general, most scheduling problems specify certain routes (or
paths) and locations based on advance information on demand or service frequencies.
These data are assumed fixed in scheduling problems. For example, bus routes and
timetables are fixed as the input to scheduling problems in public transportation systems
as mentioned in Chapter 1 (also see Gavish et al. [30] or Stern and Ceder [37]).
The scheduling problem itself can also be formulated and solved as a network
problem [3][9] as illustrated in figure 2-3 in which each pair of nodes represents a task7 ,
and each path stands for a single vehicle (or crew) schedule. The solution is to cover all
tasks through the feasible paths with minimum cost8 . In figure 2-3 (a), a vehicle schedule
starts from the top start node, pulls out of the garage, goes through the first revenue-trip
arc, the second revenue-trip arc, and eventually pulls back in to the same garage. Thus a
vehicle schedule is represented by a path. The long arc between two revenue-trips could
represent a pull-in and a pull-out, or imply that the vehicle is idle at the station (without
returning to the garage or performing any duty). Another possible network representation
is shown in figure 2-3 (b). The cyclic path, which represents a vehicle schedule, starts
from the bottom garage node, follows the capital-cost arc to the top, goes through a pull-
6 Magnanti [9] presents a detailed discussion of vehicle fleet planning (routing and scheduling)
problems, focusing on heuristic and exact solution methods for routing problems.
7 In this thesis, the meanings of task, trip and a piece of work are identical.
8 The cost could be the capital cost, the operating cost or any other cost function. For example,
some formulations directly set up the objective function to minimize the number of paths which
also means to minimize the vehicles required, i.e. the capital cost.
out arc, revenue-trip arcs (or even a deadheading arc), and pull in to the garage. More
discussion about this kind of network formulations is presented in section 2.2.4.
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2.2.3 The Application of Computers in Scheduling Problems
The formulations of scheduling problems are complex because they include many
variables and constraints. Except for the basic vehicle scheduling problem, most vehicle
scheduling problems and crew scheduling problems are classified as NP-hard problems.
The complexity of scheduling problems mostly results from union contract terms,
particularly for crew scheduling problems. It is also increasingly important for the vehicle
scheduling problem to take into account some of these union contract terms.
Union contract terms are tending to become more and more complex adding to the
difficulty of producing schedules both rapidly and effectively. As Smith and Wren [28]
indicate, it is a very difficult task for manual schedulers to form valid crew duties
efficiently while accommodating the many constraints. They have to check repeatedly the
feasibility of alternative duties and the cost effects of the schedule during the process.
According to Mitchell [22], a systemwide crew schedule could take at least one person-
year of effort in the Southern California Rapid Transit District (now the Los Angeles
Metropolitan Transportation Authority). Such time-consuming work makes frequent
changes in the existing schedule impossible. It also makes forecasting the impact of
changes in operating conditions or union contract terms efficiently and effectively
extremely difficult. As Ball et al. stated [47], lack of computerization makes it impossible
to determine vehicle and crew costs as a function of changes in work rules, to determine
the sensitivity of crew and vehicle costs to changes in routes and to determine the effects
of system growth on operating costs. Thus to simplify the scheduling process and allow
planners to pay more attention to the evaluation and improvement of services, the
application of computers is essential.
The development of HASTUS-Macro was one effort to respond to these
expectations since it can be used as an independent tool for cost estimation and to assist in
union contract negotiations. Blais and Rousseau describe this application in detail in [19].
Because of the available quantified estimate of the impacts of a proposed change, the
company may be better able to resist infeasible and/or costly proposals from the union or
governments and save money and time.
Cost saving is also a very important factor for authorities in applying computers to
the scheduling process. Savings resulting from these applications of computers have been
shown in several cases. Gavish et al. [30] implemented their model and algorithm at a
public transportation company and argued that a 5-10% saving of the fleet size required in
the peak hours and 10-25% saving in deadheading and idle times could be expected
compared with the originally manual scheduling system. According to Koffman and
Rousseau [81], the introduction of computer scheduling at the Ottawa-Carleton Regional
Transit Commission (OC Transpo) has also achieved significant savings. For example, the
use of computerized vehicle scheduling (interlining) in 1975 resulted in bus savings of
about 7%, and an annual cost saving of $3 million. Another vehicle scheduling function
(trip shifting) also resulted in bus savings of about 3% in 1990 for OC Transpo.
Aside from the dollar-cost saving, the saving of schedule preparation time is also
quite important, and can be significant. Computers can help schedulers save tremendous
amount of paper work required for manual scheduling and reduce the production cycle of
a set of schedules. It can also reduce the number of schedulers required.
In the urban public transportation field, because of the importance of the
applications of computers, there have been six workshops9 about computer-based
scheduling held around the world in the last two decades 10.
9 The six workshops were held in Chicago (1975), Leeds (1980), Montreal (1983), Hamburg
(1987), Montreal (1990), and Lisbon (1993).
10 An operational research workshop: AGIFORS (Airline Group of the International Federation of
Operational Research Societies) also provides a similar forum for both operational research
models and applications of computer systems in airlines.
2.2.4 Vehicle Scheduling Problems
In the vehicle scheduling process, vehicles are assigned to serve the demand
economically and effectively. Each trip in the timetable will be covered by a single vehicle,
so as achieve, specified objectives, such as minimum cost or maximum profit, while
satisfying various constraints. The determination of a suitable formulation (or model) and
the relevant cost function as well as the constraints will significantly affect the final
schedule to be generated, and also affect the following crew schedule which is heavily
dependent on the vehicle schedule in the sequential process.
Objective function:
Scheduling problems usually set cost minimization as the main objectivell. This
objective can be formulated in terms of the minimization of the number of required
vehicles (capital cost)12 , operating cost or a combination for different concerns. Some
models use a composite objective instead of a single one. Gavish et al. [30] designed such
a composite objective for their bus scheduling problem. They use two important
objectives: a primary objective (for both the peak and off-peak hours) and a secondary
objective. The primary objective is to minimize the number of buses during peak hours and
to minimize deadheading costs during off-peak hours13 . The secondary objective is to
minimize changes in the existing schedule. The latter objective is not a common concern in
most vehicle scheduling problems. As Gavish et al. [30] mention, the minimization of fleet
size may also increase deadheading and thus increase operating costs and operations and
management difficulties. To deal with these conflicts, we can try to find a suitable
objective function that can minimize the total cost (combined operating and capital cost).
11 Profit maximization is also a popular objective, especially in the airline industry.
12 To minimize the fleet size is a very popular objective, but sometimes restrictions will not allow
the system to have the minimum fleet size. For example, if interlining in a bus system is not
allowed, then the total fleet size for the system may not be minimized [7].
13 To simplify the process, only one objective is generally taken for both peak and off-peak hours
for most scheduling problems.
Gavish and Schweitzer [30] defined a cost function whose cost coefficients reflect either
the capital cost, or the combination of the cost of deadheading, the cost of driver's travel
time, the cost of changing the existing duty and the interlining cost for different
conditions.
For the aircraft scheduling problem, minimizing the fleet size is usually not a
primary concern. The airlines' first focus is to assign suitable types of aircraft to perform
the flight schedule with a minimum total cost (or maximum profit). The minimization of
the fleet size for each fleet type can be achieved later if needed.
How to define a proper cost function is always a critical issue in scheduling
problems, for it will substantially affect final results of the schedule, such as vehicle block
patterns. The determination of a cost function is not just an independent algebra or
accounting problem; it has much to do with the characteristics and the formulation of the
problem. For example, if we want to use the network formulation (shown in figure 2-3) to
find the ideal schedule, the way we assign the appropriate operating cost, including
deadheading, pull-in, pull-out, and revenue-trip costs or the capital cost for each arc
should be consistent.
If we are just concerned with the minimization of the operating cost regardless of
the capital cost, the problem is much easier. We can directly assign all operating costs to
different types 14 of arcs in formulations similar to those in figure 2-3. However, if we
want to reflect the total cost, i.e. operating cost and capital cost, the problem is somewhat
different. It is not simply a matter of allocating the capital cost of a certain type of vehicle
to trips and expecting the formulation to work well. There are some basic vehicle
scheduling models, such as figure 2-3 (a) discussed in Ball et al. (the VSP model) [3] and
Scott (the VSP1 model) [7] andfigure 2-3 (b) which illustrate the possible problem in the
allocation of the capital cost. As they indicated, if the capital cost is imposed on the pull-
14 These types consist of deadheads, pull-ins, pull-outs, and revenue trips.
ins or the pull-outs in figure 2-3 (a), or the capital arc always connects with the pull-in and
pull-out arcs as in figure 2-3 (b), these models (or formulations) will make the final
schedules favor longer layovers and deadheads. The models will prevent additional pull-ins
or pull-outs for any scheduled vehicle during the day due to the heavy cost penalty, even
though there should be no real additional capital cost associated with them.
Some research, therefore, has sought other cost definitions, or adjustments to the
network model to solve this kind of problem. Ball et al. [3] suggest that the capital cost be
imposed on a pull-in or pull-out arc only in the morning peak period15 . Thus if we can
carefully assign costs to certain types of arcs and set up some constraints for the network
model, the intermediate pull-ins (or pull-outs) can be employed in the solution while
maintaining the concern for total capital costs. For example, with the network model in
figure 2-3 (a), we can build a constraint in which pull-in and pull-out trips will replace a
long arc such as Arc R in the vehicle-2 schedule if this arc is not an operating arc and has
a duration longer than a certain time.
Scott [7] suggests an improved model based on the formulation of figure 2-3 (b).
The model adds one artificial depot for each node except for two real depot nodes. A pull-
out arc from a corresponding artificial depot node will be added to the node that
represents the start time of each trip, and a pull-in arc to a corresponding artificial depot
will be added to the node that represents the end time of each trip. In this way, pull-out
arcs or pull-in arcs do not have to connect the capital arc all the time and can still have
pull-outs and pull-ins in the middle of a vehicle schedule. Therefore, more accurate,
economic, and reasonable schedules can be obtained with the employment of intermediate
pull-ins and pull-outs.
Bennington and Rebibo [69] introduce the network structure used in RUCUS-
BLOCKS (vehicle scheduling) as shown in figure 2-3 (b). BLOCKS employs the network
15 The vehicle demand in a peak period is typically the total vehicles required. Under this
assumption, we can choose the maximum demand for vehicles in peak periods.
in a somewhat different way. As mentioned before, a path in other network models
represents a vehicle schedule. However, a path in BLOCKS represents a block. Thus, if a
vehicle schedule contains at least two blocks, intermediate pull-ins and pull-outs are
always possible. Of course, the cost of the capital-cost arc is defined as the cost to bring in
a vehicle to serve a block, not a complete schedule 16 , and extra work is needed later to
match these blocks to form the vehicle schedule.
Constraints:
Recognizing the limited resources (vehicles, capital), operational restrictions, the
feasibility of schedules, and regulations, certain constraints will be imposed in the
scheduling process. These constraints could be the limits on available fleet type or fleet
size, maintenance requirements, the constraints that make the scheduling model complete
and feasible, etc. In general, aircraft scheduling have more constraints than transit
scheduling as shown in Table 2-117. Fortunately, vehicle scheduling (or aircraft
scheduling) has fewer constraints than crew scheduling making formulation of the vehicle
scheduling problem somewhat easier.
Table 2-1: Typical Operational Constraints for Aircraft Scheduling
16 Sometimes, it will be difficult to decide the additional cost. For a set of vehicle schedules, we
can allocate the capital cost according to the existing fleet size. However, we usually do not
know about how many blocks will be generated before the generation of the final schedule.
17 Also in Abara's [53].
1. Limits on arrivals or departures at a station during the day.
2. Limits on the number of overnight stays of aircraft at a station.
3. Limits on the number of stations served.
4. Limits on slots and daily service.
Formulation:
Many scheduling problems (both vehicle and crew) are formulated as either set
partitioning problems or set covering problems. These formulations will generally lead to
huge problem sizes and result in great computational requirements, thus some methods (or
constraints, rules) are usually imposed to restrict problem size or to decompose the
problem into more manageable subproblems. In general, the approach to deal with set
partitioning or set covering problems (in both vehicle and crew scheduling) is first to relax
the integer constraint and solve the resulting linear problems, then to try to move to an
integer solution.
Vehicle scheduling problems can generally be classified into five different typesl 8 :
VSP: the single depot vehicle scheduling problem; VSPLPR: the vehicle scheduling
problem with length of path restrictions; VSPMVT: the vehicle scheduling problem with
multiple vehicle types, VSPMD: the vehicle scheduling problem with multiple depots;
VSPTW: the vehicle scheduling problem with time windows. Most urban public
transportation scheduling problems are of the VSP and the VSPMD type, while most
aircraft fleet assignment problems are of the VSPMVT type. We will present more
detailed on the fleet assignment problem in a later section of this chapter.
The models used in all vehicle scheduling problems generally can be derived (or
extended) from the VSP model shown below. RUCUS employs a model that is almost
identical to this model for vehicle scheduling. This model is based on the network
formulation illustrated in figure 2-3 (a).
Constraint (2.2) is a flow balance constraint1 9 with b(i) = 0 for all nodes except for the
source and sink node (depot). This is also like the transshipment problem. Constraint (2.3)
guarantees that a vehicle (path) is assigned to serve each task (node) exactly once.
18 Many different constraints or different conditions can also be used to classify vehicle scheduling
problems as shown in [1]. For example, scheduling problems with random instead of
deterministic demands.
'
9 It is also called flow conservation, nodal balance or Kirchhoff equation: It indicates that the flow
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We assume that these vehicles carry out closed trips (or round trips or pairings for
airlines) rather than open trips, meaning that each vehicle has to pull out and pull in at the
same depot. The assumption is to simplify the minimum cost flow formulation as shown in
fig 2-3.
2.2.5 Crew Scheduling Problems
Crew scheduling is also called crew pairing in the airline industry, and the manual
crew scheduling process is sometimes referred as run-cutting. In urban public
transportation systems, the crew scheduling process cuts the vehicle blocks into pieces and
forms these pieces into a set of crew runs (also called duties). There are three basic types
of crew runs (or duties): straight, split, and tripper. For example, a spreadover duty, as
mentioned in Parker and Smith [41], which covers both peaks and has a long break
(usually unpaid) in the middle, is one common form of split shift. A detailed introduction
to scheduling terminology is shown in Appendix A.
In the airline industry, each crew is assumed to be assigned to only one aircraft
type [40], thus crew scheduling is considered separately for each aircraft fleet type. After
the aircraft schedule is completed, the crew scheduling process groups flight legs from the
aircraft schedule into pairings.
Objective:
The general objective is to minimize the total cost under certain constraints. In
crew scheduling for urban public transportation systems, the vehicle schedule can be cut
into pieces of work only at designated relief points at which crews can be relieved. A relief
point can be a garage, depot or simply a stop along a transit line or bus route.
The determination of a crew cost function is based on the pay rate and work hours.
It is much easier than in vehicle scheduling, for there is no "capital cost" associated with
the crews. The potential problems discussed in vehicle scheduling that can give rise to
many complications in the formulation do not arise here.
Constraints:
The constraints consisting of union contract terms, government regulations,
authority policies and unwritten rules play an important role in crew scheduling problems.
Detailed discussions of these work agreements20 in urban public transportation are given
in Sharp [20], Blais and Rousseau [19], Smith and Wren [28], Manington and Wren [64],
and similar discussions for the airline industry are given in Abara [53], Arabeyre et al. [55]
and Barnhart et al. [63]. These work rules include guaranteed pay or compensation for
overtime in the urban public transportation system, or minimum rest time for certain
spread time, and maximum flying time for a duty period for an air crew schedule.
Tables 2-2 and 2-3 show some general work rules in urban public transportation
systems21 and in the airlines respectively. Not only do these agreements increase the
operating cost, but they also complicate the scheduling process. For example, an agency
with 2000 peak vehicles and 4665 full-time drivers as SCRTD (Southern California Rapid
Transit District) will have significantly more operator pay hours than vehicle hours, e.g.
8.6 million pay hours and 7.1 million vehicle hours [22].
Since the key terms of the agreement must be incorporated as constraints into
crew scheduling models, it greatly complicates the problem. The number of constraints
and variables in the formulation of a crew scheduling problem can make it unmanageable.
In general, these also make the crew scheduling problem much more complicated than the
vehicle scheduling problem.
20 A discussion about a related topic: working conditions is given in [23].
21 The work rules used in the MBTA are also shown in Appendix B.
Table 2-2: Example of Urban Public Transportation System Work Rules
Table 2-3: Example of Airline Work Rules
1. Maximum number of flight legs in a duty period.
2. Maximum flying time and the maximum spread per duty period.
3. Maximum number of times that a pilot can change planes per duty period.
4. Minimum and maximum connect time between consecutive flights in a duty
period.
5. Minimum rest time for a pilot after a duty period.
1. Minimum guaranteed 8-hour pay per day for a full-time operator.
2. Maximum 13-hour spread per run.
3. A paid allowance for sign-on and sign-off per day is 20 minutes.
4. No more than 3 pieces for a full-time run.
5. Minimum 2 hours for a piece of work.
6. Maximum 5 hour's work without a meal break is permitted. A meal break is at
least 30 minutes.
7. At least 50% of total runs should be straight runs. Sunday runs should be
100% straight runs.
8. Minimum time of an unpaid break is 40 minutes.
9. Maximum number of unpaid breaks is 1, i.e. if the number of breaks exceeds this
number, extra breaks should be paid.
10. Overtime rate: 1.5 times regular pay rate
11. Spread premium: 1.5 times regular pay rate after 10 hours for a duty; 2.0 times
regular pay rate after 11 hours.
Union contract terms also increase the difficulties in developing a generally
applicable computer program, since particularly in public transit systems, union contract
terms vary considerably from one company to another. As Parker and Smith state [41], at
least one totally different constraint would be found in every new case, and some new
feature has to be introduced into the program to deal with these special problems. This
problem is not as severe in the airline industry, because union contract terms in the airline
industry tend to be much more similar across airlines [32].
Union rules result from the special characteristic2 2 of transportation systems: the
difference between peak and off-peak service demands as introduced in section 2.2.1
[18][20][21][24]. Because of this difference, more split shifts or trippers will arise and
more part-time operators may be desirable. Part-time duties are very important for the
urban public transportation scheduling task and for authorities. For schedulers, part-time
duties can be used to cover one or two peak periods which usually cannot be assigned into
full-time duties (i.e. leftover small pieces of work) because of work rule restrictions (e.g.
the duty-length constraint, the overtime constraint, and the spread-length constraint, etc.)
as well as insufficient available full-time operators. In transit authorities, unlike full-time
operators, part-time operators usually are not paid spread premiums. Thus the
employment of part-time operators may be more economical than full-time operators. To
reflect the need to protect operators' welfare, most union contract terms have a large
number of restrictions and compensation terms for crew duties [19][21] [24].
Formulation:
Following the general assumption that the vehicle schedule is given, the crew
scheduling problem can generally be formulated as a set covering (or set partitioning)
problem23 . The introduction to a related type of crew scheduling problems (counter staff,
22 This characteristic also affects the vehicle scheduling mentioned in section 2.2.1.23 Similar set covering formulations as shown below are also presented in [2][3][28][42].
maintenance staff) is shown in Rousseau [32]. Basically, they have the similar formulations
and algorithms as those presented in this paper.
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Cj is the cost of crew duty j based on the work performed by duty j and the pay
rate. Constraint (2.6) means that each piece of work (or trip, task or flight leg) must be
covered by at least one crew schedule(a crew run or a crew pairing). Constraint (2.7)
could be any union contract or company constraint shown in Mitra and Welsh [42]. For
example, we can set a manpower constraint for total operators as:
n
j=1
N: total number of crew (2.8)
We can also set a time constraint for guarantee pay hour, minimum platform time,
or minimum (or maximum) spread as in Constraint (2.9). For example, X Ci is a binary
variable and equals 1 only when the spread length of the feasible duty (Xi) is greater than
or equal to the minimum spread-length constraint (TK). Thus Constraint (2.9) implies
that, among all K feasible duties, at least M duties must have spread-lengths greater
than or equal to TK.
S(tj-TK) xCj > 0 K(feasible duties): 1, 2,...,k
jeK (2.9)
X xc >M
jEK
If the inequality in (2.6) is replaced by the equality, it becomes a set partitioning
problem. A set partitioning formulation is used when crew deadheading (or the overlap of
two duties) is not permitted24 [32][41]. It insures that each piece of work is carried out by
exactly one crew schedule [28][31].
These basic set covering and set partitioning approaches have been used both in
urban transportation systems and in the airlines [33][40].
24 When deadheading is permitted, it implies that trip i could be served by more than one crew
duty.
2.3 Urban Public Transportation Vehicle/Crew Scheduling
Problems
2.3.1 Urban Public Transportation Systems vs. the Airlines
It is interesting to compare and contrast the scheduling problem in the airlines and
urban public transport areas. The basic concepts of the scheduling problems are very
similar, and the framework presented for the urban public transportation system (section
2.2.1) is compatible with the airline scheduling problem. Transportation demand is
assumed fixed for both the aircraft and air crew scheduling problems. Air crew scheduling
(crew pairing) is still based on flight schedules and aircraft scheduling. In addition, we find
a strong resemblance in the meanings of terms used in the two fields (See Appendix A).
However, the differences also are significant in terms of time horizon, service frequency,
timetable construction, competition, cost function (objective) and constraints, etc.
Through the comparison between these two areas, we can have a better idea about the key
attributes of the urban public transportation scheduling problem.
1. Time horizon: The time horizons of scheduling problems between the two
systems are quite different. Aircraft and air crew scheduling usually must deal with a
longer period because of the operational characteristics, especially for international
airlines. The difference is quite obvious when we look at the components of a schedule:
one crew run is a daily assignment of the bus crew while a pair for an air crew schedule
could cover one week.
The difference between the time horizon will lead to different concerns. For
example, bus scheduling in the MBTA does not have to be particularly concerned with
maintenance requirements. Since it is a daily schedule and the schedule is performed
within the Metropolitan Boston area, it is easy to find enough time for any bus to undergo
routine maintenance 25. Besides, it is less expensive to have a backup bus available to
support the schedule if there is any breakdown. However, it is quite different for a weekly
aircraft schedule in which aircraft may leave the base for a long distance and long time.
The maintenance requirement becomes a very important factor for aircraft scheduling
because of considerations of safety, limited available maintenance away from the base and
limited backup airplanes, etc.
2. Service frequency: The frequency of service is quite different between the
airlines and urban public transportation systems. Because of the cost, the fare, the demand
and operational constraints, it is impossible and unnecessary for the airlines to provide as
many services on a route as those in urban public transportation systems. Besides,
governments may restrict the number of services provided. In contrast, urban public
transportation systems have to provide a large amount of services for the demand they
face every day. High service frequencies increase the difficulty of producing the
schedule26 . This also increases the difficulty of applying (and developing) computer-based
scheduling systems. Algorithms currently available often have a restriction on the size of
problem which can be solved. If the problem is too large, the machine solution may not be
satisfactory even if one can be obtained by simplifying or decomposing the problem.
3. Timetable Construction: In the urban public transportation scheduling
process, the timetable is fixed for both vehicle and crew scheduling activities. However,
this is not always true for the airlines. The timetable construction may be completed along
with the aircraft scheduling process in the airlines.
As we know, both the transportation demand and fleet characteristics will affect
(or restrict) the services provided. For urban transportation systems, we can follow the
25 Of course, this concern is also affected by the safety factor. The safety requirements of a bus are
not so strict as those of an aircraft.
26 This does not imply that scheduling problems with lower service frequencies as in the airlines
are easier that those in urban public transportation systems. Scheduling problems in the
airlines still have to deal with a large number of flight legs and possible connections for the
schedules.
transportation demand and set up the timetable directly with little concern about the fleet
characteristics27 , since the vehicles or cars for a specific mode (bus) or a specific transit
line in urban systems usually will not vary much. It is not difficult to find suitable vehicles
to satisfy the timetable (the planned services).
However, this is totally different in the airline industry. The fleet characteristics are
very important in planning services that a company can provide. They and other factors
such as the away-from-base time, operating, capital cost and maintenance requirements
will significantly restrict the availability of aircraft for desired schedules. These factors will
have more influence on timetables and aircraft schedules in the airline industry than those
in the urban transportation systems. Therefore, it is important that aircraft scheduling
should be coordinated with the generation of timetables [3].
4. Competition: The nature of competition in the two fields is totally different.
Most airlines are privately owned and competition between airlines is intense. However,
many urban public transportation agencies are publicly or quasi-publicly owned. In many
cities (especially in the United States), there is one agency serving large areas without any
competition (except from other modes, notably the auto). Sometimes, this will decrease
the perceived importance to agencies to produce efficient and cost-saving schedules or
even to improve the schedules. Sometimes they can not afford to improve the schedules
because of the budget or subsidy constraints.
5. Objective: There is a major difference between the objectives of the vehicle
scheduling problem and the aircraft scheduling problem. Although both types of
scheduling problem may aim to minimize the cost, the vehicle scheduling problem will
usually emphasize the fleet size while the assignment of aircraft types is usually the first
consideration for the aircraft scheduling problem.
27 The fleet characteristics include size, capacity, vehicle type, the limitations of functions of
different vehicle type, etc.
The focus of the objective function may also be different between the two fields.
For example, one objective in airline scheduling, as indicated by Elce [51], may be to
maximize profit by including as many long-haul legs as possible to avoid extra costs
resulting from frequent take-offs and landings [51]. In transit systems, these issues do not
arise. In addition, long blocks may not be appropriate or necessary for a good transit
schedule. Another difference is in the use of deadheading. In urban transportation systems,
deadheading (either for vehicle or crew) may be a useful tool for solving scheduling
problems because of its low cost. In contrast, deadheading an airplane is much more
expensive and will not be used unless strictly necessary [32]. Nevertheless, air crew
deadheading can sometimes help obtain a feasible crew schedule or may simply be more
cost-effective.
6. Constraints: In general, aircraft and air crew scheduling will be concerned with
operational restrictions and safety factors as well as union contract terms. Most urban
crew scheduling, on the other hand, will focus on the union contract terms. Fewer safety
requirements will be imposed from the authority or the government on urban crew
schedules. Most vehicle scheduling methods do not take into account operational
constraints. The available fleet size dominates the constraints in urban vehicle scheduling.
Sometimes, other constraints such as a minimum layover time will be considered in vehicle
scheduling. For crew scheduling, most constraints concern the platform time, spread
hours, break time, pay penalties and allowances.
Aside from the differences mentioned above, joint vehicle/crew scheduling may
also be particularly attractive for urban public transportation scheduling. The interactive
effects between vehicle and crew scheduling have been addressed in some prior research
[3][7][34][39], as will be discussed later in this section.
2.3.2 The Joint Vehicle/Crew Scheduling Problem
There is little dispute that aircraft scheduling should be performed prior to air crew
scheduling. The capital investment is much higher than the crew cost in the airline
industry, while this is not so in urban public transportation. It is reasonable for a planner to
schedule first what can cause the largest cost impacts. Consequently, the combined aircraft
and crew scheduling problem is not as necessary for airlines28 as it may be for urban
transportation authorities.
From the viewpoint of the formulation and the optimization solution, joint
vehicle/crew scheduling may be a better strategy than the sequential process. But it has
proved difficult to solve one NP-hard problem, let alone the combination of two NP-hard
problems which this approach would imply. Due to the complexity of the joint scheduling
process, most researchers would rather (or have to) separate the problems to have
immediate yet acceptable results for the applications instead of being stuck in the joint
scheduling problem. Nevertheless, there is still some research trying to explore the
possible applications of the joint vehicle/crew scheduling problem. Two prior attempts use
different ways to approach this problem: one developed by Ball et al. [34][47], and the
other by Scott [7][39]. Ball et al. use one model to construct the crew schedule and the
vehicle schedule. Scott imposes the cost information from the relaxed crew schedule onto
the vehicle scheduling process to get a better vehicle schedule.
1. Scott's method:
Scott's algorithm does not really deal directly with the full complexity of the joint
scheduling problem. Rather it tries to create a vehicle schedule that takes into account
information on the related manpower cost. As Scott said, he wanted to create vehicle
28 Instead, the combined timetable/aircraft scheduling problem may be more practical for the
airline industry. This problem could be formulated as a combined routing/scheduling problem as
discussed in Bodin et al. [3].
schedules that are efficient in their use of manpower. He follows a strategy similar to the
HASTUS crew scheduling program (HASTUS-Macro and HASTUS-Micro) 29 to
establish his algorithm.
The algorithm consists of three steps. First, he uses a modified transshipment
model to get an initial vehicle schedule based on a composite objective function which
minimizes the fleet size, vehicle miles and platform time. The model is designed to be able
to make more accurate trade-offs between deadheading, layovers and pull-ins (pull-outs).
Second, the linear relaxation similar to HASTUS is employed to obtain the manpower
information. The model is basically a crew scheduling model. One difference from the
original linear relaxation formulation in HASTUS (HASTUS-Macro), is that the model
employs a variable in the formulation instead of constants used in the model constraints.
As Scott said, the use of this kind of variable can introduce a variable vehicle schedule
structure into the model.
b, = yqr , pep (2.10)
(qr) E BP
B, { (qr)B: q5 p5r}
Vqr = yqr (2.11)
qp = Y yqr , E p (2.12)
(qr) e BP
Bp, = (qr) Bp : q=p p
The variable, yqr, indicates the service demand (the number of required vehicles)
between two periods. He uses this variable to replace the constraint values on the left hand
29 The HASTUS strategy will be discussed in the chapter 3.
side of (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) above. In Scott's extended linear model, the new
constraints will substitute for the old constraints in the HASTUS-Macro model (from
(3.6) to (3.8)). The value of yqr depends on the vehicle schedule. Different vehicle
schedules from the first step can change the value of yqr and therefore result in different
crew schedules in the linear relaxation model.
The reason Scott uses this variable is that the manpower information available at
this step will be used to improve the initial vehicle schedule solution obtained in the first
step. The change of the vehicle solution will then change yqr and hence change the
manpower solution until the ideal solution is obtained. The employment of the variable is
helpful for this iterative evaluation process.
With the initial vehicle schedule solution produced at the first step, the values of
this kind of variable can be determined and the extended linear relaxation model can be
solved. In addition to this, the initial solution can also help restrict the model's size.
Scott produces two crew schedules at this step: the crew schedule solution that
fixes every yqr consistent with the initial vehicle schedule, and the optimal crew schedule
solution that just fixes bp , i.e. it fixes the sum of yqr at the initial solution level. The crew
schedules generated here are thus the approximations of feasible schedules rather than real
feasible schedules.
In the final step, a heuristic method is designed to improve the initial solution
marginally with the information (solution and objective cost) from the second step of the
model. The information is based on the comparison of every yqr and the objective values
of two solutions from the second step. Comparing the difference between yqr, the initial
vehicle schedule will be adjusted in accordance with yqr from the optimal solution and go
back to the second step. According to Scott, the iterative heuristic will stop only if a
feasible vehicle solution that costs out optimally in the extended linear model is found, or
if no alternative optimum more closely models the existing feasible solution and it is
impossible to eliminate rejected vehicle schedules without creating others.
The algorithm was tested on two timetables from the Montreal transit agency with
estimated crew cost saving of less 1%.
2. Ball et al. 's method:
There are two important features in their joint crew/vehicle scheduling algorithm
[34][47]: (1) the use of so-called d-trips instead of trips as a basis for the analysis; (2) the
crew schedules and the vehicle schedules can be obtained simultaneously instead of the
vehicle scheduling being performed first in the sequential process.
Ball et al. argue that crew costs dominate vehicle costs in the urban transportation
system, so they want to perform the crew scheduling and the vehicle scheduling
concurrently. The algorithm can create both schedules at the same time. Nevertheless, they
focus more on crew scheduling and the methods included in their algorithm mainly relate
to crew scheduling. Actual methods or testing results are not available for the vehicle
schedules. They just explain how it is possible to get the vehicle schedule along with the
crew schedule.
Since crew costs will be greater than vehicle costs in urban transportation systems,
they focus on only the crew scheduling problem initially. In the sequential scheduling
process, trips, which start and end at terminals and/or garages, are the most important
input to the vehicle scheduling. The crew scheduling has to have the information of blocks
generated in vehicle scheduling and the information of potential relief points as the input
to cut the blocks at relief points into pieces which are then matched into crew duties. That
is why the relief point information is very important to crew scheduling. Crew scheduling
can not use trips as the direct input because they are not able to provide this kind of
information, so they introduce the concept of the d-trip in their model.
Ball et al. define a d-trip as the portion of a trip or the combination of trips that
must be traversed by the same crew and vehicle. It is formed by breaking trips at their
possible relief points, not just at stations or depots as in trips. In this way, they can
provide the information of all possible relief points for crew scheduling and use d-trips as
a direct input.
The basic logic of their algorithm is: original trips listed in the timetable now are
broken into d-trips, i.e. each trip is covered by at least one d-trip. For the vehicle
schedule, blocks were previously composed of trips whereas now, they are constructed
from d-trips. For the crew schedule, crew duties can now be formed by directly matching
d-trips. It does not have to generate blocks, which are then cut into pieces and matched
into duties as in the sequential process. Therefore, the vehicle and crew schedule can both
be built by d-trips at the same time.
The algorithm, which is designed to solve crew scheduling problems, is formulated
as a set partitioning problem consisting of 3 levels: piece construction, piece improvement,
and run generation. Each level will use some models or techniques, but matching is the
main tool for these 3 steps.
At the first level, the algorithm tries to combine d-trips into different pieces of
work30 . During the combination (or matching) process, certain criteria such as minimum
cost and maximum piece length should be obeyed. For the purpose of minimizing cost,
they employed a cost function that consists of deadheading time, layover time, and total
piece time. They use these criteria and cost function to group d-trips into different pieces.
At the second level, they try to improve all pieces obtained in the first step using an
interchange heuristic for this resplitting and recombination process. As described in Ball et
al.'s papers, in general, the method tries to combine two short pieces into a long piece, to
combine and resplit a short piece and a long piece into two median-sized pieces, or to
combine and resplit two short pieces and delete some d-trips. At the final stage, the pieces
are combined into runs with a minimum cost matching technique.
30 A piece of work is a part of a crew duty as defined in Appendix A.
Vehicle schedules can be derived from the first two levels by inserting necessary
connection trips, such as deadheads, pull-ins, and pull-outs, and combine them with d-trips
into blocks, then vehicle schedules.
The algorithm was tested with data from the one division of the Baltimore MTA
bus system. They produced a solution with a 1.5% reduction in total paid time or a 9%
saving in variable pay time. The solution had more trippers and fewer 3-piece runs than
the original one.
As Rousseau indicated [32], savings from these joint scheduling methods do not
appear to be significant. Researchers would rather focus on the separate scheduling
problems that can produce equivalent savings with less complicated methods (better cost-
performance ratio). After these two algorithms, there has been no other published work on
the joint scheduling problem. Unless computer technologies improve further and/or new
models and algorithms appear, the joint scheduling approach is unlikely to replace the
sequential scheduling process in the near future in the transit industry.
Chapter 3: Computer-based Scheduling in Urban
Public Transportation
Manual vehicle and crew scheduling require many schedulers due to the
complexity of the problems. The production cycle of a set of manual vehicle and crew
schedules is typically lengthy, partly because of the large amount of paperwork involved.
The long and expensive time to produce manual schedules may make it difficult to change
the required service level in response to demand shifts, but it also lacks the ability to do
sensitivity analysis that might be used to evaluate potential changes in service or contract
terms. The application of computers in the scheduling process may well be able to deal
with these problems more effectively. In this chapter, the evolution of computer-based
scheduling in the last several decades is first discussed. Then, two representative
scheduling packages: RUCUS and HASTUS are presented in more detail with several
other packages also introduced more briefly.
3.1 Evolution of Computer-based Scheduling
In 1954, Dantzig and Fulkerson [65] presented a linear programming problem that
started the following fruitful investigation of the scheduling problem. The University of
Leeds began research on the application of computers to transportation scheduling
problems several years later [64]. Around that time, several research projects also tried to
employ computers to solve scheduling problems [61][64]. Before 1970, however, due
both to limitations of computer technology and a lack of suitable algorithms and
computer codes, no satisfactory computer-based scheduling applications had been
demonstrated.
However at about this time, many transportation agencies, authorities and
researchers started to be aware of the importance and potential benefits of computer
scheduling and began to devote more serious efforts to the development and application of
computer-based scheduling tools. After 1970, many different heuristic procedures,
models 1 and algorithms were experimented with. Several of these computer systems
represented significant breakthroughs and resulted in applicable and useful tools that were
able to tackle real bus scheduling problems in some urban public transportation agencies.
Some of these systems were designed specially for bus scheduling, such as AUTOBUS
[48]. Some were developed as complete systems that were able to perform the whole
sequential scheduling process including both vehicle and crew scheduling, such as RUCUS
[68][69][70][78] and HASTUS [18][24][49][60] in North America.
In examining these systems, significant difference can be seen in the way both
software developers and schedulers approached computer-based scheduling tools before
and after about 1980. Before this time, most packages had restrictions that made them
difficult to use as flexible tools. As a result it was usually difficult to use them to produce
acceptable and competitive schedules (compared with manual schedules) for different
authorities. These restrictions derived from the complexity and variability of work rules
and practices in different authorities. The available technology and algorithms were not
capable of dealing with the full complexity of work rules and practices at different
authorities. These packages could provide acceptable schedules only for some authorities
with similar characteristics and work rules.
After this time, in order to make programs more flexible and useful to different
users, developers became more inclined to facilitate human intervention as part of the
I Most of models employed at that time were assignment models or the set covering models.
computer procedures. With the possible interaction between the scheduler and the
machine, schedulers were able to become much more highly involved in the problem-
solving process. Therefore, experienced schedulers could use their knowledge, experience
and preferences for specific types of schedules, to guide, evaluate, and adjust the inputs
or results of models during the scheduling process. For example, schedulers are highly
knowledgeable about route structures, operating conditions, and potential variances of
running times. They often have a clear idea about what a suitable schedule for the
authority should be like. Therefore, they can make better adjustments and decisions about
the intermediate results, restrictions and parameters inside the program to help generate a
set of more satisfying and feasible final schedules. As Stern and Ceder [37] said, the
interactive approaches will make schedulers more confident in the results and avoid the
errors of "one-pass" computer procedures.
The development of RUCUS is a good illustration of this evolution. The first
generation of RUCUS was a non-interactive system that was developed in the early 70's
and received considerable application interest. As a result of user concerns and criticisms,
the next generation of these software begun in the late 70's became a much more
interactive system.
Other improvements include greater control over the final results and the
employment of computer graphics. Greater control over the final results is very important
for schedulers in obtaining an acceptable solution. Even though more human intervention
is allowed in the newer computer procedures, the final solution generated by the computer
system may still be unsuitable for direct application. If schedulers can have more control
over the final result, a more feasible and acceptable schedule may be made available
requiring minimal adjustments from the final computer solution. For example, HASTUS
allows interactive modifications through the computer system after the generation of the
automated result. If the final automated result is not acceptable, schedulers can usually use
the interactive function to "massage" this solution into an acceptable schedule.
Computer graphics is also a helpful new tool for a computer-aided scheduling
system. Since computer technology has been advancing rapidly, more powerful hardware
(PC, the work station and the mouse) and graphics software have been developing. The
progress makes the employment of computer graphics inexpensive and practical for
computer-aided scheduling tools Computer graphics can help the computer-aided
scheduling system because more friendly for users. For example, data entry and error-
checking can be easier and clearer through graphical display and can result in fewer errors.
Graphical display can also help present the computer result in a much clearer way and can
greatly facilitate interactive scheduling. Finally the easier use of the computer system can
shorten the training period for new schedulers.
3.2 RUCUS & RUCUS II
The Run Cutting and Vehicle Scheduling (RUCUS) computer system [68][69][70]
was developed under the sponsorship of the Urban Mass Transportation Authority
(UMTA) of the United States in the early 1970's and was released to the transit industry in
1975. RUCUS, a non-interactive (batch mode) package, is one of the first complete
scheduling packages 2 [73] in the world to receive substantial application in the transit
industry.
RUCUS was explicitly designed to mimic the manual scheduling process so as to
increase the likelihood of acceptance by schedulers after failure of earlier systems. It
contained three components: TRIPS, BLOCKS, and RUNS. TRIPS produced headway
sheets based on the transportation demand. These headway sheets then were used to
construct the timetable of all revenue trips. BLOCKS was the vehicle scheduling program
2 The complete package here means that the system consists of both vehicle and crew scheduling
subsystems
which took into account the TRIPS output (timetable) as well as other constraints, such as
spatial and operational constraints, and generated vehicle blocks. The vehicle schedule
consisted of these blocks. RUNS was a run cutting program that produced the crew
schedule based on the blocks generated in BLOCKS.
BLOCKS [69][70] employed a minimal cost flow model, which is almost identical
to the VSP model introduced in section 2.2.4 (equations (2.1) to (2.4)), to produce
vehicle blocks with minimum cost. The model formulates the problem as a cyclic network
as introduced in figure 2-3 (b) and section 2.2.2. The back flow arc deals with the fleet
size constraint as well as the additional cost every time a vehicle begins service. Each pair
of nodes, which is connected by a revenue-trip arc, represents the start time and location,
with the end time and location for a specific trip. A cyclic path starts from the bottom
node (garage), follows the back flow arc (the capital-cost arc), goes through pull-out arc,
and tries to combine revenue-trip arcs and deadheading arcs without violating spatial,
time, and other constraints, then returns to the bottom node (pull-in arc). Each cyclic path
represents one feasible block. As described in chapter 2, the costs associated with all kinds
of arcs and the fleet size will significantly influence the solution. Theoretically, each
revenue trip must be covered by a block (path) exactly once at minimum cost. This
minimum cost flow model is solved by the out-of-kilter algorithm [69]. BLOCKS was
restricted to deal with one type of vehicle, and all vehicles had to come from a single
garage.
RUNS [68][70] was used to assign drivers to cover the vehicle schedule. and
employed a two-step heuristic procedure. The procedure first generates an initial schedule
based on blocks from BLOCKS and the initial solution is the refined by eliminating
trippers and reducing the cost. There are five phases in RUNS: (1) data processing; (2)
generation of the initial solution; (3) elimination of trippers; (4) run cost minimization; (5)
production of the report. The first four phases could also be used as independent
functions for evaluation purposes, i.e. each phase could be executed or terminated
independently.
Data processing needed three kinds of data: parameters that specified work rules,
other constraints and options for desired runs; vehicle blocks; and travel times between
relief points. The second phase generates an initial crew schedule consisting of one-piece
and two-piece runs that satisfy the work rules. However not all blocks could be cut and
combined into these legal runs, thus some trippers were usually inevitable. By changing
various parameters, the block-splitting could be executed repeatedly to seek a more
satisfactory initial solution. The third phase tried to eliminate as many trippers generated in
the initial solution as possible without violating work rules. This procedure would be
stopped either when all trippers had been eliminated, or no further elimination was
possible. In the fourth phase, the function tried to reduce the total pay-hour cost of the
solution previously generated while respecting work rules. This function would be stopped
when no more savings were possible.
After run cost minimization, there was another optional phase before the final
schedule is reported in the fifth phase. This additional phase eliminated trippers regardless
of work rules or other constraints. Then, the new schedule would go back to the fourth
phase to try to massage all runs into legal runs.
Table 3-1: Comparison of RUCUS and the Manual Vehicle Schedule
MBTA Manual RUCUS BLOCKS Saving
Revenue Hour 743.5 742.1 -0.1%
Layover & Deadhead 269.3 276.4 +2.5%
Total platform hour 1012.8 1018.5 +0.6%
No. of Vehicle Blocks 158 151 -4.6%
According to Wilson [78], RUCUS was once adopted by around 33 transit
authorities with fleet sizes ranging from 75 to 1000. Reported driver pay savings ranged
from 0% to 8% for 15 authorities. One specific evaluation of RUCUS (both vehicle and
crew scheduling) occurred in one garage of the MBTA (Boston) [70] in the mid 1970's.
The test compared the RUCUS vehicle and crew schedules with the manual schedules,
with the results shown in Table 3-1. As shown in Table 3-1, no saving resulted in the
vehicle scheduling process. However, as shown in Table 3-2 some significant savings were
achieved by the crew scheduling element of RUCUS in terms of the number of drivers,
platform times, etc. Goeddel [70] thought that RUCUS could produce reliable and cost-
efficient vehicle and crew schedules for a large transit system. However, despite these
apparently promising test results in the MBTA, RUCUS was never implemented at the
MBTA, for reasons which are not known.
Table 3-2: Comparison of RUCUS and the Manual Crew Schedule
MBTA Manual RUCUS Blocks Saving
Platform Hours 1119.3 1018.5 -9.01%
Spreadover Hours 1523.8 1442.4 -5.34 %
Total Pay Hours 1293.4 1240.8 -4.07%
Total Runs 144 142 -1.39%
Several deficiencies about RUCUS were described by Wilson [78] as follows: (1)
It is difficult to use because it is not scheduler-oriented. (2) The data base management is
inefficient. (3) The reporting capabilities are limited and the documentation is poor. (4) It
lacks feedback between the planning, scheduling, and run-cutting procedures. While
RUCUS was widely implemented, it was not viewed as a completely successful attempt to
develop an automated scheduling system.
RUCUS was substantially and fundamentally revised to form RUCUS II in the
early 1980's (started in late 70's). As Luedtke indicated [73], RUCUS II was designed to
overcome deficiencies in the design and usability of RUCUS. Taking advantage of more
advanced computer technology, RUCUS II was an interactive, and much more user-
friendly system. For example, either a totally interactive procedure or automated
techniques were available for the vehicle scheduling procedure. It also contained more
optional functions. For example, three options based on headway, layover or passing times
at the maximum load point, could be selected as the basis for building trip schedules.
Some improvements in the vehicle scheduling function were also made in RUCUS
II. Unlike the vehicle scheduling function in RUCUS which could only deal with the one-
garage vehicle scheduling problem, the multiple-depot vehicle scheduling problem
(VSPMD) could be solved in RUCUS II. It first generated all blocks as a one-depot
problem, then assign these blocks to different depots [73].
There are several important characteristics of the driver run-cutting subsystem in
RUCUS II. First, it allows improved user flexibility and control while generating and
modifying the assignments of driver runs. Second, the assignments of driver runs (1-piece,
2-piece, and 3-piece) can be done either by the manual interactive scheduling procedure or
the automated scheduling procedure. Third, the user specified cost function which
includes work rules, pay hour cost provisions, and desirable constraints is used for the
generation (or evaluation) of runs. Fourth, the heuristic optimization function can be used
to reduce the make-up times, the overtime penalty, and other premiums. Fifth, the final
run-cutting results are reported with graphic displays [78].
3.3 HASTUS
HASTUS is an extensively applied crew scheduling program that has been widely
reported in the literature [18][19][21][22][23][24][28][32][49][60][74]. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, HASTUS is developed by the Transportation Research Center of the
University of Montreal and GIRO Inc.. Rousseau and Blais [18] described HASTUS as an
intelligent-interactive system because of its use of mathematical optimization tools and
the high level of human intervention possible during application of the software.
Basically, HASTUS consists of three subsystems3: HASTUS-Bus vehicle
scheduling subsystem, HASTUS-Macro approximate run-cutting and cost estimating
subsystem, and HASTUS-Micro crew scheduling subsystem. HASTUS-Bus is an
interactive vehicle scheduling tool based on specified service demands. HASTUS-Micro is
also an interactive tool which produces the detailed feasible crew schedule with an
associated exact cost. HASTUS-Macro is a rather special and unusual element among all
computer scheduling packages. As Rousseau states [32], it is designed to solve a
relaxation of the driver scheduling problem on a modified (simplified) vehicle schedule. It
can be used by itself as a cost estimation model and it also acts as a preprocessor for
HASTUS-Micro. In the latter case, the HASTUS-Macro solution is used to guide the
HASTUS-Micro run cut. As Smith and Wren [28] described, the work of these three
subsystems is to use mathematical programming methods to produce a set of theoretical
duties to match the overall profile of the bus schedule, and then derive a realistic set of
duties using this as a guide.
HASTUS-Macro, which was the first subsystem developed in HASTUS (in 1977),
can also be used to estimate the potential cost impacts from the modifications of work
rules or other changes such as the service level. It focuses on the generation of certain
limited types of duties to obtain a reasonable estimate of the cost rather than on obtaining
a set of feasible crew schedules. To this end, it simplifies the vehicle schedule and relaxes
various conditions4 to get an approximate yet representative solution without requiring
too much computation. Consequently, it can serve as a useful tool to quantify the impact
of possible changes during contract negotiation or the evaluation of some operational or
service changes. HASTUS-Micro and HASTUS-Macro collectively constitute a complete
3 The components of the system are described in Rousseau and Blais [18].
4 These simplified conditions are discussed below.
crew scheduling algorithm. Lessard et al. [24], Rousseau [32], Rousseau et al. [49], have
presented detailed descriptions of this bus driver scheduling (BDS) algorithm. The general
crew scheduling model is presented below.
The General Crew Scheduling Model of HASTUS [24][49][60]:
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To simplify the presentation, all the papers regarding HASTUS above were used
to assume that every duty included at most 2 piece of work: one piece is represented as
(i, j) here, and the other is (m, n). Xii,mn is a binary variable which equals 1 if an operator
is assigned to the duty including (i, j) and (m, n). Cii,mn is the cost of this duty. T is the
P
set of times k which represents the relief times, the starting time, or the ending time for the
block p.
Constraint (3.2) is used to partition each vehicle block into pieces of work. For
example, if a block (Block p) lasts from 9:00 to 13:00 and k represents the only relief time
during this block at 11:00, then bP( 1:00) equals 0. Therefore, the block can be partitioned
into two pieces of work: one piece is from 9:00 to 11:00, i.e. yP9:.oo, 11:00) = 1; and the
other one is from 11:00 to 13:00, i.e. Y-:oo, 13:00oo) = 1. If bPk does not equal 0 (i.e. k
represents the starting time (9:00) or the ending time (13:00) ), the block can be either
partitioned into multiple pieces of work (depending on allowed relief points during this
block), or kept as a single piece.
Constraint (3.3) makes sure that the feasible pieces5 partitioned in Constraint (3.2)
are used to constitute workdays. For example, if YP 9 oo, 11:00) = 1, it may be assigned to a
two-piece run as a part of the duty, i.e. either X ((9:00, 11:00), (m, n)) or X ((m,n), (9:00, 11:00)) will be
equal to 1 as well.
Constraint (3.4) refers to other constraints such as work rules. The pieces of work
cut in Constraint (3.2) and the duties matched in Constraint (3.3) have to abide by the
work rules defined in Constraint (3.4), such as the minimum piece length of 2 hours.
This general model alone is unable to deal with the large transit crew scheduling
problems. Therefore, the model is decomposed into three parts with the solution strategies
as summarized below 6.
5 A "feasible piece" implies that certain rules, such as minimum and maximum piece lengths are
satisfied.
6 To make the presentation easier, a crew run is limited to at most two pieces of work as above.
Step 1: The HASTUS-Macro Relaxed Model
First, HASTUS-Macro will be executed to provide the information (types of pieces
of work and the number of pieces) need by the heuristic procedure used in the next step.
Because HASTUS-Macro is designed to provide an approximate solution for the real
feasible crew schedule, it simplifies the problem in the following key areas:
(1) The integral constraint on the variables representing the number of duties of a
certain type is relaxed.
(2) The starting time, relief time and ending time for all blocks and pieces of work
can only occur at predetermined times.
(3) The workdays selected must be sufficient to cover the total requirement of
drivers per period instead of requiring that they exactly cover each block individually.
As Rousseau said [32]: It retains the essentials of the bus schedule structure and
its impact on the contract rules and costs without retaining the precise bus schedule. The
relaxed problem7 is formulated as follows:
Min 1 Cy,mn XY, mn (3.5)
(ij,mn)ED
X X,m n 2 bp , p E : a set ofperiods (3.6)
(ij,mn) E DP
Dp = {(ij, mn) D; (ij,mn): i 5 p j or m 5 p < n}
SXij,mn Ž Vqr (3.7)
(U,mn) e Dp'
Dqr = {(ij, mn) E D: (ij) = (qr) or (m n) = (qr)}
7 Scott [7] extends this formulation to perform his joint scheduling analysis as mentioned in
section 2.4.
, XX,.n - qp, pE•p (3.8)
(i',mn) E Dp'
Dp' = {(ij,mn) eD: i = p or m = p}
The first constraint (3.6) ensures that the number of drivers assigned in any period
is not less than the number of vehicles required (bp) in that period. The second constraint
(3.7) prohibits the partition of small blocks. It requires that the number of pieces of work
from q to r is at least as large as Vqr, the number of small blocks from q to r. A small
block is the a block (defined by schedulers) that cannot be partitioned and should be
assigned as one piece of work to a driver [24]. This constraint indicates that the existence
of these small blocks should be allowed during the required manpower estimating process
(this Macro crew scheduling process) [39]. Constraint (3.8) requires that the number of
pieces of work is at least equal to the number of pull-out blocks (qp) for that period. This
constraint is to guarantee that the given vehicle block starting times are respected during
the crew scheduling process [39].
Step 2: Partitioning
The Macro crew schedule generated in the first step is used to help create the
initial feasible solution in the following two steps. To create the initial feasible solution,
partitioning is first performed to cut the blocks.
A heuristic procedure replaces the partitioning formulation of Constraint (3.2). It
cuts blocks into pieces of work according to the optimal relaxed solution from Macro
(Step 1). The Macro simplified crew schedule provides information on the number of
pieces of work of each type required. The partitioning formulation (and the associated
heuristic procedure) follows the information and tries to cut the blocks into pieces of work
that are as close as possible to those specified in Macro.
Step 3: Matching and Marginal Improvement Procedure
After the blocks have been cut into pieces, an assignment algorithm, which
replaces Constraint (3.3), is employed to match pieces of work generated at the second
step into initial crew duties. Finally, a marginal improvement algorithm is employed to
improve the solution by re-partitioning the blocks and eliminating as many trippers as
possible. This improvement algorithm is the optimization function used in the evaluations
in Chapter 4.
HASTUS is quite flexible in taking into account different work rules in the
computational procedures. Schedulers can define most desired work rules as restrictions in
the program. They can also impose other parameters to induce the program to
approximate certain desired duties8 . HASTUS also provides a fully interactive
environment for schedulers to cut blocks.
Beyond the three basic functions mentioned above, there are also some extensions
and new functions added in the system. For example, a new crew scheduling subsystem,
CREW-OPT, has been developed using column generation techniques to deal with crew
scheduling problems with restricted sizes in a more efficient and effective way. Other
vehicle scheduling tools, such as HASTUS-Minbus, are also available in the HASTUS
system.
Seguin and Hamer [59] reported that crew cost savings of 1% to 6% have been
obtained from applying HASTUS at dozens of transit authorities around the world.
Another paper indicated that HASTUS made possible an annual saving of $4 million for
the S.T.C.U.M (Montreal) [60]. The savings result from vehicle scheduling are also
reported by Koffman and Rousseau [81] as mentioned in Chapter 2. For example, bus
savings of about 7% and saving in annual cost of $3 million were reported from the
installation of HASTUS-Minbus at the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Transit Commission
8 This is presented in detail in Chapter 4 in this thesis.
(OC Transpo). HASTUS is certainly representative of the current generation of computer
crew scheduling packages.
We will discuss the characteristics of HASTUS further and the experiences of the
application of HASTUS in the MBTA (Boston) in chapter 4.
3.4 Other Scheduling Tools
There are many other automated scheduling systems, some of which will be
mentioned briefly in this section. AUTOBUS is a graphic man-machine interactive
program that is especially designed for bus scheduling. The system is based on the deficit
function algorithm proposed by Stem and Ceder [37]. Ceder and Stem describe
AUTOBUS from the construction of timetables to bus scheduling in their paper [48].
Two other computerized bus scheduling programs are VAMPIRES and TASC as
discussed in Smith and Wren [38] and Hartley and Wren [46]. VAMPIRES and TASC are
also included as a subsystems in BUSMAN. VAMPIRES, which was developed in the late
sixties and used in the early seventies, is a network-based bus scheduling program. It was
designed to deal with vehicle scheduling for a mixture of regular public services and
special services (like school buses) across the network. It allows vehicles to switch
between different services and to interline. It can also show the savings possible by the
retiming of services (trips). Several empirical cases using this system are presented in
Smith and Wren's paper [38]. TASC [44][46], which was used in late seventies, is more a
route-based program used to plan and schedule regular services along a single route or
related routes. Timetables can also be produced before scheduling. It is easier and quicker
to use than VAMPIRES. The savings in numbers of vehicles required was reported to
range from five percent to as much as 20%-24%. As Hartley and Wren [46] said: TASC is
designed to be used for day-to-day scheduling, whereas VAMPIRE would normally be
used when a major service has to be revised (maybe once a year).
BUSMAN is a large transit-oriented computer system developed in the U.K. Not
only is it able to deal with vehicle scheduling and crew scheduling, but it also provides
functions to help in marketing, planning and administration tasks. Williamson [80] has a
detailed introduction to it in the third workshop.
There are many other computer systems that have been developed and applied in
different areas around the world, e.g. the HOT system in Germany. It has become a clear
trend to use computer-based scheduling packages as a transportation management tool to
help deal with the complexity of transportation scheduling problems and obtain the
maximum benefits for both the authorities and the public.
Chapter 4: Computer-based Scheduling at the
MBTA
This chapter focuses on the evaluation of HASTUS crew scheduling functions in
the MBTA context. The impacts of HASTUS on the MBTA after its installation are
discussed first. Then, possible future impacts are discussed, illustrated by applications of
HASTUS-Micro and HASTUS-Macro to the MBTA. The first part of the evaluation
focuses on the ability of HASTUS-Micro to produce acceptable automated crew
schedules for a large (Cabot Garage) and a small bus garage (Albany Garage). The
consistency between Macro schedules and corresponding Micro schedules are also
addressed. The relationship between different part-time operator wage rates and
constraints, and the resulting HASTUS-Micro automated crew schedules is examined for
both garages. The relationship between the Macro files with different period lengths and
their Micro schedules is then discussed.
The second part of the evaluation performs sensitivity analyses on both Macro and
Micro. The possible impacts that different scenarios can have on the Macro schedules and
final automated crew schedules (Micro schedules) derived from the first part of the
evaluation are explored. First, different input files, including parameter files, selection files,
cutting files, and Macro files are tested to see how they affect the final automated crew
schedules. Second, different key parameters within Macro files are examined. Third,
certain soft rules are relaxed to examine the impacts on Macro and Micro schedules for
Cabot Garage, and to examine if an acceptable automated crew schedule can be found for
Cabot. Finally radically, different work rules are examined at Albany Garage to assess
their impacts on Macro and Micro schedules. The ability of the Macro solution cost to
approximate the true Micro schedules cost is of particular interest in this set of
experiments.
4.1 HASTUS in the MBTA
4.1.1 Background
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) is an urban public
transit system which provides bus, trolley and rail transit services to 78 communities in the
Metropolitan Boston area with a total population of more than two and a half million
[75]. It also serves (selectively) 52 communities outside the area with an additional
population of over one and a half million. As shown in Table 4-1, the MBTA operates 4
rail transit lines (red, orange, green, and bluel) with a fleet size of 638 vehicles. Its bus
system includes 9 garages (including one trackless trolley bus garage) with a total fleet
size of 1047 vehicles serving 155 routes.
Table 4-1: MBTA Fleet Size*
Fleet Size A.M. Peak Vehicle P.M. Peak Vehicle
Rail transit 638 447 451
Bus** 1047 773 684
Total System 1685 1220 1135
* According to 1994 winter schedule.
** Also including the trackless trolley system.
Four types of seasonal schedules for bus garages and transit lines have to be
generated each year in the MBTA: the spring, summer, fall, and winter schedules (both
vehicle and crew). The differences between these schedules result from changes in routes,
1 The red, orange, and blue lines are heavy rail lines. The green line is a light rail line, and is
sometimes called the street-car system.
service frequencies, the associated running times, recovery times, and relief opportunities.
The service frequencies do not typically vary much between the spring, fall, and winter
schedules but there is more difference in the summer schedule because of the lack of
school trips. These schedules are produced by the Plans and Schedules Department in the
MBTA which is responsible for all the timetables, vehicle schedules, crew schedules, and
associated reports for the rail and bus systems. For each seasonal timetable, three or four
different daily schedules are produced: weekday, Saturday, Sunday, and holiday schedules.
Different demands (the number of trips) and different union contract terms (shown in
Appendix B) result in these different schedules.
The process of introducing HASTUS into the MBTA was completed in 1986. The
installation at the MBTA including both vehicle scheduling and crew scheduling
subsystems (as presented in Chapter 3) was a fairly early version of HASTUS. For
example, graphical scheduling, HASTUS-Minbus, or CREW-OPT are not included in the
MBTA computer system. The current scheduling staff (most are crew schedulers), who
are mostly computer-oriented, were recruited four years ago to replace the retiring manual
schedulers, and to take greater advantage of the features of HASTUS. For the vehicle
scheduling process in the Department, most of previous manual vehicle scheduling
activities have been replaced and are now performed by HASTUS. The situation is
somewhat different however for crew scheduling. Since crew scheduling is much more
complex than vehicle scheduling and these schedulers had to learn about crew scheduling
from the very beginning, it takes roughly 3 years for a crew scheduler to develop a good
understanding of the complete manual crew scheduling process and knowledge2 about the
related scheduling areas. Only then can they become qualified schedulers who can operate
independently with minimum supervision.
2 The characteristics of garages, transit lines and bus routes, such as the travel times, route
conditions, etc.
There has not been sufficient time for the scheduling staff to be thoroughly trained
in the HASTUS crew scheduling subsystem. As a result the crew scheduling subsystem in
HASTUS (Micro) is currently used only as a fully interactive tool (in the interactive mode)
in the Department. The automatic crew scheduling function (the batch mode) has not yet
been used in the regular scheduling process.
4.1.2 Impacts of the Installation of HASTUS at the MBTA
Although the automatic crew scheduling function has not yet been used at the
MBTA and there has been no formal evaluation of the impacts of the installation of
HASTUS, several impacts can readily be identified. First, the size of the scheduling staff
has been reduced substantially from around 10 to 6 at the current time. Despite this
reduction in staff, the department can produce more schedules than before in a particular
production cycle. For example, prior to HASTUS 10 schedulers could produce 20
schedules (2 schedules for each scheduler) in a period of two to three weeks. With the
help of the HASTUS interactive function, six schedulers are now able to produce 42
schedules in essentially the same time (in fall 1994). This represents a significant increase
in scheduler productivity.
Second, the resulting schedules are more accurate because of the reduction in
manually produced paperwork. With HASTUS, the computer system can help avoid
errors during the scheduling process. In the past, some common errors, such as misplaced
pieces of work, using a piece twice in different duties, or calculation errors (travel time,
piece-length, duty-length, or cost), often wasted a tremendous amount of the schedulers'
time and effort. Because of this increase in scheduling efficiency, HASTUS can also enable
schedulers to try different scenarios (for cutting blocks or combining pieces into runs) to
produce more economical schedules.
Third, the computer system can now provide more useful information faster not
only for the Plans and Schedules Department, but also for other MBTA departments. The
MBTA now provides over 75 reports which are directly generated by, or interfaced with
HASTUS. It gives the Plans and Schedules Department as well as other departments a
clearer picture of the current operating plans. This information can be used to assist in
supervision (or adjustment) of operations (or policies). For example, the Plans and
Schedules Department is now able to provide a Schsta (Schedule Statistics Report)
Report, which contains information on the total daily vehicle hours and vehicle miles for
each route, for the revenue department and the real estate department. The department is
also able to provide the Operations Planning Department the Rectigraphs Report which
lists all duties and the relevant drivers' names in a much faster way. In the past, this report
(the crew duties) was first generated in the Planning and Schedules Department, and was
then distributed to the garages to be picked by the drivers. After the pick process3 was
finished, the complete report could finally be delivered to the Operations Planning
Department. Now through the connection of the computers between the garages and the
two departments (the Plans and Schedules Department and the Operations Planning
Department), the Operations Planning Department can receive this report much more
quickly.
To explore the feasibility and the possible impacts of using the automatic crew
scheduling techniques in the MBTA context, the results of the evaluation with HASTUS
are reported in the following sections of this chapter.
4.1.3 Depots Selected for Evaluation
The MBTA bus system was chosen as the case study for several reasons. First, the
bus system is important in the MBTA because it provides more than half (see Table 4-2)
of the total MBTA vehicle trips and vehicle miles, and its coverage is much wider that of
3 After crew schedules are finished by the Plans and Schedules Department, they are sent to the
corresponding garages. The garages display these schedules and operators pick their desired
duties in order of seniority.
the rail transit lines. Second, the characteristics (or conditions) of the bus system are much
more diverse and complicated for scheduling than the rail transit system. In terms of crew
scheduling specifically, the possible swings at different relief points and the relevant travel
times complicate the development of crew runs more than for the rail system.
Table 4-2: MBTA Vehicle-trips and Vehicle-miles
Vehicle Trips Vehicle Miles
Bus garage: Cabot 498,630 (23%)* 4,919,916 (19%)*
Bus garage: Albany 151,306 (7%)* 2,623,213 (10%)*
Bus (total) 2,160,553 (63%)** 25,587,672 (51%)**
Total System 3,417,728 49,786,272
* Compared with the whole bus system (the third row of this table) for fiscal year 1993.
** Compared with total system (the fourth row of this table) for fiscal year 1993.
Two garages in the bus system were selected for the evaluation: Cabot Garage and
Albany Garage. Cabot Garage is one of the largest garages in the MBTA system and
includes about 23% of the total bus trips and 19% of the total bus miles (see Table 4-2).
Albany Garage is one of the smaller garages and includes around 7% of the total bus trips
and 10% of the total bus miles. With these two garages, we can not only assess HASTUS
ability to deal with both simple and more complicated cases, but we can also make a
comparison between these cases which have different degrees of complexity.
Since we want to test the potential of the HASTUS automated crew scheduling
function in the MBTA context, instead of the comprehensive evaluation for all types of
schedules, only the weekday schedule used in fall 1994 is chosen for this evaluation. The
fall 1994 schedule reflects the latest operating characteristics (demand, route conditions,
etc.) in the area as well as current MBTA characteristics (the union contract, numbers of
full-time and part-time operators, etc.). Thus, the comparison between this schedule and
alternative test schedules should be both realistic and representative.
Table 4-3: Base Run Cut (Fall 1994)
Early A.M. Peak AM. Base P.M. Base P.M. Peak Late FTO PTO
Period' Before 5:00 6:30- 9:30 9:30 - 12:30 12:30- 15:30 15:30 -19:30 After 21:00
Cabot 15 151 57 109 141 42 182 56
Albany 5 64 42 60 86 0 85 45
16o Early : # of buses which start
140- before 5:00 a.m.
1020 Peak: # of buses in peak hours.
Sso Base: # of buses in off-peak hours.
i 60 Late : # of buses in late hours,
40, after 9:00 p.m..
20 FTO : # of Full-time operators
o ......... PTO: # of Part-time operators
Early AM. Peak AM. Base P.M. Base P.M. Peak Late
Time Horizon --- Caba * The approximate periods.
-4-W-Alb"
Table 4-3 shows some general statistics for the fall schedule at both garages.
Except for the obvious differences in fleet size and manpower, there are several other
differences between these two garages. First, no street reliefs are allowed in Albany
Garage while there is no such restriction for Cabot Garage. Second, the last Albany duty
ends before 9:00 p.m., while the last Cabot duty ends between 1:00 and 2:00 a.m..
Because of the more balanced distribution of work over the entire day, it is much easier
for most duties in Albany Garage to be formed as two-piece duties4 . In general, a two-
piece duty is a better duty type for schedulers. For schedulers, a two-piece duty can cover
at least one peak period (or even two peak periods) and satisfy general work rules in an
easier and more economical way. Third, part-time duties in Albany Garage are a greater
percentage of total runs than in Cabot Garage. As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, part-time
duties are very helpful to cover leftover pieces of work which are not easy to be assigned
into full-time duties. Since many pieces of work of this kind are usually generated during
the run-cutting process, more allowed part-time duties will make the scheduling problem
easier. According to Table 4-3, part-time duties amount to 35% of total required
manpower for Albany Garage and only 24% for Cabot Garage. These differences make
the crew scheduling process in Albany Garage much easier than in Cabot Garage.
4 Schedulers do not have to worry about how to assign pieces of work in the late period
with the restricted manpower, overtime, and duty length constraints.
4.2 HASTUS Files Used for the Evaluation
There are two ways in which the crew scheduling subsystem of HASTUS
(HASTUS-Micro) can be used: the interactive mode and the batch (or automatic) mode.
The interactive mode allows interaction between the machine and the scheduler. After the
vehicle schedule is available, a scheduler can cut the blocks piece by piece, and try to
match them to form a complete feasible crew schedule as he used to do in the manual
scheduling process. Instead of writing (or drawing) tremendous amounts of paperwork by
hand as before, HASTUS takes over all the tedious and time-consuming paperwork and
clerical functions traditionally done by hand. For example, in the past, schedulers had to
write down every piece of work, and combine them into duties. They also had to calculate
the travel times, length of pieces or duties, and cost totally by hand and by visual
inspection during the cutting and matching process. With HASTUS, by using various
commands, the machine can cut and combine the blocks according to the schedulers
decisions. The machine takes care of all calculations and all clerical work. It also prevents
any piece of work being used more than once, a mistake which can happen easily in the
manual scheduling process.
Schedulers can also build various files necessary for the automatic crew scheduling
function and modify these files in the interactive mode. Five major types of input files are
necessary for the batch mode: the assignment file, the parameter file, the selection file, the
cutting file5 , and the Macro file as shown in Appendix C. After the construction (or
modification) of these files, the batch mode allows a scheduler to execute the automatic
crew scheduling function (described in Chapter 3) as a one-pass procedure to produce the
5 Rousseau and Blais [18] describe HASTUS and the relevant working files.
final schedule. HASTUS-Macro first produces a set of approximate schedules according
to the four input files6 . HASTUS-Micro then creates a set of initial schedules, which
usually contains some extras (trippers), based on the approximate Macro schedule. To
eliminate these trippers, HASTUS-Micro provides a function (named the optimization
function) after the generation of an initial Micro schedule. According to the HASTUS
manual [76], this function optimally rematches duties and also eliminates as many trippers
as possible while still satisfying the work rules and abiding by the manpower constraints of
different duty types defined in the parameter file. HASTUS-Macro, which is designed to
evaluate the possible cost impact of changes in work rules or other factors much more
quickly than a complete scheduling function (such as Micro7 ), can also be operated
independently under this batch mode to estimate the total crew cost.
The assignment files, parameter files, selection files, cutting files, and the Macro
files which are used as the base for the evaluations presented in the following sections are
shown in Appendix C. The two output assignment files for Cabot Garage and Albany
Garage shown in Appendixes C1-1 and C6-1 respectively are the final reports for the
manual schedules for fall 1994. The two parameter files (Appendixes C2 and C7) for both
Cabot Garage and Albany Garage were originally used in the corresponding manual
interactive crew scheduling processes in fall 1994. These two parameter files are slightly
different from the parameter files used in the following evaluations. For example, there is a
one-piece part-time duty type defined in the parameter file for Albany Garage as shown in
Appendix C7. Because trippers are not allowed, this duty type should be deleted. For the
comparison between this parameter file which was used in the manual scheduling process
and the parameter files used in the following evaluation, the maximum number of runs for
6 The assignment file, the parameter file, the cutting file, and the macro file. The selection file will
be used only in Micro, not Macro.
7 For example, a complete micro schedule for Cabot Garage will take 55 CPU minutes or more on
VAX 4000_300 , but it only takes around 5 to 10 CPU minutes to run a macro file for the same
garage.
this one-piece part-time duty type is set as 0 instead of eliminating this duty type in the
following parameter files. Other differences are summarized below.
4.2.1. The Assignment File
An assignment file is both an input file and an output file. At the beginning of any
crew scheduling process (interactive or automated), an assignment file which includes (or
corresponds to) the information of relief-point opportunities and vehicle blocks must first
be created. This initial assignment file is created based on two files: one is the relief file
which contains the information of relief opportunities along the routes served by the
specified garage. The other is the vehicle schedule file which includes the vehicle blocks
produced by the previous vehicle scheduling process. The relief file is built or modified
before the vehicle scheduling process. With the relief file and other necessary information
such as the headway sheet and the travel time matrix, HASTUS can create a vehicle
schedule as well as a crew schedule.
HASTUS can usually create acceptable vehicle schedules for the MBTA. Blocks
created in the vehicle scheduling process include long blocks (e.g. from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00
p.m.) which contain a pull-out at the beginning of the block and a pull-in at the end of the
block. Other pull-ins, pull-outs or swings 8 will be added later when the blocks are cut
during the crew scheduling process (either manual or automated). The manual or
automated crew scheduling processes are performed based on the vehicle blocks and the
information on relief opportunities included in this initial assignment file. The initial
assignment files created for Cabot and Albany for the manual schedules for fall 1994 are
shown in Appendixes C1 and C6. For example, there are 274 long vehicle blocks for the
Cabot vehicle schedule for fall 1994. When the initial (input) Cabot assignment file is
created, these long blocks are all viewed as extras. All values regarding regular runs are
8 HASTUS can also create taxi trips in the vehicle schedule. In the Cabot and Albany cases, there
are no taxis.
shown as 0 in that initial assignment file, as are the values in the initial Albany assignment
file in Appendix C6. In Appendix C6, there are 155 extras in this initial assignment file
which implies that 155 vehicle blocks were generated in the corresponding vehicle
schedule for Albany Garage for fall 1994.
An assignment file is also the output file for the final crew schedule (see
Appendixes C1-1 & C6-1). It includes information on the number of duties, the average
platform time, the number of duties of each type (e.g. straight full-time duties, split full-
time duties, part-time duties, and extras), total cost, average hourly rate, etc. 9 There are
several important characteristics for a final (output) assignment file. First, some costs
(presented as time) are internal (or imaginary), such as other penalties for regular runs
and overtime for extras (see Appendix Cl), rather than actual costs (e.g. platform time,
paid meal break, etc.). The actual costs will be reflected in the total reported cost, but the
internal costs are just used as internal penalties during the crew scheduling process to
discourage the generation of certain duties. For example, HASTUS can discourage the
generation of make-up time, swing, or other unproductive paid times in any duty. Other
penalties for regular runs reflect the imaginary cost when these events are scheduled, and
overtime for extras reflect the imaginary cost when any extra is created 10. The total
reported cost does not include these internal costs.
Second, the cost of signon/off presented in an assignment file includes not only
total swing allowances but also total pull-in and pull-out times. For example, there is a
total of 188h06 reported as signon/signoff time for 238 runs in the Cabot Garage manual
schedule (see Appendix C1-1), i.e. 47 minutes for each run. However, the sign-on
allowance for each run at the MBTA is only 10 minutes. After the deduction of this
9 Detailed operator assignments (including the specific pieces of work for every run, the associated
platform time, duty length, paid premiums, etc.) are also available.
10 In a parameter file, this cost can be defined in the extra-rate and extra-penalty parameters. As
shown in Appendix C2-1, these two parameters were set as 1.5 and 10 respectively for Cabot
Garage.
allowance, there are still 37 minutes which represents typical pull-out and pull-in times for
a duty at Cabot Garage.
Third, the number of trippers (extras), and the associated platform times are listed
separately from other duties, i.e. if there is a tripper in the final report, the number of total
runs, and the average platform time shown for all duties do not include trippers11 . Since
an initial assignment file considers all blocks as extras, all values (such as in Appendix Cl)
are shown as zero except for the number of extras, the average platform time for extras,
the total platform times for extras, the total overtime penalties (internal costs) of extras,
the total reported cost, and the average hourly rate.
Fourth, the total cost shown in an assignment file is only an indicator of the cost
rather than the real wage cost. This results from the definition of the wage rate in every
parameter file. As shown in Appendix B the MBTA union contract specifies wage rates for
both full-time and part time operators as a function of seniority, so a senior part-time
operator may be paid at the maximum full-time wage rate. However since HASTUS
allows only one wage rate for each type of operator, the listed total costs cannot reflect
the true wage costs. Thus we will use the total pay hours (the sum of actual time-costs
from platform time for regular runs to guarantee piece for extras as in Appendix Cl)
instead of the reported total cost in the following evaluations. As will be shown later (see
Table 4-6, for example), the total pay hours is the sum of 8 individual time-costs. The two
internal costs (other penalties for regular runs and overtime for extras) listed in any final
assignment file are not included in the total pay hours. Theoretically, the platform time of
extras should not be directly included in the total pay hours, because this value will not
equal the actual cost when these extras are actually combined into other duties. In that
case, more overtime or spread premiums may occur. Since extras may exist in final
automated crew schedules and it seems impossible to find the actual cost for these extras,
I However, the reported cost listed in an assignment file does include the costs of extras.
the reported platform time for extras is still used to represent the potential cost of these
small pieces of work.
Fifth, the average platform times shown in an assignment file are revenue
(productive) platform times. They do not include either non-revenue pull-out or pull-in
times which are included in the reported signon/signoff cost as mentioned above.
1. The Assignment File for Cabot Garage (Appendixes C1, C1-1): The
assignment file shown in Appendix C1 is the initial assignment file which includes the
actual vehicle blocks for Cabot Garage in fall 1994. The actual manual schedule for Cabot
Garage in fall 1994 was created based on this initial assignment file. This initial assignment
file will also be used as a base initial assignment file for the following evaluations for
Cabot Garage.
The assignment file shown in Appendix C1-1 is the actual manual schedule for
Cabot Garage in fall 1994. It will be used as the base crew schedule in the evaluation for
the Cabot Garage cases. Apart from the union contract, the parameter files and Macro
files used in the evaluation will be constructed by simulating the duties generated in this
assignment file. For example, a general split full-time duty type, which can produce similar
split full-time duties as those in this actual manual schedulel2, will be built in the following
parameter and Macro files. In the actual manual schedule as shown in Appendix C1-1,
there are three major types of duties, straight full-time duties; split full-time duties, and
part-time duties.
The straight full-time duties can be classified into two types: straight duties which
start before 5:00 a.m. and others which start after 5:00 a.m. Full-time duties which start
before 5:00 a.m. must be straight duties according to the contract. There are 15 full-time
duties which start before 5:00 a.m. in the Cabot Garage schedule. Other straight duties
which start after 5:00 a.m. are selected by the schedulers. According to the union contract,
12 In terms of the number of pieces of work, the platform times, meal-break lengths, etc.
any break in a straight full-time duty must be paid. Each two-piece straight duty has one
paid break, while each three-piece duty has two paid breaks 13. In contrast, not all breaks
in split full-time duties and part-time duties are paid.
These 15 duties have to be kept in any schedule as straight full-time duties with a
guaranteed paid meal break of at least 20 minutes according to the union contract.
However, HASTUS does not provide any function to ensure that any pieces of work
starting before 5:00 a.m. will be assigned as a straight full-time duty with a paid meal-
break. Since any break within a straight full-time duty is paid, straight full-time duties are
usually more expensive than other duty types. Even though there was such a straight full-
time duty type built in the Cabot parameter file (Appendix C2: the ftol duty type) to force
any duty type which starts before 5:00 a.m. to be a straight full-time duty, sometimes
HASTUS will avoid forming straight full-time duties by assigning these pieces as extras to
minimize the cost.
For example, the base optimized final schedule for Cabot Garage in Table 4-4 is
the optimized automated (Micro) schedule based on the initial assignment file in Appendix
C1. No run was fixed before the automated crew scheduling process for the base schedule
and a straight full-time duty type, which is almost identical to the ftol duty type in
Appendix C2, was defined in the parameter file for this base schedule. However, 17 extras
including 15 which start before 5:00 a.m. were created in the base schedule by HASTUS,
i.e. HASTUS did not absolutely follow the straight full-time duty type in the parameter file
to assign these 15 pieces of work as straight full-time duties. In the contrast, the test
schedule is the final optimized schedule which had 15 straight runs fixed in advance. The
number of extras has been reduced from 17 to 2. Certain duties which were originally
13 In the MBTA, these two breaks are classified into two types: one is the paid meal break, and the
other is the paid join-up time. Therefore, it can be said that a 3-piece straight duty has one paid
meal break and one paid join-up time. The join-up time is similar to the travel time between two
pieces of work.
assigned as straight full-time duties in the base schedule were assigned as split full-time
duties and part-time duties in the test schedule.
Table 4-4: Micro Schedules with and without Fixed Runs
1. Cabot Garage 2. Albany Garage
manual oabe Test 1 manual si m Test 1Wed IAMIn 0 15 ldwb aw •• 0 5
OpImraLion .After After OpOMltigoon After After
Peded • le .lh :34 34 P:::d length 34 34
#of Ilto-sIr 28 24 17 # oflt-.r 13 9 12
2-piece 26 23 16 2-plece 13 9 10
3-plece 2 1 1 3-p/ece 2
Pltform tine 6h34 6h14 6h31 Plkform tine 6h05 6h07 5h59
# of IFo-pl 154 150 172 # of ft-apt 72 72 68
: -paIce 108121 . 11c7 121 2... 57 60 56
3-piece 42 33 51 3-pIece 14 12 12
4-piece 4 4-plece 1
Platform tne 7h04 6h58 6h53 Platform tin 6h30 6h32 6h33
#of pto 56 59 56 # of po 45 47 48
1-piece 2 7 16 1-plece
2-plece 54 50 40 2-piece 44 47 48
3plece 2 3-plece 1
Plotf•rm tikw  4h56 4h44 4h22 Platform t•e 4h21 4h17 4h20
Total Runs 238 233 245 Total RUn 130 120 128
Platform tine 6h30.58 6h20.11 6hl 7.33 Platform tir 5h43.07 h4M1.4 5h40.30
# of extras 0 17 2 #ofwexrs 0 4 4
Platofrm tie Oh00 4h49 3h46 PloOth t OhOO 4h24 4h50
Re. T plaform 1550h53 1476h25 1541h42 Re. T. platform 743h27 727h59 726h26
Stin-on/pull 186h06 189h06 2011h26 S•n-on 160h06 158h48 158h19
Joi-up 1 1h30 13h23 20h41 Joif-uip 4h48 6h00 6h45
Paid meal 14h05 24h16 18h07 Paid meal 7h25 7h05 6h42
Guaranteedr• 3h12 OhOO Oh05 Guaranteedru• 11h35 OhOO Oh40
Overt iii: 32h55 24h58 27h24 Ovrthe 8h38 12h66 9hl 3
Spreadrote I 9h44 14h5"7 29h11 Spread rate •h48 11h49 8h43
Spread rate 2 Oh00 907 28h00 Spread rate 2 OhOO 10h29 8h47
•OExtro0ii h00 : 82:ii 03 7h33 Exti:i I i latfor Oh00 17h36 19h23
To. pa hour f 1808.42 1884.25 1874.15 To. Pay hour: 937.38 :: ::::: 944.97
Optlmlzatlom: Before or after the use of the optimization function which I used after the generation of Initial micro schedules.
Period length: The specified period length Paid meal: Total paid meal break of regular runs
# of fto-str, Number of straight full-time duties Guaranteed run: Total make-up times of regular runs
# of fto-spl: Number of split full-time duties Overtime: Total weighted overtime penalties of regular runs
# of pto: Number of part-time duties Spread rate 1 (> 10 hrs): Spread premiums for regular runs
Platofrm time: Average revenue platform time. It does not include whose duty lengths exceed 10 hrs.
unproductive pull-in and pull-out times. Spread rate 2 ( > 11 hrs): Spread premiums for regular runs
Re. T. platform: Total platform times of regular runs whose duty lengths exceed 11 hrs.
Sign-on/pull: Total sign-on times and Extra platform: Total platform times of trippers
total pull-in vs. pull-out times of regular runs To. pay hour: Total pay hour
Join-up: Total paid ioin-up times of regular runs
Therefore, in order to ensure that these 15 duties will appear as straight full-time
duties, they must be fixed before any automatic crew scheduling process (Micro or
Macro) for Cabot Garage. By fixing these 15 duties, HASTUS will not change them
during any automatic crew scheduling process.
Split full-time duties are of 3 types: morning-split duties which cover the morning
peak but start after 5:00 a.m., evening-split duties which start in the afternoon and cover
the evening peak, and the multiple-piece (3-piece or 4-piece) split duties which can start
any time after 5:00 a.m. A three-piece duty has one paid join-up time while a 4-piece duty
has two paid join-up lengths. In general, any join-up length in any duty will be kept short.
Part-time operators typically work both peaks and thus have two-piece duties. However,
because trippers are not allowed at the MBTA, there are two short pieces of work which
are assigned as one-piece part-time duties in the manual schedule.
2. The Assignment File for Albany Garage(Appendixes C6, C6-1): The
assignment file shown in Appendix C6 is the initial assignment file which includes the
actual vehicle blocks for Albany Garage in fall 1994. The actual manual schedule for
Albany Garage in fall 1994 was created based on this initial assignment file. This initial
assignment file will also be used as a base initial assignment file for the following
evaluations for Albany Garage. The assignment file shown in Appendix C6-1 is also the
actual manual schedule for Albany Garage in fall 1994. In this assignment file, there are 5
straight full-time duties that start before 5:00 a.m. in the Albany manual schedule. As
shown in Table 4-4, initially these 5 pieces of work which start before 5:00 a.m. were not
fixed in advance in the base schedule. As in Cabot, HASTUS cannot guarantee to assign
this kind of work as straight full-time duties as defined in the parameter file, so 3 such
pieces of work were assigned as trippers by HASTUS. After fixing 5 straight duties in the
test schedule, the 4 trippers created in the test schedule no longer included any piece of
work starting before 5:00 a.m.. As a result, these 5 duties must be fixed before any
automated crew scheduling process for Albany Garage. Unlike Cabot, fixing these 5
straight full-time runs did not result in an increase in total pay hours.
Aside from these 5 straight duties, 8 more straight duties which start after 5:00
a.m. were created manually. Neither three-piece straight full-time duties nor one-piece
part-time duties were generated in the manual schedule.
4.2.2 The Parameter File
The work rules and the desired duty types are defined in the parameter file. These
are usually called "hard rules", because they follow the union contract and cannot be
changed arbitrarily or unilaterally. However, even though parameters in the parameter file
are viewed as "hard rules", HASTUS-Micro does not guarantee not to violate all of them
during the scheduling process. For example, Micro automated crew schedules sometimes
may violate certain parameter settings, such as a constraint on the number of total runs,
constraints on the maximum number of runs of each duty type, etc. (see Appendixes C2,
C7). The parameter file can be used in both the interactive (manual) and the batch
(automatic) crew scheduling functions.
The parameter file allows only two wage rates for two types of duties: one for full-
time duties and the other for part-time duties. As mentioned above, the wage rates for
both full-time and part time operators are usually a function of seniority. In such a case,
the choice of the wage rates for both full-time and part-time operators will not only affect
the final reported costs, but may also affect the resulting crew schedule. For example,
raising the nominal wage rate for part-time duties will tend to reduce the number of these
duties included in the final solution.
Appendixes C2 and C7 are only part of the complete parameter files (see
Appendixes C2-1 and C7-1) for Cabot and Albany, but they contain the most important
parameters in the parameter files and are the only parameters which are changed in the
following evaluations.
1. The Parameter File for Cabot Garage (Appendixes C2, C2-1): As shown in
Appendix C2, three full-time duty types and one part-time duty type are included in the
parameter file. The first duty type represents straight full-time duties. In addition to the 15
fixed straight duties, there are 13 more straight duties in the manual schedule. Thus in the
parameter file, no restrictions are placed on the starting time of straight duties i.e. if
HASTUS decides to form a straight duty (2-piece or 3-piece) apart from those fixed
straight duties, it can start anytime. Because this is a straight duty (any break is paid), the
maximum spread time is set at 8 hours 5 minutes.
The second full-time duty type represents two-piece split full-time duties. The third
full-time duty type represents split full-time duties which contain more than two pieces of
work. All part-time duties (1-piece, 2-piece or more) are represented by the fourth duty
type. The parameter file also sets up the minimum and maximum platform times for each
duty type.
The manpower constraints, such as the total runs, and the maximum number of a
specific duty type, in this manual parameter file are slightly different from those used in the
following evaluations. In the manual parameter file (Appendix C2), the total-run constraint
was set at 233 and the maximum number of part-time duties was set at 53. Without
knowing if Micro is able to produce a better schedule in terms of the manpower, we adjust
these parameters by using the manpower derived in the manual schedule (see Appendix
Cl) as upper limits, i.e. the total run constraint is relaxed to 238 while the maximum
number of part-time duties is set at 5614. In addition, we also lower the maximum number
of straight duties from 18 to 13, because there are just 28 straight full-time duties in the
manual schedule15 . Since these two maximum manpower constraints have been imposed
on straight full-time duties and part-time duties, no maximum manpower constraint is
added to either type of split full-time duty, i.e. if HASTUS wants to increase the number
of duties, split full-time duties would be preferred over the other two duty types.
Other parameters are set according to the union contract terms except for the
maximum spread-length parameter. The maximum spread-length constraint for all duties is
13 hours, however, it is restricted to 11 hours for full-time duties as a soft rule for the
14 Since more part-time duties are not desired in the MBTA, the current assigned part-time duties
in the manual schedule are set as the upper limit in the parameter files in the following
evaluation for both garages.
15 We already have fixed 15 straight duties. These duties will not be included while considering the
manpower constraint for this specific duty type. Therefore, the minimum and maximum number
of full-time straight duties are set as 0 and 13 respectively, not 15 and 28.
manual scheduling process in the MBTA to prevent long spread lengths (with greater
spread premiums). This soft rule is employed in the following evaluations for both
garages.
The one-minute relief allowance is a special parameter in this parameter file. It is
not a paid allowance as is the 20-minute swing allowance parameter. Rather it is used to
require HASTUS to assign an extra minute to every switch-on piece of work. For
example, an operator will be assigned to take over a piece of work, which starts at 9:30
a.m., at 9:29 a.m..
2. The Parameter File for Albany Garage (Appendixes C7, C7-1): The duty
types established in the parameter file for Albany Garage are very similar to those for
Cabot Garage. The differences are that straight full-time duties are divided into two types
in the Albany parameter file: one is the 2-piece straight duty that starts before 5:00 a.m.;
the other is the 2-piece or 3-piece (which has a paid join-up period) that starts after 5:00
a.m.. As mentioned above, these two parameter files (Appendixes C2 and C7) are the files
used in the manual crew scheduling process and were built before the evaluation in this
thesis. Early tests in the previous section showed that the pieces of work which start
before 5:00 a.m. at both garages could not all be combined into straight full-time duties by
HASTUS even if the straight full-time duty types (in two parameter files for two garages)
were built. Some of these pieces of work would be left as trippers. Therefore, these pieces
of work have to be fixed as straight full-time duties for both garages before any automated
crew scheduling process. Even though the straight full-time duty type which starts before
5:00 a.m. is useless after fixing these pieces of work, this duty type is not excluded from
the parameter files in the following evaluation for as the comparison between these files
and the manual parameter file, as is the one-piece part-time duty type.
Part-time duties are divided into two categories. The first part-time duty type is the
one-piece duty while the second duty type is for two-piece and three-piece part-time
duties. The maximum number of one-piece part-time duties was originally set as 9 (See
Appendix C7). As mentioned above, the maximum number of runs for this one-piece part-
time duty type is set at 0 in the parameter files in the following evaluations. Since more
part-time duties are not desired in the MBTA, the maximum number of the second part-
time duty type is set as 45 which is the same as the number of part-time duties assigned in
the manual schedule, i.e. the number of part-time duties in the following crew schedules
should not exceed the assigned part-time duties in the manual schedule.
Other manpower constraints of the Albany Garage parameter file applied in the
following evaluation are also somewhat different from those in the manual parameter file
(Appendix C7). The part-time and full-time duties required in the manual schedule are
used as upper limits in the parameter file applied in the following evaluation. The total-run
constraint is increase from 119 to 130. The maximum numbers of runs for two straight
full-time duty types are set as 8 (13 required straight duties minus 5 fixed straight duties).
For the same reason discussed in the Cabot Garage parameter file, no upper limit was
added to the maximum number of runs for both split full-time duty types.
4.2.3. The Selection File
In contrast to a parameter file, a selection file includes "soft rules". According to
the HASTUS manual [76], a selection file can give more control over a run cut without
modifying the hard rules in a parameter file. A scheduler can strengthen the restrictions or
the expectations for his ideal final schedule by establishing some extra criteria in the file 16.
For example, a large penalty (e.g. 9999) can be added to prevent any extra ending
between 7:30 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. (similar to the 11th constraint in Appendix C3). This
cost is applied only when the optimization procedure is executed [75]. The final reported
cost will not include this kind of cost, since it is intended only to guide the solution.
16 These criteria, of course, should not violate the hard rules.
In fact the selection file, the cutting file, and the Macro file all have a similar "soft"
nature. HASTUS will not guarantee to follow these inputs absolutely when producing the
ideal schedule defined by these files (or schedulers). Also because of their soft nature, the
selection file or cutting file may have little influence on the final schedule.
1. The Selection File for Cabot Garage (Appendix C3): Several types of
penalties are included in this selection file. First, a penalty is added to prevent a duty which
ends within a specific period having a certain spread. For example, a penalty of 9999 (100)
is included in the first (second) constraint to discourage any split full-time duty which ends
between 9:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. next morning (between 6:00 p.m. and 9:59 p.m.) from
having a spread over (less than) 10 hours17 (see Appendixes C3 and C8). The first
constraint ensures that no operator ending his duty very late has a long spread time.
Second, penalties are added to encourage creating duties with certain desired
platform times. For example, the fifth constraint penalizes any split full-time duty not
having a platform time from 7 hours 46 minutes to 8 hours 5 minutes. Any duty which
does not have this platform time incurs a penalty in proportion to the stated penalty ($300
in this case) and the gap between its platform time and this ideal length. This kind of
constraint is used to help produce more productive duties (higher platform times) in an
automated crew schedule solution.
Third, a penalty is added to a specific route (e.g. Route 9700) to prevent any
tripper18 being produced along this route, such as the sixth constraint. A similar penalty
could also be added to prevent any tripper ending in a specific period, such as the eleventh
constraint. Fourth, a negative penalty is also added to encourage generating a full-time
three-piece split duty, such as the seventh constraint. This constraint is used to discourage
17 Different penalties, such as 9999 or 100, are used to distinguish the preferences between
specified restrictions. For example, the penalty of 9999 strongly suggests HASTUS not violate
the specified restriction. However, unlike the union contract, these "soft" constraints (even with
the penalty of 9999) can still be over-ridden by HASTUS.
18 The parameter of run-number-pieces is set at 0 by HASTUS to represent trippers.
the generation of trippers by combining small pieces of work into other duty types. In
contrast, a penalty is added to prevent the generation of a straight full-time duty (the tenth
constraint) because of its higher cost due to the paid meal break. Fifth, the last constraint
discourages any split full-time duty ending between 8:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. from having a
meal break in the evening peak hours.
2. The Selection File for Albany Garage (Appendix C8): The selection file for
Albany Garage is the same as that for Cabot Garage except that no platform-time
constraint was added in the Albany Garage selection file. Unlike Cabot Garage, previous
tests of automated crew schedules for Albany Garage were usually able to produce duties
with satisfactory average platform times for all duty types.
4.2.4. The Cutting File
A cutting file is used to define certain forbidden or desirable relief opportunities for
a specified bus garage (route, or transit line), for the specified period. For example, a
penalty of 9999 can be imposed in the cutting file to discourage reliefs at certain places
(see the 1st constraint in Appendix C4). The difference between a selection file and a
cutting file is that a cutting file penalizes certain pieces as the blocks are cut, while a
selection file penalizes the pieces of work when they are built into duties [75]. As with the
selection file, this kind of penalty will not be reflected in the final reported cost.
1. The Cutting File for Cabot Garage (Appendix C4): Three major types of
constraints are defined in this file. First, constraints are set to prohibit any cuts at certain
places (maybe in a specified period). For example, the MBTA does not want any vehicle
blocks cut at Central Square (the 3rd constraint) or at Harvard Square (the 7th
constraint).
Second, swing duties are not desired in certain periods. For example, the 4th
constraint discourages any swing in or after the afternoon peak period. Any swing should
be assigned before the afternoon peak period to minimize the potential impact on
operations. There is a risk that a scheduled trip after a swing will be delayed during the
peak hours, because of possible vehicle congestion delays.
Third, the 10th constraint was set to ensure that no cut occurring during the
evening peak leaves a piece of less than 2 hours in length. It is better to cut a block either
before or after the evening peak. If a cut occurs during the peak hour, the vehicle and the
manpower requirements will increase because a new vehicle (operator) is required to pull
out of the garage to keep the schedule when the off-duty vehicle (operator) is pulling back
to the garagel9. Besides, if the cut occurs before the evening peak, an early split full-time
duty (or even a 3-piece duty) could be generated. If a cut occurs after the evening peak,
an evening split full-time duty (or 3-piece duty) could be produced. A cut within the
evening peak hours might not only affect the operation, but might also makes the
scheduling task more difficult because of the overtime and the spread constraints.
The last constraint (11 lth) is a very special constraint. String 22 is included in one
of the 15 fixed straight full-time duties. The cut in this period for String 22 was originally
a swing at Cabot Garage, but HASTUS changed it to a combination pull-in and pull-out.
This change would result in a higher cost because of the extra pull-in and pull-out times.
So, the constraint was introduced to ensure that this swing will not be changed during the
automated crew scheduling process.
2. The Cutting File for Albany Garage (Appendix C9): As mentioned above,
street reliefs are not allowed in any Albany Garage crew schedule. As a result, more places
were restricted by the constraint that prohibits cutting at any time.
19 The start point of a trip may not be close to the garage. There has to be some travel time
between the garage and this start point, so there has to be some overlap between pull-in and
pull-out times to keep the schedule. Therefore, it is usually impossible for a single vehicle
(operator) to cover both pull-in and pull-out.
4.2.5 The Macro File
A Macro file is built to approximate the work rules and is used to produce
approximate crew duties as a basis for the generation of real runs in Micro. All the time
definitions in a Macro file have to be consistent with (i.e. multiples of) the specified period
length. For example, the 6th constraint (the guaranteed-piece constraint: the minimum
length of a piece of work) in Appendix C5 is defined as 2h04 for the period length of 31
minutes, while it may be set as 2h0820 for the period length of 32 minutes. Consequently
the choice of an appropriate period length and the creation of a corresponding Macro file
may be important. Different period lengths employed in the Macro files may affect the
distribution of vehicle blocks and the cutting and matching in HASTUS and may result in
different final crew schedules. For example, a block which starts at 5:11 a.m. will be
assigned to the thirteenth period 21 in a Macro file with a 24-minute period length , while it
will be assigned to the eleventh period in a Macro file with a 31-minute period length.
Every block assigned to a period implies that one operator (duty) is required in this period.
Since Macro focuses on the manpower requirements, the cutting of blocks, and the
matching of pieces of work between periods instead of by actual starting or ending time 22,
different distributions of blocks may result in different assignments of manpower, different
combinations of pieces of work, and hence result in different final schedules.
According to the discussion above, a short period length may be better for any
Macro file, because the shorter it is, the better it can approximate the actual starting and
ending times of the blocks (the pieces of work or the resulting duties) and also other
criteria, such as pay hour guarantee, spread constraint, etc. However, a short period length
20 2h04=124 minutes=31 minutes*3; 2h08=128 minutes=32 minutes*4.
21 4:24 a.m. to 4:48 a.m. is the twelfth period, and 4:48 a.m. to 5:12 a.m. is the thirteenth period.
(4 hours 48 minutes + 24 minutes = 12; 5 hours 12 minutes + 31 minutes = 13). 5:11 a.m. lies
between 4:48 a.m. and 5:12 a.m..
22 For example, HASTUS will match two pieces of work one of which ends at Period 13 and the
other which starts at Period 15, no matter the actual ending for the first piece of work and the
starting time for the second piece of work as long as they fall in these periods -- these two
pieces of work may not be connected when the actual ending and starting times are considered.
sometimes will fail to create a feasible Macro file because of limitations in the problem size
solvable with HASTUS-Macro. Macro can deal with at most 2900 variables23 . If the
period length becomes shorter, the number of variables increases because the possible
cutting and/or matching opportunities increase. For example, if there are three pieces of
work which start at 9:10, 9:30, and 9:50 a.m. respectively, they will be allocated to three
different periods (9:00-9:20, 9:20-9:40, 9:40-10:00) in a Macro file with a 20-minute
period length. However, these 3 pieces of work will be allocated to only one period (9:00-
10:00 a.m.) in a Macro file with a 60-minute period length. The increase of the number of
periods will increase the number of variables and when the number of variables exceeds
the limit, the Macro file will become infeasible.
1. The Macro File for Cabot Garage (Appendix CS): A period length is selected
by checking if it can approximate most of the actual required time definitions24. If a period
length can approximate most times well, it may help Macro create a schedule which is
close to the actual schedule. For example, the period lengths of 31 minutes and 34 minutes
are able to approximate most of the work rules well, including the minimum paid length
for full-time operators (6h50), the maximum paid length for full-time operators without
paying the overtime premium (7h50), and the maximum spread length for part-time
operators (13h00) 25 . The use of these period lengths may help Macro cut the blocks and
match pieces of work close to the actual schedule. Therefore, these two period lengths are
used for Cabot (31 minutes) and Albany (34 minutes) respectively.
The Macro constraints (or parameters) can be roughly divided into two groups:
the global constraints which are applied to all duty types (the 2nd to 14th constraints) and
23 According to the Macro manual [77], the maximum number of variables should be 4000.
However, the Macro computer software installed at the MBTA can deal with at most 2900
variables.
24 A detailed assessment of different period lengths will be presented in section 4.3.
25 31 minutes * 12=6h12, 31 minutes * 13=6h43, 31 minutes * 15=7h45, 31 minutes * 25=12h55;
34 minutes * 11=6h 14, 34 minutes * 12=6h48, 34 minutes * 14=7h56, 34 minutes * 23=13h02.
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the local constraints which are applied to a specified duty type (the 19th to 95th
constraints for different duty types).
The Macro file is established by simulating the duty types in the manual schedule
and the union contract of the MBTA. In the Cabot Garage Macro file, two more duty
types are added compared with the parameter file. First, the second duty type (split full-
time duties) in the parameter file is divided into two: the two-piece early split duty and the
two-piece evening split duty type. The range-start constraints (the 31st and 63rd
constraints) and the max-spread constraints (the 37th and 69th constraints) are different
between these two duty types with the late split duty having a smaller maximum spread,
because the evening split duties are not expected to have long spreads.
Second, a one-piece duty type (tripper) is created to discourage the generation of
trippers and to keep the length of trippers in a certain range by setting constraints. For
example, the tripper-factor constraint (the 93rd constraint in Appendix C5) is used to
produce trippers whose lengths are less than 3 hours 37 minutes26 . With this kind of small
tripper, it may be possible for Micro to combine them into other duty types. Besides, it is
much easier to massage this kind of tripper into other duties in the manual scheduling
process.
As mentioned above, Macro has a limitation in the total number of variables it can
handle. Unfortunately, the three-piece duty defined in this Macro file usually will generate
a large number of variables. For example, the range-start constraint (the 47th constraint)
of the three-piece duty type was originally set from 10h20 to 14h28, while the meal break-
length constraint (the 51st constraint) of the three-piece duty type was set from 1h33 to
5h41 and the piece-length constraint (the 54th constraint) was set from 2h04 to 5h10.
When this Macro file was executed in HASTUS-Macro, the number of three-piece duty
26 The penalty of 15 used in this parameter means that for any tripper with length over this
specified constraint, a cost will be imposed which equals the product of the regular pay rate
and this factor (15). The penalties used in a macro file will not be reflected in the final
reported cost as for those in a selection file or a cutting file.
variables alone exceeded 2900. It was thus infeasible to produce a Macro schedule, not to
mention a Micro schedule. This Macro file became feasible only after the range-start
constraint of the three-piece duty type was lowered to 10h20 to 12h55 and the range of
the mealbreak-length constraint of the three-piece duty type was lowered to lh33 to 2h35.
The piece-length constraint was also lowered to 2h04 to 4h08.
2. The Macro file for Albany Garage (Appendix CO1): The Albany Garage
Macro file still simulated those duties generated in the manual schedule as its
corresponding parameter file. For example, a split full-time duty type was built according
the features27 of those split full-time duties produced in the manual schedule. The
structure of the Albany Garage file is very similar to the Cabot Garage Macro file (see
Appendix CO1 and C5). The straight full-time duty type, the split full-time duty type, and
the part-time duty type were built in the Albany Garage Macro file.
Because almost all the duties will end before 9:00 p.m., it is not necessary to build
an independent evening split full-time duty type as in the Cabot Garage Macro file. The 2-
piece early split full-time duty, the 3-piece split full-time duty, and the 2-piece late split
full-time duty in the Cabot Macro file are combined into one duty type here. Instead of
defining an independent tripper duty type as in the Cabot Garage Macro file, similar
constraints (i.e. the 16th to 18th constraints) were included as global constraints, i.e. the
tripper constraints were applied to all duty types.
27 The starting times, the number of pieces of a split full-time duty, the duty length, etc.
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4.3 Evaluation of HASTUS in the MBTA Context
As discussed in chapter 3, HASTUS has been shown to be very helpful in
improving the efficiency of transit scheduling at many transit agencies. Since the automatic
crew scheduling function has not been fully used at the MBTA, it is of interest to see if
HASTUS can also produce acceptable schedules and achieve additional benefits in the
MBTA context. The evaluation in the thesis can be briefly classified into two parts. The
first part of the evaluation in section 4.3.2 explores the Macro and Micro functions for
both Cabot and Albany in the MBTA context. The difference between an initial Micro
schedule and its corresponding optimized Micro schedule is first discussed in section
4.3.2.1. Two important parameters (the part-time operator wage rate and the maximum
number of part-time operators) which should be able to influence the number of part-time
duties as desired by the MBTA are then examined in sections 4.3.2.2 and section 4.3.2.3
respectively. As mentioned previously, different period lengths may affect final Macro and
Micro schedules. This kind of impact is examined in section 4.3.2.4. The relationship
between different Macro schedules and their corresponding Micro schedules is also
examined in this section. The consistency between these two kinds of crew schedules is
carefully examined.
The second part of the evaluation in section 4.3.3 performs sensitivity analysis
based on the Macro and Micro schedules derived in the first part. The impact of different
input files on the final Micro schedule is first examined in section 4.3.3.1. The effect of
several important parameters used in the Macro file are then explored in section 4.3.3.2.
Section 4.3.3.3 relaxes certain soft rules to examine the impact on the Cabot Garage case.
Several different work rules are imposed on the Albany Garage case in section
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4.3.4 to examine the relevant impacts and the correlation between the resulting Macro and
Micro schedules.
4.3.1 The Manual Schedules
One main objective of the MBTA in the crew scheduling process is to satisfy the
manpower constraints, for both full-time and part-time operators. It is worth comparing
the cost to the MBTA of part-time and full-time operators before looking at the
scheduling implications. Currently an MBTA part-time operator receives the same health
insurance package (costing the Authority around $800 per month) as a full-time operator,
and it requires four part-time operators (at no more than 30 hours per week each) to cover
the work of three full-time operators (at about 40 hours per week). However the savings
resulting from the spread premium2 8 which would be paid to full-time operators can still
justify the cost of employing an extra part-time operator. For example, every 4 part-time
operators will cost an extra $800 health insurance per month compared with 3 full-time
operators for the same workload. Prior to the employment of part-time operators, spreads
for full-time duties were often as high as 11 hours to 13 hours. If the marginal spread for
full-time duties is 11.5 hours, 3 full-time operators may cost the Authority $1100 in spread
premiums per month2 9 . In such a case, the employment of part-time operators will still be
more economical despite the $800 additional health insurance cost.
There are additional considerations in choosing the right combination of part-time
and full-time operators. First, a new operator undergoes training for 3 to 4 weeks.
According to the Permanent Movement Report for MBTA Subway Operations, the
attrition for part-time operators was 16%30 in the period from November 1st, 1993 to
28 There is no spread premium for part-time operators (See the MBTA union contract in
Appendix B).
29 ((0.5 (spread premium for the spread between 10 hours and 11 hours) * lhr) + (1 (spread
premium for the spread over 11 hours) * 0.5 hr)) * $18.46 (full-time wage rate/per hour) * 3
(full-time operators) * 20 (weekdays per month) = $1107.630 During this period, there were 24 terminations among 148 part-time subway operators,
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December 30th, 1994, compared with 6% for full-time operators. Since the attrition rate
for part-time operators is higher than full-time operators, greater reliance on part time
operators will increase some types of cost 31 as well as the difficulty of management.
Second, in the future, it is possible that part-time operators may be paid for swing
allowance, and spread premiums32 as are full-time operators.
Table 4-5: The Manual Schedules (Fall 1994)
Full-time Full-time Part-time Total Total Total
Straight Split duties duties Runs Cost Pay
duties Hours
Cabot 2-piece: 26 2-piece: 108 1-piece: 2 238 32488.43 1808.42
3-piece: 2 3-piece: 42 2-piece: 54
4-piece: 4
Albany 2-piece: 13 2-piece: 57 2-piece: 44 130 16389.33 937.38
3-piece: 14 3-piece: 1
4-piece: 1
Tables 4-5 shows the manual schedules for Cabot Garage and Albany Garage in
fall 1994 respectively. There were 56 part-time operators and 182 full-time operators for
Cabot Garage in fall 1994, while 45 part-time operators and 85 full-time operators were
required for Albany Garage. Total required runs in Cabot is almost twice that in Albany
and more 3-piece (or 4-piece) full-time duties were required at Cabot (42, or 18% of total
runs) than at Albany (14, or 11% of total runs). In order not to violate the union contract
(such as the tripper prohibition, and the duty length constraint, etc.), the MBTA
sometimes has to pay the join-up times and spread premiums associated with 3-piece or 4-
piece duties in the manual schedules.
compared with 92 terminations among 1462 full-time subway operators. The terminations
resulted from retirements, discharges, and temporary layoffs. Although the statistics are from
the subway system, it also represents the general results in the MBTA.
31 This cost includes the dollar costs such as uniform fees, training costs, and other non-monetary
costs such as the cost resulting from management problems, etc.
32 These are proposed by the union.
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4.3.2 Macro and Micro Schedules
4.3.2.1 Initial Micro Schedules
As mentioned before, Micro creates an initial crew schedule based on a Macro
relaxed crew schedule. This initial Micro solution does not necessarily abide by the rules
defined for the automated crew scheduling process. For example, trippers are not allowed
in the MBTA. However, even though certain parameters in the parameter file as well as
the Macro file33 can be used to limit the generation of trippers through internal costs,
HASTUS would still frequently create trippers in an initial schedule. HASTUS also
usually creates more part-time duties in an initial solution than the maximum number
(usually set as the required manpower in the manual schedules) defined in the parameter
file. It tends to produce part-time duties instead of full-time duties to minimize the total
cost.
All the test (after) schedules in Tables 4-6 and 4-7 are the optimized schedules
associated with the corresponding base schedules each of which has a different PTO wage
rate. Several conclusions are clear from this table. First, the optimization function does
indeed eliminate trippers for both garages. For Cabot, the second case whose initial
schedule had 80 trippers was left without a single tripper after optimization. In the other
two schedules for Cabot only a single tripper remains, and Albany has no trippers. This
function also reduced the number of part-time duties to the range of 69-71 for Cabot
Garage and from 49 to 45 in the case of Albany Garage. Although a significant number of
part-time duties have been eliminated in the Cabot Garage schedules, the optimized
schedules for Cabot still have far more part-time duties than the allowed upper limit (56
part-time duties in the manual schedule).
33 Such as the extra-penalty parameter and the extra-rate parameter in Appendix C2-1, or the
tripper-factor and other related parameters in Appendix CIO.
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Table 4-6: Micro Automated Crew Schedules for Cabot Garage
manual Baw (% Test 1-1 (% ke 2 (%) Te 2-1 % Bas (% Test3 (%
opI*.....on... Be Aer A.fte.r l,. BeAf 1I ft
PTO wage mat. 13.85 10 10 20 20 30 30
Pejfoded len 37 31 31 3 1 31
# ofto-r 28 16 -42.9 15 -46.4 .. 32 14.3 17 -39.3 16 -42.9 18 -35.72-p: ce 26 16 15 32 17 16 18
3-piece 2
P•ffo•rm the 6h34 6h34 66 35 6h14 6h729 6:3 :4627
#tof ft-sp • 154 105 -31.8 167 8.4 1 8 -23.4 169 9.7 102 -33.8 164 6.5
2-piece 108 79 140 87 143 75 136
3-p:::: ce 42 : 26 27 31 26 27 28
4-plece 4P:tform ffme 7h04 01 6h44 704 63 6
# otpto 56 127 127 71 26.8 42 -25.0 69 23.2 129.:::: 130 0 25.0
-pi ce 2 57 32 34... 302-p. ce. 54 69 39 41 3 : 71 40
3-piece 1 I1
P53ffotm time 4h56 4h45 4h33 4h53 4026 447 4h24
Total R•U i 238 248 4.2 253 6.3 192 -19.3 25 7.1 247 3.8 .252 5.9Plofform f: ie 6h30.58 550..11 Wi06.43 6h:27.41 M56.14 :51749.42 6h0:8.05
I of extras 0 36 1 60 0 38 1
Plbtform ime Oh00 3h20 5h56 4h20 0700 3h22 5h5.6Re. T platif rm. 1550h53 I::447h28 1546h23 1240:36 15516: 5 :1439• 145h.58
sgn-on/puI 186h06 174h13 M191M8 155h29 192h0 175740 193h29
johinp 1130 4h04 4h 19 7132 .5h12 4h44 4M44
pold meal 14h05 8h03 8h51 22h48 1124 81728 10h56Guaranteedrun 3h12 151h37 43h58 67047h138.. 121 .311h12
Overt•i. 32h55 17h: 3 7I744 2-5h19 81•77 18M.44. 71706
Spread ra•te I 9h44 1C.01h 5h31 8W02 "140 1 h.i41 . .6 15
Ex*o platbim OhO0 120h28 556 347h30 0....::.:.O00 127h59 : .5 ..6
To. pay hour 1808.42 1797.12 -0.62 1814.67 0.35 1813 43 0.28 823.02 0.81 179.90: -0.53 1815.60: 0.40
PTO wage rate: The part-time operator wage defined in the parameter file.
Table 4-7: Micro Automated Crew Schedules for Albany Garage
manual BaS (%) Teat 1-1 (%) Mame2 (%) TeMt2- (%) 8a3 (%) Tst03-1 (M)Opmatuoion B:. r After o.• e Afer ei: i.: After• • .:T::er
PO : wage ate 13.85 10 10 20 20. 30 30
Pedod lengt 34 34 34 34 34 34
# Of f-ar 13 5 -61.5 7 -46.2 5 -61.5 7 -46.2 ..5 -61.5 8 -38.5
2-piece 13 5 7 5 7 5 8
Platform 6705 6h02 6h04 6h02 6h100 672 5W5
# Of fto-sapl 72 76 5.6 78 8.3 75 4.2 78 8.3 76 5.6 79 9.7
2-piece 57 76 77 75 77 76 78
S 3-pil ce 14 1 1 :4-piece 1Platform 6W30 6h32 6127 6h36 6730 636 6h31
Sof plo 45 49 8.9 45 0.0 49 8.9 45 0.0 49 8.9 43 -4.4
2-piece 44 48 45 48 45 48 43
3-place 1 1 1 :
P0tfom 4h21 4h26 4h24 4h22 420 4721 4h14TotalwRuns 130 130 0.0 130 0.0 129 -0.8 130 0.0 30 0.0 130 0.0
Platform 5h43.07 5h43.5943.9 54.26 5144.08 5174411 517h444.110
Iofextatom 0 0 2 0 0 0
Patiffom Oh00 00 Oh00 3h1$ h000 O00 0100
Re: T. platrm 743h27 745h18 745h18 740733 7451739 745••: :7455145sign••on/pul 160h06 154h28 154h46 152.46 154640 143••145 15048
jokI-up 4h48 Oh28 0h115 0h28 Oh15 (h28 Oh1 5poid meal 7h25 2h39 3h59 2h39 3h33 2h39 4123Guaranteed run 11h35 10h21 16h16 7h14 14h23 918 181748OCertt 8h38 4h101 1h53 6130 3h53 81h404 7hlSpread rate 1 1h48 5h30 4h51 5h08 4h23 6h49 5h09Exro atrm O00 0100 Oh00 6h37 Oh100 0100 000
"o. ,av ih :. 937.78 92.75• -1.6 927.3 -1.1 92..92. -1.69 926.77 -1.17 927...63 -1.08 935.4 -0.25
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Compared with the initial schedules, the optimized Cabot schedules have much
lower average platform times34 (for split full-time duties, part-time duties, and the total
average platform time) and marginally higher total pay hours than the initial schedules.
The lower average platform times in the optimized schedules may result from the re-
matching of small pieces of work (trippers or original part-time duties) into split full-time
duties and part-time duties. This rematch thus increases the number of split full-time duties
by 51 to 62 and decreases the number of part-time duties by about 60. The lower average
platform times certainly increase the make-up time-costs (shown as Guaranteed run in the
tables). Compared with the overtime penalties, spread premiums, and required manpower,
it seemed that HASTUS prefers paying more make-up time-costs (lower average platform
times) than overtime penalties and spread premiums, even though required manpower
might increase.
Compared with the Cabot manual schedule, HASTUS is inclined to prevent the
paid meal break by producing more split full-time duties instead of straight full-time
duties. It is also inclined to discourage overtime and spread premiums by lowering average
platform times.
As shown in Table 4-6, the average platform time for both split full-time duties,
and for part-time duties are 20-30 minutes lower than for the manual schedule. The lower
average platform times, more split full-time duties, more part-time duties, greater make-up
time-costs, lower overtime penalties and spread premiums in the Cabot Garage optimized
schedules may result from any of the following possible reasons. First, because of
limitations in the software, Micro is unable to create tighter schedules (higher average
platform times) in the MBTA context. Therefore, it has to employ more manpower to
cover the blocks and this results in more make-up time-costs than overtime penalties and
spread premiums. The difference between produced 3-piece full-time duties may also
34 As mentioned before, the reported average platform times do not include pull-in and pull-out
times.
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explain these results. 3-piece FTOs generated in all test schedules are all lower than in the
manual schedule by about 10. Because HASTUS could not produce more 3-piece FTOs
to cover these pieces of work, more other types of duty (specially PTOs) were required.
Alternatively of course, the parameters in the input files may not be set very well and thus
restrict (or discourage) HASTUS from producing more satisfactory results.
In contrast, HASTUS works very well for Albany (see Table 4-7). Unlike the
Cabot case, the initial crew schedules for Albany are very close to the optimized crew
schedules and the manual crew schedule except that the number of part-time duties in
every base schedule is slightly higher. However, the optimization function corrects this
deficiency by forcing the optimized crew schedules to abide by the PTO constraint. It
seems that HASTUS can usually produce an acceptable optimized automated crew
schedule which has lower total pay hours (by about 1%) than the Albany manual schedule.
Aside from fewer straight full-time duties and corresponding lower paid meal breaks as in
the Cabot case, the required manpower, the average platform times, and pay hours (for
each category) in the optimized crew schedules for Albany are all close to the manual
crew schedule. As in the optimized Cabot Garage schedules, the rematch of duties may
also force more small pieces of work into regular duties (full-time or part-time duties) to
reduce trippers or the number of part-time duties, and thus result in slightly lower average
platform times compared with the initial schedules. The optimized Albany Garage crew
schedules also have greater total make-up times and lower overtime penalties and spread
premiums than the initial schedules. However, unlike Cabot, these factors do not increase
required manpower.
Compared with the manual schedule, the optimized Albany Garage schedules also
have slightly greater total make-up times and spread premiums and lower overtime
penalties. Because the average platform times and required manpower are virtually
unchanged in the optimized Albany Garage schedules (compared with the manual
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schedule), it seemed that HASTUS can produce as productive duties as the manual
schedule which contradicts the first hypothesis given above for the Cabot result.
As shown in both tables, the optimized schedules usually have slightly greater total
pay hours than the initial schedules for both garages. The optimized Cabot Garage
schedules usually have greater total pay hours than the associated manual schedule while
the optimized Albany Garage schedules usually have lower total pay hours than the
manual schedule. Another interesting statistic is the different total sign-on times in both
tables. As mentioned before, this cost includes not only the actual sign-on allowance, but
also the pull-in and pull-out times. Because street reliefs are not allowed in Albany, more
pull-in and pull-out may occur for every duty. The reported sign-on time thus will
increase. As shown in the above two tables, the reported sign-on times are as high as
about 17% of the total pay hours for Albany Garage (the manual, initial, or optimized
schedules), while it is about 10% of the total pay hours in the Cabot case. More pull-ins
and pull-outs in Albany also result in lower reported average platform times for full-time
duties (straight or split) for Albany by 30 minutes compared with Cabot.
Because an initial schedule for either Cabot or Albany usually cannot satisfy the
work rules, the optimized automated crew schedules for both garages are used as the
standard automated crew schedules in the following evaluations.
4.3.2.2 Part-time Operator Wage Rates
As mentioned above, HASTUS allows only one wage rate in the parameter file for
each duty type (in this case, full-time and part-time operators). However, the true wage
rate for MBTA part-time employees depends on seniority, in effect meaning that the larger
the number of the part-time operators, the higher their average wage rate. Because full-
time operators are always more senior than part-time operators, the part-time operator
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wage rate35 will usually be lower than the full-time operator wage rate. Thus the level of
part-time manpower will not only affect the final schedules but also the associated total
costs, because the assumed (or nominal) PTO wage rate may not be correct given the
solution generated.
Traditionally at the MBTA, the PTO wage rate in the parameter file is set as the
minimum PTO wage rate. However, experience (as shown above) shows that HASTUS is
inclined to produce more (cheaper) part-time duties than desired at the price of fewer than
desired full-time duties, especially for Cabot. If HASTUS can increase the number of full-
time duties, the number of part-time runs included in the final schedule should be reduced
and an acceptable automated solution may be generated, as desired by the MBTA. Thus,
the question of how to select an appropriate PTO wage rate in HASTUS is important for
the performance of the automatic crew scheduling function. There are two obvious ways
in HASTUS to reduce the number of part-time duties: (1) through varying the PTO wage
rate and (2) through varying the constraint on the number of PTO runs allowed. With an
appropriate PTO wage rate, HASTUS may produce a better schedule in terms of the
manpower (total or the part-time duties) or the total pay hours.
In this section, we examine the PTO wage rate in two ways. First, we focus on the
relationship between the PTO wage rate and the total pay hours to see how different PTO
wage rates affect the corresponding total pay hours. Because the total cost given by
HASTUS is greatly affected by the PTO wage rate, the total pay hours are more
appropriate for the evaluation36 . Second, the relationship between the PTO wage rate and
the number of part-time duties is examined to test if the PTO wage rate can be used as a
parameter to control the number of part-time duties. These tests can hopefully give us a
better idea of the impact that the PTO wage rate may have on the final schedule and also
35 It is abbreviated as the PTO wage rate in the following sections, while the full-time operator
pay rate is abbreviated as the FTO wage rate.
36 The definition of the total pay hours is explained in section 4.2.1.
help to define an appropriate PTO wage rate in the parameter file to influence both the
total pay hours and the number of part-time duties. This evaluation is applied to both
Cabot Garage and Albany Garage.
Tables 4-8 and 4-9 show the key attributes of the solutions as the part-time
operator wage rate varies from $10 to $999 dollars per hour for Cabot and Albany
respectively. This range of PTO wage rates was chosen bracketing the FTO wage rate to
test how the PTO wage rate can influence the number of part-time duties. From these two
tables, it is clear that unless the PTO wage rate is as high as $999, even over a wide range
(from $10 to even $100) of part-time operator wage rates, the final run cuts are virtually
unchanged for either Cabot or Albany. Specifically the number of part-time operators for
the tests remain at about 70 for Cabot and 45 for Albany, no matter what the PTO wage
rate is. The total pay hours of almost all the tests for Cabot are slightly greater (by about
0.5%) than the manual schedule, and the tests for Albany are slightly lower than that of
the manual schedule (by about 1%). The PTO wage rate of $999 shows some interesting
results. With this kind of PTO wage rate, HASTUS would rather not produce any part-
time duties and let these small pieces of work become trippers at both garages.
Similarly the other components (the number of duties, platform times, etc.) of the
schedules are virtually constant over the PTO wage rate range from $10 to $100. This
implies that if the part-time wage rate is changed from the lowest rate of $10.00 to the
highest rate of $100.00 (exclude the wage rate of $999), it will have no real effect on the
final schedules, and hence on the number of part-time duties as well as the true total costs
(total pay hours). It appears from this test that the PTO wage rate is not a good parameter
to control the number of part-time duties, and it will not affect the total pay hours
significantly. From examining the results in Tables 4-6, 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9, it is obvious that
HASTUS tries to minimize the total cost given the cost parameters. First, the number of
straight full-time duties in every test for Cabot is from 15 or 18 compared with 28 in the
manual solution and is from 6 to 8 at Albany compared with 13 in the manual solution.
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This appears to be because these full-time straight runs are more expensive as a result of
the paid meal break. Second, it tries to increase the number of part-time operators for
Cabot because of the lack of overtime penalties and spread premiums, and it tries to
increase the number of split full-time duties for Albany because they are cheaper than the
straight duties.
Table 4-8: Micro Crew Schedules with Different PTO Wage Rates for Cabot Garage
manual T.•jI (I) Teud2 (%) T23 (%7 0t (%) TeaS: 05) t, (%) Tet (%0 )
PTO wage ::te 13.85 10 12 73.'5 14 1:: ::: .20
rod.t ln 37 31 $1 31 31 31 37
SofsRo-st••r 28 -464 17 -39.3 16 -42.9 17 -39.3 16 -42.9 17 -39.3 17 -39.3
2-pIece 26 15 17 16 17 16 17 17
Plffm t.ne 61h34 6h35 61h29 6h12 61•8 6h3.1 61129 6•29
#Dof:ro : 154 167 8.4 167 8.4 16 7.8 :166 7.8 167 84 169 9.7 169 9.7
: pec 108• 140 145 13 142 ::142 15a 143
3-p•ece 42 27 22 27 24: 25 1526
kpiece 4
Ploffbrm tine 7h04 6h44 6h43 6h42 6h46 6h45 6.46 6hM3
Spto 56 71 26.8 69 23.2 73 304 8 214 71: 26.8 67 19.6 69 23.2
1-pece 2 32 32 36 28 33 30 34ZO-pece 54 39 37 37 39 37 36 35
:P:form tine 4h56 4h33 4::32 4120 36 4h29 • h28 426
Toa run 238 253 6.30 263 6.30 26 7.14 21 5.46 254 6.72 253 6.30 2: 7.14
Pl tifrm tne 6h30.58 61h0643 66.155 6ho3.48 11h09.43 6h06.35 6O8.26 S0.14
DOtf *Xlas 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0Plftotrmt kne Oh100 5,56 5e56 W56 5h56 O00 Ci00 : 100
Re. E platform 1550h53 1546h23: 154714 15461h0 15486140 1551h56 16336 1552115
sign-onlpuil 186h06 191h58 192h38 192103 192h27 191h26 192h34 192605joi-up 11 h30 4h,19 325 5h14 5h2 116 52h21 3116paid mol I14105 8h5: 1 11h23 1110 10h5 9:h4: 11•h64 11h24
Guoranteed run 3h1112 43. 58 44h2 44h5C 37h45 42Q10 :40h15 4738
Overfme• r 321155 7: 44 7h45 7h28 91 813 8h24 8147
Spread rate I 91144 3•,1 6M09 5h24 5107 4•36 6h36 ",0:
Extra 11oorm Oh00 5h56 56 5h56 5h0556100 0100 000To. pay: hour 180842 1814.67 0.35 1618.63 0.56 181i45 0.55 1813.62: 0.29 1814.03 0.31 1816I58 0.45 1823.02 0.81
manual 0E9i (%) Test (%): Testl10 (): :ii: (%) T 7002: (%) Tes.i: (%) Teul4: (%)
PTO wage rte 13.85 22 24 26 28 30 i00 :•iPerodtemnqth 31 31 37 31 31 31 31
0 Of fo-Alt 28 16 -42.9 16 -42.9 17 -39.3 16 -42.9 18 -35.7 16 -42.9 16 -42.9
2-pIce 26 16 16 17 16 18 16 16
3-plece 2PI••f•rm T 6hJ34 632 6h32 6h32: 6h31 6h27 632 6h332
, offtt-0 i 154 164 6.5 168 9.1 168 9.1 167 84 164 6.5 168 9.1 159 3.2
2-pIece 108 138 141 140 140 136 140 131
•Ice 42 26 27 28 27 28 .28 28
4piece 4
Plaform tine 7h04 6h48 644 6h44 6h49 650 6h47 6h55
# olpto 56 73 304 69 23.2 69 23.2 I:70 :  25.0 70:i.: 25.0 :  70 25.0
1-piece 2 ::32 32 32 30 0 :34!-pIece 54 40 37 37 39 40 36
3-piece 1 1Plotfirm tine 4h56 4•27 4h29 4h27 4h24 41h24 4hTotl Run: 238 253 6.30 253 6.30 254 6.72 253 6.30 252 5.88 254 6.72 175 -26.5Plaftrm tne 61h30.58 6ho6.41 h06.36 6h106.29 08.01 6h08.05 6h05.D09 6h53.44
o6tfexhfa 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 118
Plkfform tkne Oh00 5h56 5156 i00 0h100 5156 53h 319
Re. T . plform 15501153 1546•151 15451152 155128: 165$h49 145• 8 154551 1206114U
sgn-onpl 186hNO06 102145 192h27 1941h48 193h17 19312 19239 144•138
o Ip 111130 542 5O39 "6112 5,:3 a 6:::29 51139 : :paid meal 14h05 010h19 39 1017 1040 101156 11 09. 9h1109
Guaranteed run 3h1112 31hIM8 41hi•9 4226: ::32h31 31112 39h12 23114Over:lme 32h55 105 10h42 126• 16i08 17s: 06 .. 18h 36:  28112
readrte 1 91144 428 41 h21 539 6hl5i 9h.04 10h28
IExtr•plfo0m 5 OhO0 h56 5h56 h0100M Oi  : 556 391•49:Toa.0Yh :  : 1508.42 1i:07:,0 -0.03 18:0.28 0.65 :..182343 0.84 16156 0.40 1815.0 OAO 1•2892 1.13 :i0.12 0.65
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Table 4-9: Micro Crew Schedules with Different PTO Wage Rates for Albany Garage
manual 49 1 () To* 1%) -e42 (%) WsVA (# TeNiS % Tedd () IT7 (%)
pro wOgo alte 13.85 10 12 1.86 14 1614 20
Petomnth 34 34 34 34 34 34 34
# Ret 13 7 -46.2 6 -53.8 8 -38.5 7 -46.2 7 -46.2 7 -46.2 7 -46.2
2iplce 13 7 6 8 6 7 7 7
PfotfonmtOne 6h05 6h04 6h00 5hh9 854 6h04 56W9 6h00
# offelQ I 72 78 8.3 82 13.9 78 8.3 8g 11.1 78 8.3 78 8.3 78 8.3
2-plece 57 77 81 77 80 77 77 77
3-piece 14 1 1 1 1 1 1
4-plece 1
Plctform tine 6h30 6h27 6h26 6h28 6h26 6h28 6h29 6h30
ofpto 45 45 0.0 42 -6.7 44 -2.2 43 -4.4 4A 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0
1-ploce
2-piece 44 45 42 44 43 45 45 45
3-plece I
Plotforn ftine 4h21 4h24 4019 4021 4123 4h24 4h23 420
TotalfRun 130 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00
Ploformtnme 5h43.07 5h43.59 5h14.06 511444.2 MOM02 W4407 Wh44.14 544.08
of #lxiez 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
latform tine OhOO 0h00 amo 0MoO 00 h00 Mh00 00M
Re. T. pkotform 743h27 74hl18 745h30 745h26 745126 746W36 74011 74511
$igronn/plU 160h06 184146 155ho4 154h26 153h22 154h27 154hP0 154140
jolt-U4h48 Ohl$ 0h15 0h15 01IS Ohl 0h15 01h15
paid nool 71125 3h9 3h25 431 4h02 3h69 411 h33
Guoronteedrun 111h35 16h16 20102 17135 19h43 16$64 15h49 14003
Oveoruie 8h38 1h53 1h13 2h35 1129 3W10 2h3$ 3h53
$pteod fote I 1 h48 4h581 6119 5h06 6h10 6h26 4h22 4h23
Exftt poforM IOhO0 OhOO MO00 h00 000 h00 o0  0W00
to.pyhor . 937.78 9273 -1.12 931.95 -0.62 9360 -0.09 9303 -0.79 92.77 -0.85 9270 -1.13 92677 -1.17
manual retO (%) re89 (%M leVI0 (%) TestI1 (%) reit I (%) Vet s (%) Teo- (%)
PRO wO00ale 13.85 22 24 26 28 30 100 9W
Pe110410*Igtl 34 34 34 34 34 34 34
# o .o-ef •13 6 -53.8 7 -46.2 7 -46.2 8 -38.5 8 -38.5 6 -53.8 V9 -30.8
2-piece 13 6 7 7 8 8 6 9
3-piece
Plotformtitne 6h05 6h00 6h03 6h03 6h05 Wh57 6O00 5h56
#e off-pt 72 79 9.7 78 8.3 78 8.3 79 9.7 79 9.7 81 12.5 80 11.1
2-piece 57 78 77 77 78 78 79 79
3-plece 14 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
4-place 1
Plotform tkne 6h30 W131 Wh33 6h34 6h31 6h31 6h33 6h30
t Ofpto 45 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 43 -4.4 43 -4.4 43 -4.4
1-piece
2-piece 44 45 45 45 43 43 43
3-pIlce 1
Pltfirlikne 4h21 4018 4W15 4h14 4l3 4h14 4h08To• j•wr•n 130 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 #9 -31.5
Plftemtine 5h43.07 544.06 5h44.13 5h44.12 5h44.19 64411 5M44.12 6h27.18Sot eof 0 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $2
Pkflblrin e 0100 0110 0N00 Mh 0 01100hOO Oh00 2140
Re. T. plaorfm 7431127 74533 748550 74h6 746h02 74545 74116 574h30
siton/LpuI 160h06 156h13 155h3B 11$hl3 16648 1544B 164h45 102h2
join-up 4h48 015 0115 M1h5 0hI 0115 ow31 0h13
p*id-•:n • 7h25 2:::5 h49 :: 349 4110 40M23 3h:26 Sh 23
Guaranteed run 11h35 14029 12h1s 12h21 15hl6 18114 16h57 17112
Overtire 8h38 5h31 51111 549 6W18 7h16 10h06 W39
Sreood rote 1 11h48 Sh515 Shoo 616 6h28 h109 9h39 7h21
Extto tform 0100 0N00 0M00 h00 0h100 MO00 Oh0 219"2t
: :To.a to 937.78 9308 -0.80 .92.80 -1.01 "4 -0.99 934. -0.37 . i93.6A -0.25 940:13 0.25 98.7 -8
Obviously, no schedule in these tables was found that was better than the Cabot
Garage manual schedule in terms of the number of both part-time duties and total runs,
and the average platform times for both split full-time duties and part-time duties. Every
test seriously violated the part-time manpower constraint which conflicts with the desire of
the MBTA to keep the part-time manpower requirement low. It was inclined to employ
more manpower (especially part-time duties) to lower overtime penalties or even spread
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premiums which resulted in unacceptable required manpower (part-time duties and total
runs). Higher required manpower may also result from HASTUS being unable to produce
a tighter and more productive machine schedule with higher platform times and lower
unproductive make-up times. The low average platform times of the split full-time duties
and the part-time duties explains why these tests required more manpower. For this part of
the evaluation, HASTUS-Micro seemed unable to produce a better acceptable automatic
optimized schedule than the manual schedule for the Cabot Garage.
In contrast, the evaluation in Table 4-9 for Albany Garage produced quite different
results. Unlike Cabot Garage, Micro consistently generated extremely good automatic
optimized crew schedules for Albany Garage. Almost every schedule in Table 4-9 is at
least as good as the manual schedule in terms of the manpower constraints (for all duty
types), the platform times, and the total pay hours.
Although there is no great difference among the resulting schedules for different
PTO wage rates, Test 4 in Table 4-6 seems to have the smallest number of total runs with
comparatively low part-time duties. Therefore, the PTO wage rate of $14 was chosen as
the base PTO wage rate for the Cabot Garage parameter files used in the following
sections. In the Albany case, the PTO rate of $16 was chosen because its parameter file
produced comparatively low total pay hours with comparatively high average total
platform times.
4.3.2.3 Part-time Operator Constraints
Since the PTO wage rate seems unable to control the number of part-time duties,
the PTO constraint then was used to examine if the number of part-time duties in
automated crew schedules (specially for Cabot) could be reduced. As shown in Table 4-
10, the maximum allowed number of PTOs was lowered from 56 to 50 for Cabot and
from 45 to 40 for Albany. We also used different PTO wage rates to strengthen the
control over the number of part-time duties.
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Table 4-10: Micro Schedules with Different PTO Wage Rates vs. PTO Constraints
1. Cabot
..manua. a I. . Test I % Bo. 2 . .Test 2 M S:o1" 3 WTt 3 M9PTO wage we 13.85 10 10 20 20 0 30
PTOconsaokt 0-56 0-50 0-56 0-60 0-56 0-50
# iiFfsit 28 16. -46.4 15 -46.4 17 -39.3 17 -39.3 1::: -35.7 1. -35.7
Platfr.m 6h34 6h35 6h35 6h29 28 6h27 6:::
# of O-sPI 154 167 8.4 167 8.4 169 9.7 168 9.1 164 6.5 164 6.5
2-place 108 140 140 143 142 136 136
3-piece 42 27 27 26 26 28 28
4-piece 4
Plafform 7h04 6h44 6h44 6h43 6h43 6h50 6h
# oIpto 56 71 26.8 71 26.8 69 23.2 69 23.2 70 25.0 70 25.0
1-piece 2 32 32 34 34 30 30
2-place 54 39 39 36 35 40 40
3-place
Platobrm 4M56 4h33 4h33 4h26 4h26 4h24 4h24
To • Rume 238 253 6.30 253 6.30 26.55 7.14 254 6.72 252 5.88 252 5.88
Plofform 6h30.58 6h06.43 6h06.43 6h06.14 6h05.21 6h06.05 5h08.05
sign-on/pul 186h06 191:h58 192h03 192h0 1906:7 19%29 .193: 24
jo•-•up 11h30 I 4h19 4h19 hl2 Shl2 4h44 4h44
pdd mool 14h05 8h51 939 11h24 1114 10h56 106
Guarmteedrun 3h12 43h58 43h05 47h38 47h10 31hl2 31hl7
Overalme 32h55 7h44 7h44 8h47 17hW6 171106
Spreadate I 9h44 5h31 5h31 5h40 5h41 6615 6115
Extra platform Oh00 h56 5h56 OhOD 558 5h56 5h56
To. pay hour 1808.42 1814.67 0.35 1814.67 0.35 1823.02 0.81 1821.73 0.74 1818.60 0.40 181.60 0.40
2. Albany
manual 1 (% t1 (%I Bw2 (%) Test2 (% D 3 (% Test3 (%)
PTO wage rAl 13.85 10 10 20 20 30 30
Pr•cois iiint 0-45 0-40 0-45 0-40 0-45 0-40
PedodlngiVt 34 34 34 34 34 34
# Of NO-sr 13 7 -46.2 8 -38.5 7 -46.2 a -38.5 8 -38.5 a -38.5
2-piece 13 7 8 7 8 8 8
3-piece
Plotform 6h05 6hO4 5hi58 6100 6511 5h57 5h58# of Mo-vi 72 78 8.3 79 9.7 78 8.3 79 9.7 79 9.7 80 11.1
2-piece 57 77 78 77 78 78 79
3-pIece 14 1 1 1 1 1 1
4-plece 1
Plftform 630 6h27 6h26 630 6h28 631 630# op10 45 .46 0.0 43 -4.4 46 0.0 43 -4.4 43 -4.4 42 -6.7
1-piece
2-pece 44 4 : 43 45 43 43 42
3-piece 1
Platform 4121 4h24 4h24 4h20 4h19 4hl4 4113
Tobtd Aunm 130 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00
Pltibrm 51143.07 &143.59 6h44.03. 5h44.08 5h44.11 5h44.11 5h44.12
#ot extora 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Plofform h00 .O O 00 01100 h:i0o hi00 000 0:00i:i::
Re. T platform 743h27 746h18 745h27 745h39 74h45 745h45 745h47
sign-on/pu# 160h06 154h6 135::8 154h40: 15407 1654h48 155h:o
oin-:p h•48 Oh:: 018 Ohl5 0h8 Ohl05 0115
pdd meal 7h25 3h59 4h36 3h33 4h31 423 4h,33
Guarainteedrin 11h35 16h16 19h30 14h23 171111 16h48 19h08
Overtime 8h38 1h13 1h18 3h53 3h56 7h16 6h40
Spread rote I 1h48 4151 6h33 4h23 5h36 6hO9 6b29
Extra plaform OhOO 0h0D Oh0h1 O hoG 010 M0 Oh00
To. caota • i 937.78 9im 27 -1.12 9.31.67 -0.65 •i7i t i: -1.17 931.40 -0.68 9•. i: -0.25 ••.. : 0.02
PTO constraint Minimum and maximum allowed part-time operators defined in the parameter file (PTO duty type).
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It seems that different PTO constraints combined with different PTO wage rates
have little impact on automated crew schedules. The final automated crew schedules are
virtually unchanged for Cabot. For Albany, this constraint does reduce the number of part-
time duties by 1 or 2. However, total runs in every test remain at 130. Table 4-10 also
shows that the PTO constraint in the parameter file is treated like a soft constraint in
HASTUS which may be ignored. For Cabot, it has not yet been possible to satisfy this
constraint.
4.3.2.4 Period Lengths
As mentioned in section 4.1, different period lengths will affect the way Macro
cuts the blocks as well as the way it matches pieces of work, and may result in different
costs and different Micro schedules. Therefore, the impact of different period lengths on
Macro and Micro schedules is examined in this section. The consistency between different
Macro schedules and corresponding Micro schedules is also addressed. If changes in total
pay hours, total manpower or other important values in the Macro schedules are not
consistent with the final Micro schedules, it implies that Macro schedules cannot be used
to predict the impacts of potential changes, because they will not indicate what the
corresponding final crew schedules would be. Hopefully, suitable period lengths for both
garages can be found.
The Macro files shown in Appendix C were used as base files for both garages. All
other Macro files tested in this part are the same as these two Macro files37 except that
the values defined in each Macro file are modified to be consistent with each period
length. Apart from a Macro file, parameter and cutting files are also required for the
Macro function3 8 . The cutting files used in the previous sections were still used in this part
37 The Albany macro file used in this part is slightly different from that in the first part. The
number-pieces parameter (the 62nd constraint) was changed from (2 2) to (1 2) to allow
one-piece part-time duties to be generated.
38 The selection file is not required for the Macro function.
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of the evaluation. Based on the discussion of the results in the previous part, parameter
files with PTO wage rates of $14 per hour for Cabot Garage and $16 per hour for Albany
Garage were chosen. In fact, parameter files with different PTO wage rates will not
significantly affect the Macro results for either Cabot Garage and Albany Garage. For
example, the Cabot Macro file was tested using two parameter files (one with PTO wage
rates of $14 and $13.85) with identical Macro results resulting (Test 6 in Table 4-11).
Identical results were also found for Albany Garage for the parameter files in which the
PTO rates are $16 and $18.46 (Test 8 in Table 4-13).
It turns out that for Cabot Garage, period lengths that are less than 32 minutes will
produce too many variables (possible duty types) for Macro to handle (at most 2900
variables). Therefore, some constraints, which were originally designed to be as close to
the real conditions (the manual schedule) as possible, have to be tightened to reduce the
number of variables. Stricter constraints can reduce the options for cutting the blocks and
matching the pieces. For example, a 3-piece full-time duty type in the Macro files for
Cabot Garage usually creates too many variables, As a result the Macro file has to be
adjusted by narrowing the range-start-time (the period in which such a duty can start)
constraint, the mealbreak-length constraint, and the piece-length constraint to make Macro
feasible. In the Cabot Garage case, the second range-start-time constraint (the 47th
constraint in Appendix C5) was therefore narrowed from the range of 10h20 to 14h28 to
the range of 10h20 to 12h55. The mealbreak-length constraint (the 51st constraint) was
tightened from the range of 1h33 to 4h08 to the range of 1h33 to 2h35. The piece-length
constraint (the 54th constraint) was narrowed from the range of 2h04 to 5h10 to the range
of 2h04 to 4h08. These adjustments are not only applied to this kind of Macro file (with 6
duty types) for Cabot Garage, but also other Macro files with different structures. The
Macro files with period lengths of 26 and 28 minutes, which were identical to Appendix
CIO (3 duty types) except that the PTO max-number-drivers constraint (the 69th
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constraint) was relaxed to 56, were tested for Cabot Garage. They also needed similar
adjustments for use in the Cabot Garage case.
Longer period lengths may also produce problems. For period lengths greater than
31 minutes, we may have to adjust (loosen) the constraints originally designed to prevent
the generation of trippers, such as allowing a longer maximum length for a tripper. For
example, the tripper-max-length constraint (the 92nd constraint) usually has to be set
higher than 4h00 for longer period lengths. Otherwise, Macro may not work. The same
problem did not arise when the Albany Garage Macro files39 with period lengths of 34 or
36 minutes were used in the Cabot Garage case.
Another important issue concerns the generation of trippers. In order to produce
Macro schedules to satisfy the work rules, trippers must be eliminated. In Micro, an
optimization function is available for the elimination of trippers, but not in Macro.
Therefore, we could relax the constraints (extend permissible ranges for the cutting and
matching) for all period lengths in Cabot Garage, so that Macro will have more options to
cut pieces and facilitate their matching in duties without generating trippers. For example,
with the period length of 34 minutes, if the duty-length constraints of the early and late
split full-time duty types (the 34th and 66th constraints in Appendix C5) are set as 7h56 in
the Cabot Garage Macro file, 20.45 extras with 74.4 hours will be generated in the Macro
schedule. When these constraints are relaxed to 8h30 (in the base Macro schedule), no
extra will be created in the Macro file (the schedules of Base 2 and Test 2-1 in Tables 4-16
in section 4.3.3.2 shows these results for Cabot Garage). Trippers are not usually
generated in either Macro or Micro schedules for Albany Garage. Except for the duty-
length parameter, other parameters such as the guaranteed-piece constraint can also be
relaxed to help eliminate trippers.
39 The PTO manpower constraint was adjusted as above.
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Fortunately, the difficulties mentioned above do not affect the Macro files for
Albany Garage under current conditions (current input files, parameter files, etc.), simply
because the problem size for Albany is smaller. There are 238 duties required in Cabot
Garage, while only 130 duties are needed in Albany Garage. Besides, Macro has to try a
tremendous number of possible cutting and matching opportunities to combine around 460
pieces of work into 225 duties (in a Macro schedule, not a final Micro schedule) for Cabot
Garage (see Table 4-11). There are only about 240 pieces of work and 125 duties in a
Macro schedule for Albany Garage (see Table 4-13). These differences make the crew
scheduling process for Albany Garage much easier and do not create as many problems as
for Cabot Garage.
Cabot Macro vs. Micro schedules: Tables 4-11 and 4-12 show the Macro results
and the corresponding Micro results for 11 different period lengths from 26 minutes to 40
minutes for Cabot Garage. From Table 4-11, the Macro schedules are basically the same
for different period lengths. Unlike the Cabot Micro schedules produced in the previous
sections, almost all Macro schedules are acceptable and satisfy the work rules and the
manpower constraints. No trippers were produced, and the total runs in all Macro
schedules were lower than the manual schedule (ranging from 219 to 235) while keeping
the number of part-time duties (52 to 56, except for the Macro file with the period length
of 31 minutes) below the upper limit (56). The average duty lengths, and spreads for
different duty types compare very well with the constraints40 . Some average duty lengths
were higher than the work rules, such as 8h30 in the Macro file with period length of 34
minutes, because of the selection of duty length parameter. This issue will be discussed in
more detail in the later sections of this chapter.
40 These explain why the manpower is lower than the manual schedule.
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Table 4-11: Period Lengths for Cabot Garage: Macro Schedules
manual Tit1 (I ) M i•it () Tesalt () eTO4; ) JTON (M) TeMS (%) Test7 .5)
PTO woage ra. 13.85 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
--- 5 4 15 - 74 1 -46A 9 30 31 32
o: e-# 26 15 -46.4 15 :464 15 -46.4 :15 -46A4 I 46A4 15 -464 15 -464
Platftrntine 6h34Sof•io-ap i 154 155.2 1.2 i1.54• 2.9 143 5.8 142 5.2 1"4 6.5 15A66 1.6 15.33 2.8PMatorm• tne 7h•4 :
O: f *ia* 4.14 645• 7 44 54 59 . :62.33Outy•Ienf 81t 1i 81•06 7ah56 : :1:•00 8: 6 :Sh00
Spread i h52 10h15 99 1233 5 9917 :129
SOfa-pioe 35.95 39 *9 30 30 36.77 3207
Duy• Iength 7hil5 31 6 :49 61: 2 i3 6•69 7h14
: pr: d : 1hi0 "h43 81*52 8 :::865 44 1h26 ::28
of lat#e 53,73 377 0 76 75 4469 63.33Outy.. 8••Q 7h614h Shl •1*1 Shth  h, 3 8100 ..816 : 00
: pread 91*9•hl1 7 ::817 :9601 r~2 90 00 9h 0•
Sptio 56 66 0.0 62.23 -6.7 6 0.0 56 0.0 56::: . 0.0 17 5.8 56 0.0
Platbrm ln e 4h56
Duty length Wh38 5h51 6104 6hi 7 6100 &A 1 "52
read 1228 12h33 1220 121W32 12h24 12h21 121 41
Total Runs 238 226,*2 4.70 22.77 -5.14 234 -1.66 233 -2.10 235 -1.26 230.7- -3.05 229.33. 4.64
Plathrm lne 6M30.56
Duty length 7h23 7h26 T7h19 7131 7h19 7h120 7h119
Spread 10h17 10h26 50 1002 9h543 10W 101*13
otfexice 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Worked ts 156.3 1561.9 1862.9 1661 1652 1561.9 1569.hrs etras 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0-
ts ni Guaranted 19.8 9• 3 .. 91 11.8 7.6 18.2 12
hra ovorine 20.6 128 3 20.1 7.4 25 6.8
hrs otpoid breok 1.7 1.8 12,6 10,2 11 9 48hrs sG d 31 4.6 0 0 0 0 2.2
To. payhour 18086A2 1404,00 -11.3 159030 -12.1 15•4I -12.4 160310 -11.3 15:: 78.00 -12.7 1614.10 -10.7 15,6.30 -12.3#'fp l :4620.00 46i 00 467.00 467.0 46900 466.00. 49.0
manual TY8 ( t5) et 9 (%) ::e 10 (5) TeNO Il (5)
Pro wage art 13.85 14 14 14 14
Perod34 36 38 40
of o••* 28 16 46.4 I1 -46.4 1 -464 I6 -464 # of fto-dr Number of full-time straight duties
Ploff•tm tkne 6h34 # of flo-apl: Number of full-time split duties
Ioffa Ie- 154 148 •4 -3.4 158 2.6 15.31 1.5 17*Il 2.5 * of eady: Number of full-time early spit duties
Ploalorm tne 7h04 # of 3-piece: Number of 3-piece ful-time split duties
of on*y $9.42 26.5 4643 6149 # of late: Number of full-time late spilt duties
Duty: lo1ngh .30 ! 24 :hl4 h: i00 # of pto: Number of part-time duties
read 10h.08 " 949 9126 '9H116 Ploftomn time: Average platform time
:: of 3-plc 43.16 67.5 56.05 31.2 Duty length: Average duty length
uty lonoth 7:h22 7 :07 7h36 7*5 08 Spread: Average spreadSpread 10*01 9h38 10h07 9h26
S Of late 4.26 65 53 63 65,12
Duty lngth ,h30 6Sh24 8••,i14 8:00 Worked ha: Number of worked hours
Pread 91128: 91111 9119 W03 hrs in extras Number of hours in extras
S0ofpto 56 6 0.0 56 0.0 65.32 -1.2 56 0.0 hrs In Guaranteed: Number of hours in
Plotform tne 4hS6 guaranteed runs
iDuty le .th 6:.4 6hD00 .1542 6h00 hrs In overtime: Number of hours in
..read 12h.42 12h.36 12h29 12h33 overtime penalties
TotoI Runa 236 219.•4 -763 i29 -3.78 :26i3 -4.768 :229. -3.66 hmof paid breaok: Number of hours of paid breaks
Ptotform tinea 61h30.58 hrs in spread: Number of hours in spread premiums
Duty lngwth 7h38 7h22 Th24 7h21
Spieod 10140 101h8 10h23 10h05
SOf eh : 0 0 0 0 0: To. pay hour Total pay hour
Workedh• s 163.4 1861.2 166 •• •i7 # of pieces: Number of constructed pieoes of work
hri ke)t ros 0 0 0 0
rs In Gumarante•d 23.7 42A 17A4 13.8
hr••s overine 31.7 22,6 17.4 6&7
hrs of p: d break 0 6 0.6 .7
I kpread 6.3 1.6 6.9 3.1
To. pay hour 180842 105.10 -10.1 1633.70 -9.7 1400.30 -11.5 •582.00 -12.5# •f P ces 453.00 4.00 .479..9.100 6 459.00..i_
The Macro file has a similar problem as the parameter file: in terms of wage rates,
and so we still use the total pay hours instead of the reported total cost in the Macro file
to reflect the actual cost. However, the components of time-costs available (see Table 4-
11 from Worked hrs to hrs in spread) in the Macro file are different from those in the
Micro file. Specifically there are no sign-on or join-up time-costs in the Macro file. The
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total pay hours shown in Table 4-11 (and other Macro tables) is the sum of these available
time-costs. This also explains why the total pay hours in all Macro schedules for Cabot
Garage are lower than in the manual schedule by about 200 hours (about 13% of the total
pay hours).
Table 4-12: Period Lengths for Cabot Garage: Micro Schedules
manual Test I CS) tet CS) Test 3 ) TLt4 MS Teod5 S) Tet4 )
PO wage#ta 13.85 14 14 14 14 14 14
Pero24d*Wfg 6 27 28 2P 31
aioftbftr 28 15 -46.4 17 -39.3 17 -39.3 19 -32.1 17 -39.3
2-plece 26 15 17 17 19 17
3-piece 2
Platform flime 6h34 6h35 6h32 W129 6,h23 6W28
# of b-01 154 171 11.0 171 11.0 160 9.1 166 7.1 166 7.8
2-plece 108 164 169 145 142 142
3-plece 42 17 12 23 23 244-plece 4
Platform lkne 7h04 6h48 6h49 6h41 6h47 W146
# ofpto 56 61 8.9 58 3.6 68 21.4 66 17.9 68 21.4
I-piece 2 18 16 32 25 28
2-plece 54 43 41 36 41 39
3piece I I
Platform fime 4h56 4h46 4h46 4h30 4h37 4h36
Total Run 238 247 3.78 246 3.36 263 6.30 250 5.04 251 5.46
Platform time 61130.58 Wl7,10 6h19.13 6hs.034 611.05 6h109.43
# of exfts 0 0 0 2 1 1
Platform #ome 0h00 0100 000 1Sh56 6h56 6h56
Po, T. plabinm 1550h53 1562h42 1554651 1541t31 1546h12 1546140
SIgn-on/put 186h06 187h58 189h30 191h45 190h50 192h34
Join-up 11130 3h67 3h12 44h45 4107 8h32
Paid meal 14h05 9h50 10o50 11h33 1,4h49 10h39
Guaranteed run 3h12 37h57 36h57 48h49 39106 37h39
Overftne 32h55 9h49 14147 Sh12 10h10 9h26
Spread rate 1 9h44 6h37 10h19 6h55 6W52 5hl0
ExtOplatfrm Ch 0h100 Oh100 ihS 516 56
To. pay hour 1508.42 180843 0.02 182943 0.66 1827.38 1.05 181$.03 0.53 1813.60 0.29
manual To7 CS) TetO C S) TesF CS) MTo 10 C) Totd C S)
PTO wage rate 13.85 14 14 74 14 14
Pedod longt 32 34 36 38 40
ft oHo-str 28 16 -42.9 16 -42.9 15 -46.4 15 -46.4 17 -39.3
2-plece 26 16 16 15 15 17
3-plece 2
Platform time 6h34 6133 6h31 636 6h35 6h28
lot hof-t 154 170 10.4 170 10.4 171 11.0 174 13.0 170 10.4
2-plece 108 153 151 124 135 156
3-plece 42 17 19 47 39 13
4-plece 4 1
Platform hime 7h04 6143 6h46 6140 6h41 6h46
ot pto 56 67 19.6 64 14.3 65 16.1 63 12.5 62 10.7
1-piece 2 30 24 27 30 22
2-plece 54 37 40 36 33 40
3-plece 2
Platibrm ne 4h56 4h33 439 4h36 4h32 4h40
Tota Runs 238 253 6.30 250 5.04 251 5.46 252 5.88 249 4.62
Platform flne 6130.58 6h08.17 6112.39 61h06.15 609.15 6h14.04
#o.f utras 0 0 0 1 0 0
Platform ne Oh100 Oh100 Oh00 Sh59 Oh00 MOO
Re. T plafform 1550h53 1552h59 1552h46 1540h34 155051 1552h24
S&on-on/pul 186h06 189141 19W04 200h48 193h43 193h55
Jon-Up 11130 3h38 3W39 7h43 51107 2h35
Paid meal 14h05 10104 11102 9h57 11h04 10h14
Guaranteed run 3h112 60h07 39h32 44h37 47130 38h42
Over ine 32h55 8h42 8128 8:00 ::7 5 9h 14
Spread rote I 9h44 340: 8h147 :6h8.46 6h49 6h42
Exlrcwlatform Oh 0100 0h00 5h59 0h10 Oh00
To.payhour 1808.42 11.5 0.58 1815.05 0.37 182440 0.88 182232 0.77 1813.77 0.30
...... .  ....••• •:i:i ~ i::::ii:i :•:::~•:!:• 4 O3h 120 0 :.::• i•i•::l!i: iiii:i:iii:iii : i  i:  ::: i i•:.•:•"::"::i ii i ::•......... ............  :::iii !ii: r .::i:•!. ! ii  : i!~ii • iiiiiiii•i:i•liiJ.iii
The time-costs shown in the manual schedule and every test schedule in Table 4-
12, show the sum of the sign-on/pull-in/pull-out cost and the join-up cost is indeed about
200 hours. This lack of sign-on allowances, pull-in and pull-out costs, and paid join-up
costs in the Macro schedule also implies that if Macro is used to estimate the cost impact
for any change, this built-in difference will always exist and must be accounted for.
The next issue is the consistency between the Macro schedules and the
corresponding Micro schedules. From Table 4-12, it appears that these Micro schedules
are totally different from the corresponding Macro schedules. All the acceptable Macro
schedules now result in quite different and unacceptable Micro schedules just as those
shown in previous sections. The number of part-time operators required in all tests is
unacceptably high, as is the total required manpower. In addition, the average platform
times for split full-time duties, part-time duties, and the total manpower in the automated
crew schedules (Micro schedules) are always lower than those in the manual schedule. It
seems that Micro cannot produce as productive a set of duties as the manual schedule
under current conditions (parameters, input files, etc.). Finally, the total pay hours in the
Micro schedules are all slightly greater than the manual schedule.
Figure 4-1 shows that there is little variation in Micro total pay hours but there is
greater variation in Micro total required duties generated. However, there is little
correlation evident in any of these measures between the Macro and Micro results.
It is interesting to note that although the Macro file with a period length of 28
minutes is feasible, no results were produced for this period length in Micro. We tried
three other feasible Macro files with the same period length. The first two Macro files
simply adjusted the fringe-benefit parameters of duty types while the last Macro file used
the same Macro file as for Albany in Appendix C10 except for several necessary
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adjustments41 . These Macro files also produced feasible Macro schedules, but Micro still
neither cuts the blocks nor creates duties.
Since no period length can be identified as clearly superior for Cabot and no
acceptable Micro schedule is found in Table 4-12, the Micro schedule with the period
length of 27 minutes, which has the minimum total runs and minimum number of part-time
duties, is chosen as the base schedule for Cabot in the following evaluation.
Figure 4-1: Comparison between Macro and Micro Schedules for Cabot Garage
A. Total Pay Hours
Pedriod Macro Micro
26 1604.00 1808.83
27 1590.30 1820.43
28 1584.41
29 1603.80 1827.38
30 1578.00 1818.03
31 1614.10 1813.60
32 1585.30 1818.85
34 1625.10 1815.05
36 1633.70 1824.40
38 1600.30 1822.32
40 1582.00 1813.77
B. Total Runs
Pedod Manual Macro Micro
26 238.00 226.82 247.00
27 238.00 225.77 246.00
28 238.00 234.00
29 238.00 233.00 253.00
30 238.00 235.00 250.00
31 238.00 230.73 251.00
32 238.00 229.33 253.00
34 238.00 219.84 250.00
36 238.00 229.00 251.00
38 238.00 226.63 252.00
40 238.00 228.81 249.00
C. Number of PTOs
Pedriod Manud Macro Micro
26 56.00 56.00 61.00
27 56.00 52.23 58.00
28 56.00 56.00
29 56.00 56.00 68.00
30 56.00 56.00 66.00
31 56.00 59.27 68.00
32 56.00 56.00 67.00
34 56.00 56.00 64.00
36 56.00 56.00 65.00
38 56.00 55.32 63.00
40 56.00 56.00 62.00
41 Full-time split duty type: The max-spread constraint (the 36th constraint) was relaxed from
7h56 to 8h24. The duty-length constraint (the 46th constraint) was relaxed from 7h28 to 7h56.
Part-time duty type: The range-start constraint (the 61st constraint) was relaxed from (5h08-
7h56) to (5h08-8h24). The max-number-drivers constraint (the 69th constraint) was relaxed
from 45 to 56.
Albany Macro vs. Micro schedules: Tables 4-13 and 4-14 show the Macro
results and the corresponding Micro results for 11 different period lengths ranging from
26 minutes to 40 minutes for Albany Garage. As with Cabot Garage, total pay hours in the
Macro schedules are all lower than the manual schedule (by about 100 hours or 13%)
because the sign-on costs, pull-in and pull-out costs, and join-up costs are not included.
Table 4-13: Period Lengths for Albany Garage: Macro Schedules
_ manual W I Too ret2 TW AeI &W T4 X) als (7 Tee (5) resty (PTO wageIt I3.85 16 16 16 16:::ii: 16 :1616
g47 27 *9 39 31 .2
SOf 0to-0* 13 8 -61.5 6 -61.5 8 -615 7 -46.2 S... -61.5 -61. 5 -61.5
Platform tme 6h05
Duty Iength ThAS
Spread 7w.4.
ot lo:pltm 72 75.94 5.5 76.53 6.3 74.93 4.1 :.74.26 3.1 7243 0.6 72.5 0.7 .74.62 3.6
Platfhrm ::me 6h•30
#•ofls•l a) 57 73.94 71.53 70.93 73.•" 69.43 69.5 73.62
# of fo-spl (3) 14 2 5 4 0.73 3 : 3 1
#oftfo-Ol(4) 1
Dutry length 6h55 6h43 6h&9 6h46 6h59 7h]3 6h56Spread 9h30 9hO 23 9h26 OhO0 9h28 9123
Sofpto 45 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0
Plabrm ffrnie 4h21
Duty length h37 "h51 5h35 5h48 &W59 6h41 5h62
Spread 12h01 12h23 121i9 12h10 12h24 12h33 12h07
Toa•Runs 130 125.94 -3.12 12653 -2.67 124.93 -3.90 126.26 -2.88 1223 ..82 122.5 -5.77 124.62: -4.14
Ploafibm tme 511h43.07
Dutylength 6h26 6h24 6h27 6h26 .6h36 638 6h32
toad 120226 101`1 IWO 10h26 10h24 10h39 1"424
Dof esdias 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Worked hts 778.3 777.1 77317 777.7 774.6 778.6 780.8
hys I &*s0$ 0 0 0 0 a 0 0
hes I Guoranted 64.9 76.2 64.6 66.2 59.9 32.1 63
hro h ovortime 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0
hto of pdd break 0.9 3.2 2.8 1.3 2 2.6 0.5
hm I swoed 0 0 0 0 2.3 0.1 0,7T1.payhour 937.38 644.10 -10.0 85650 -8.6 831.10 -11.3 845.20 -9.8 83.70 -10.5 31340 -13.2 847.00 -9.6
#of pec 24400 248.00 246.00 244.00 23800 237,00 240.00
manual 1d 5 (%) rest (9 ) TAeWi1 (%) TesOl (%)
PTOwage a)W 13.85 16 16 16 16
634 i 8s 40
Doffib-em 13 5 -61.5 5 -61.5 5 -61.5 5 -61.5 # of flo-str Number of ful-time straight duties
Platform lit# 6h05 Platform time: Average platform time
Duty length Duty length: Average duty length
4Spr0a Spread: Average spread length
* of NfO-SP 72 77.33 74 77.6 7.4 75 4.2 75.72 5.2 # of ffo-spi: Number of full-time split duties
PROttbvm ti e 6h30
I of f l(2) 57 75.33 77.36 74 7445 # of fto-spi (2): Number of full-time 2-piece split duties
Dof iO-PI (3) 14 2 1 1.27 *of flo-spi (3): Number of ful-time 3-piece split duties
lof t-01 (4) . 5 of ffo-spl (4): Number of full-time 4-piece split duties
Duty length 6h47 6h36 6h57 6h39
prod 9h17 Ots11 9h12 9hI7
0 a(ptop 45 45 0.0 46 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 # of pto: Number of part-time duties
Plaotlrm tine 4h21
Duty length 6hW0 Wh0O Wh42 6h00
Spead 12h24 12h20 12h31 12h36
Toalu REMs 130 127.33 -2.05 12736 -2.03 125 -3.85 128.72 -3.29
Plotform time 5h43.07
Duty length 6h22 6h23 6h29 6h26SOead 10h26 10h2l 10h26 101131
it aleds 0 0 0 0 0
Worked hts 779.7 780.6 778.4 774
hiexfrca 0 0 0 0
trs hi Guaranted 74.2 87 55.6 76.5
his h overtime Cd 0 0 0
hrs of Pcd break 1.1 0 0,6 0.8
hi e sead 0 0 0.3 0
TO.pay hour 937.38 85W.10 -8.8 867.60 -74 834.80 -10.9 861.30 -9.2 To. pay hour Total pay hour
t ofplaces 247.00 246,00 241.00 245.00 # of pieces: Number of constructed pieces of work, • .• i:,:::• ?i  ,, :!ii i .::•: ,:: i .,:: • i•i:ii., : ,:: 7 :::;:: , ,: i; :.:. ,, :• :,:,: ..., •, • :•:: , .: : ,:.. . .. .... ... .... ...... .. • : :. 2:. •. . . . i
# O•t, .. : ::2•;00, '. .;:• ::::, :. 4[:•: W.:2r•::! of piecel: Number of constructed pieces of work
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Also as with Cabot, all Macro files for Albany produce duties closely matching the
manual schedule. For example, all Macro files produce schedules with lower total runs
(122 to 127 compared with 130 for the manual schedule) while keeping the part-time
manpower at 45.
Table 4-14: Period Lengths for Albany Garage: Micro Schedules
manual rest I W 2 W 3 W A W# 5 (%) AW
Pro W490 rate 17785 16 16 16 16 7  1 1
# lopI• •t• 72 77 6.9 so 11.1 75 42.2 76 5.6 7 80.0 46 0.03-plcac 14 1 2 2
Pbofform im 6h30 f WD 602 We 6h29 600 6h31 601#ofp P45 2.2 4 -2.2 46 2.2 46 2.2 45 0.0 46 0.0
1-piece
2-plece 44 46 44 46 46 45 45
3-plece 1
P*ofform time 4h21 4h20 4019 4025 4h20 4h22 4h17
Total Runs 130 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 129 -0.77 129 -0.77 130 0.00
Plafform time Mh43.07 6h43.43 5h44,00 5W43.43 5h42.16 14S.02 6h44.01
# of extras 0 0 0 0 2 2 0
Plaofformliie 0h00 0M00 Nh00 0h00 oh02 1h47 0100
Re. T platform 743h27 744h44 745122 744h45 73r14 741,51 745h23
Sfgn-on/pul 160h06 156h07 154h3S 154h52 153130 153h50 165504
Jain-up 4h48 OhO0 Oh20 0h17 Oh100 054 1W10
Paid med 7h25 4h01 4h38 4053 4h37 3h38 2h39
Guaranteed run 1 1h35 12h41 16111 16017 15I54 13h02 12h42
Overtime 8h38 2h45 3h14 3h26 2h22 147 3h04
Spxead rote 1 1h48 3h49 4h55 408 4h12 4h45 6h09
EX00a Platform Oh0 0 100 0h00 0100 10o04 3h34 0h00
To.pay=how 937.38 92412 -1.41 929.28 -0.87 92: -0.93 926.50 -1.16 92.36 -1.50 926.1 -1.19
manual Tht7 (%) Tell (70 Tost ( Tpa T10 (% T tI (I 0
Pro wage ate 13.85 16 16 16 16 16
Po3o 4 26 3* 40
SIofAfIt 13 7 -46.2 8 -38.5 7 -46.2 a -38.5 8 -38.5
2-piece 13 7 8 7 8 8
3-piece
Platform time W6h05 6h53 55 h55 5h55 6h06
e offto-jpl 72 80 11.1 75 4.2 78 8.3 77 6.9 78 8.3
pce 57 79 74 77 77 78
3-plece 14 1 1 1
4-plece 1
Platform time 6h30 6h27 6h35 631 6h32 6h27
# otpto 45 43 -4.4 47 4.4 45 0.0 46 0.0 44 -2.2
1-piece
2-pIece 44 43 47 45 45 44
PRatform time 4h21 4h21 4019 4h19 4h18 4h22
Total RUns 130 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00
Platform time 543.07 6h43.49 5h4347 5h43.28 5h44.05 h13.50
#ot extras 0 0 0 0 0 0
Platform lme Oh100 01100 Oh00 M00 M00 MO00
Re. T plltform 743h27 744h57 744h54 744h11 74532 745100
Stn-on/pu# 160h06 166hl14 15329 15500 15SW4 1434
Join-up 4h48 0O06 OhI8 0h18 Oh00 Oh00
Po~i meai 7h25 4h:28 431• 436 4h17 4h26
Guaranteed run 11h35 21h14 11h06 15hi9 1400 19h24
Overfime 8h38 2h48 4h07 1h37 2h53 3106
spread e 1 h48 5h21 4023 3h28 4h45 6h24
Extra Platform OhO 0 h00 MOO00 01h00 h100 0h00
To. pa•yhour 937.38 934,17 -0.34 922.• 7 -1.55 924.63 -1.36 927.60 -1.04 932.93 -0.47 ._ __-
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 7 ~ ii:i:. • f ii  .i•• .  .: "i•• :7 ..:•!!i:~l::: : !ii  7:  ::i:!:i:iJ::::::i
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Unlike Cabot Garage, however Micro does generate satisfactory automated
optimized crew schedules for Albany Garage (see Table 4-14). The required manpower
(total runs, full-time duties and part-time duties) in most tests fit the constraints well. The
corresponding platform times for full-time split and part-time duty types are very similar to
the manual schedule. However no apparent relationships between the Macro results and
their corresponding Micro schedules for Albany Garage were found (see Figure 4-2). No
consistency was found between the Macro schedules and the corresponding Micro
schedules for Albany, whether in terms of total pay hours, total runs, or number of part-
time duties.
Figure 4-2: Comparison between Macro and Micro Schedules for Albany Garage
ATotal Pay 
Hours
Pesiod Macro I Micro
26 844.10 924.1227 856.50 929.25
28 831.10 928.63
29 845.20 926.55
30 838.70 92&35
31 813.40 926.18
32 847.00 934.17
34 855.00 922.87
36 867.60 924.63
38 834.80 927.60
40 851.30 932.93
B. Total Runs
Pedod Manud Macro Micro
26 130.00 125.94 130.00
27 130.00 126.53 130.00
28 130.00 124.93 130.00
29 130.00 126.26 129.00
30 130.00 122.43 129.00
31 130.00 122.50 130.00
32 130.00 124.62 130.00
34 130.00 127.33 130.00
36 130.00 127.36 130.00
38 130.00 125.00 130.00
40 130.00 125.72 130.00
C. Number of PTOs
Pellod Manual Macro Micro
26 45.00 45.00 46.00
27 45.00 45.00 44.00
28 45.00 45.00 46.00
29 45.00 45.00 46.00
30 45.00 45.00 45.00
31 45.00 45.00 45.00
32 45.00 45.00 43.00
34 45.00 45.00 47.00
36 45.00 45.00 45.00
38 45.00 45.00 45.00
40 45.00 45.00 44.00
Macro vs. Micro
Uoo K
850J00 f
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 34 36 38 40
Un Ped Lnel
1300)0
128.00
124.00
122.0 -- -- cla
120.00
118.00
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 34 36 38 40
Unit Period Lmglh
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Virtually every Micro schedule in Table 4-14 is an acceptable automated crew
schedule which is quite different from the results for Cabot. The Micro schedule with the
period length of 36 minutes is chosen as the base schedule in the following evaluation
because of its comparatively low total pay hours and perfectly matched manpower
(compared with the manual schedule). Tests 1, 3, and 5 have lower total pay hours than
Test 9. However, the number of part-time duties in Tests 1 and 3 both exceed the upper
limit (45), and Test 5 has two extras in addition to the 129 regular runs.
4.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
In section 4.3.2, some general Macro and Micro results for both garages were
presented. We concluded that an acceptable Micro crew schedule could not be found for
Cabot under current input file parameters. HASTUS created automated crew schedules
which violate the manpower constraints (total runs and number of part-time duties) with
unproductive duties having low platform times for split full-time and part-time duties. In
contrast for Albany Garage, HASTUS produces acceptable automated crew schedules
which perfectly match the manual schedule with even lower total pay hours. The results in
section 4.3.2.4 also show that there is little evidence of a relationship between the Macro
schedules with different period lengths and their corresponding Micro schedules for both
garages for current input files.
However almost all these results are based on very similar files and conditions.
Since there are many possible conditions and parameter settings in the crew scheduling
process (and available in HASTUS), a further analysis is necessary to test these
conclusions. The first part of the evaluation in this section focuses on the impacts of
different input files. The second part examines certain important parameters in the Macro
file. The third part relaxes certain soft rules to seek an acceptable automated optimized
schedule for Cabot.
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4.3.3.1 Input Files
No acceptable automated crew schedule for Cabot Garage has yet been found.
Since different PTO wage rates and different period lengths have been examined, the
evaluation in this sub-section focuses on different input files to see if an acceptable
automated crew schedule can be generated for Cabot Garage. Albany Garage will also be
examined to see if further improvements can be obtained. Different input files are
examined as shown in the table below with the results summarized in Table 4-15.
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
Focus
The parameter file: Different manpower constraints.
The parameter file: Different minimum platform-time parameter.
The parameter file: Different structure.
The Macro file: Different structure.
Different combination of the parameter file and the Macro file.
No selection file.
No cutting file.
Test 1. The first test relaxed all the manpower constraints in the parameter files
except for the part-time manpower constraint for both garages. The total-runs constraint is
set as 042 and the maximum number of duties for all full-time duty types are relaxed to
999. This test is to examine what kind of Micro schedules HASTUS produces with
virtually no full-time manpower constraints for both garages. The manpower constraint on
part-time duties was not relaxed, since otherwise, a tremendous number of part-time
duties would be generated because of the lower wage rate and the saving of premiums for
part-time duties. For example, a total of 306 runs including 248 part-time duties were
selected when the part-time manpower constraint was also relaxed in one experiment.
Compared with both the manual schedule and the base schedule, the test file did
not result in any improvement for Cabot in terms of manpower and total pay hours as
42 When the total-runs constraint is set as 0, it implies the number of runs suggested by Macro is to
be generated [76].
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shown in Table 4-15. The total runs and total pay hours in Test 1 for Albany seem
marginally better than the manual and base schedules, however, there are 2 extras with an
average length of 4h40. This test would not necessarily be better after these extras are
massaged into other duties. Therefore Test 1 for both garages did not produce better
results for either garage.
Table 4-15: Micro Schedules for Different Input Files
130
. 1 Cabot Garage
manual d se NY) Ta? I ) Tet () TetS (%) Tat4 ) TaetS ) Tet6 ) Tet? )
PTO wiw# cofb 13.85 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14NdodinM 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27
•fo• •*r 28 17 -39.3 17 -39.3 16 -419 15 -464 23 -17.9 19 -32.1 15 -46A4 1s -464
2-plece 26 17 17 16 15 23 17 15 15
3piece 2 2
PIbffbm irne 6h34 6h32 6h31 $h31 4h35 6hl6 *29 6OV5 6h35
of-V • 154 171 11.0:: 145 -5.8 169 9.7 159 3.2 169 3.2 147 -4.5 172 11.7 173 12.3
2-piece 108 159 131 i156 147 13D 124 158 160
-pviece 42 12 14 13 12 28 21 14 13
4pIece 4 1 2
PFClthm line 7h04 6h49 6h56 6h47 6h5 6W47 6h66 6h61 6e48
D opIO 56 58 3.6 8U 57.1 61 19 56 0.0 73 30A4 7 1.8 57 1.8 U 3.6
I-pIece 2 16 56 17 38 12 17
2-piece 54 41 31 41 53 35 55 43 40
3-plce 1 1 3 3 2 2 1
Pioftlbm lne 41h56 4h46 4h45 452 4h57 4ha9 4h54 4h51 4h43
To asusm 238 S46 3.36 260 &04 246 3.36 230 -3.36 256 7.14 223 -6.30 244 2152 246 3.36
Plzfform line 6h30.58 a9.13 O508.50 5h18.10 6h2524 5105.03 6h23DI M22.11 681,.10
# Sfexkm 0 0 6 1 16 0 29 0 1
Plofm *pe h010 0hOD 4M23 t39 We08 C500 4W48 0100 6Q2
Pea T ploltrm 1550h53 1554h61 1%37W25 1550h31 1477102 15%h1s 1423h36 18641$ 1650h32
Sl-'oiuI 186h06 1 .090 177h57 19M118 188h04 10ah23 179h06 187646 181h05
Joh-UP 11h30 5h12 5h23 h33 h11 5M15 8h24 2h24 3h02
Pold mea 14h15 10h50 8h59 10515 mOh 18h38 10h60 9114 lOthO
Guawieedwn 3hl12 36h57 17h03 h37h51 20544 35h13 14h03 34125 48*36
Overime 321h55 14h47 14h29 10h20 17h25 12h35 17h29 1517 10h46
Spnradiate 1 9h44 10h19 Si4 13h28 12h19 OW45 4h 15114 9h35
xreplom L 5h 0*0 21h51 S3IS -500 13M9*12 000 $1$2
To. nwhouw 180642 18203 0.66 17M6* -1.28 1919A. 0.63 140616 -0.14 161 0.42 84 171630 -0.65 1814* 0.34 161642 0.45
2. Albany Garage
Pro eque was 13.85 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16paded 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36
of  t1rr 13 7 -462 5 -61.5 7 -462 6 -53.8 5 -61.5 6 -53.8 6 -53.8 10 -23.1
2-plece 13 7. 7 6 5 6 6 10
Plftem ine 6hs 65 W6 6h02 5h55 WhO 6h0* 857 &W*h67
:of •1p "I 72 78 13 76 5.6 7 8.3 79 9.7 . 0 11.1 79 9.7 77 6.9 68 -5.6
2-piace 57 77 76 78 77 60 62 77 68
30piece 14 1 2 20 17
4piace 1
PRcfform line 6W30 6h31 6h36 6h30 6h31 6h28 6h30 6K32 6h41
ot pto 45 45 0.0 46 2.2 46 0.0 46 0.0 45 0.0 46 0.0 47 44 48 67
1-piece
2-piece 44 45 46 45 456 44 44 47 48
3-piece 1 1 1
PRfform fcn. e 4h21 4h19 4h27 419 4hI17 411 4hl6 4h21 4h25
TotaxR 130 130 0.00 127 -231 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 130 0.00 126 -3.08
ttforbm ln e 5hW3.07 5hd428 5148.09 5h43-32 56h43.51 8142AS Sh42,65 Wh43.36 5W4.56
# ofleX* 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 6
PWa#m ne 5ho0 OhOD 4*40 M00 ChOO 0h*D Ch0D 0h0D 4h1l
Re. Tpkiftm 743h27 744hll 738h57 744hv20 745h12 742h39 7431W 744h29 7266h28
Sieronfoul 160606 155h09 151121 155115 154h43 160h07 1,%h37 153*o0 144h06
Jo4-4h8 04h 18 5100 500 h59 W2 4O OhOD Oh 06
Paid meO 7h25 4h36 089 4*11 5at 3hO4 .*30 3h25 6h51
Guaranteed n 11h35 15hl9 Oh*8 14h81 1443 9h1I 10h44 13h33 10h34
Ove iir•ie 136 1:iii 37 h35 21• 0 2615 2h38 2.W-41 2h46 49h28.
.9peaod toe 1 ii•• 3hi28 5h56 8h00 M88s• 4h21 4h56 61W.4 .b i1
E*t ra pQahbrm 0600 0h20 Mh21 M 00 D Gh5D hOhD 24hl I
v v ::iiiur 937.38 92463 -1.36 92132 -1.66 927.20 -1.09 92:6 -1.14 972i0 -1 a9 21 47 -1.27 12 -1M .920k92 .- 1.76__LI*_~___~ _ ~_~~__
Test 2. The average platform times for full-time split duties and part-time duties in
the automated crew schedules for Cabot are usually lower than in the manual schedule.
This may explain why the automated crew schedule always needs more manpower than
the manual schedule for Cabot Garage. This test increased the minimum-platform-time
parameter for every duty type in the parameter files by 10 minutes for both garages to see
if the platform times in the automated crew schedule would be increased. The same
adjustments were also applied to Albany Garage to see if any improvement is possible.
The test files produced virtually identical Micro schedules to the base schedules for
both garages. The increase of the minimum platform-time parameter seemed unable to
produce any improvement for Cabot or Albany here.
Test 3. The third test is to see if different parameter files can improve the
automated crew schedules for both garages. As shown in the Cabot Garage Micro
schedules in previous sections (e.g. Tables 4-8 and 4-12), the number of required part-
time operators in these Micro schedules usually results in the violation of the manpower
constraints (total runs and part-time duties). In these Micro schedules, the number of 1-
piece part-time duties are usually more than half the total required part-time duties. If
these 1-piece part-time duties can be reduced, an acceptable Micro schedule which
satisfies the manpower constraints may result for Cabot Garage. Since a 1-piece part-time
duty type is included in the Albany base parameter file (Appendix C7), this duty type may
be used to restrict the generation of 1-piece part-time duties (by setting the maximum
allowed 1-piece part-time operators at 0 as in Appendix C7).
As a result, the parameter files originally used for both garages were exchanged in
this test, i.e. the new parameter file for Cabot Garage was identical to the base Albany
Garage parameter file except that the manpower parameters were set as before. The new
parameter file for Albany Garage was identical to the base Cabot Garage parameter file
with similar adjustments to the manpower parameters.
The number of 1-piece part-time operators for Cabot was expected to be reduced
by setting a restriction on 1-piece part-time duties in this test. It seems that this restriction
did prevent the generation of this kind of part-time duty type since there were no 1-piece
part-time duties in these two Micro schedules is contrast with the other Cabot Garage
Micro schedules. However, the significant number of trippers in these two schedules show
this restriction resulted in HASTUS assigning these pieces of work as trippers instead of
possible one-piece part-time duties.
Test 4. The fourth test is to examine the input of different types of Macro files.
The Macro files originally used for both garages were exchanged, i.e. the new test Macro
file for Cabot Garage was basically the same as the base Albany Garage Macro file with
the max-number-drivers constraint relaxed from 45 to 56. The new test Macro file for
Albany Garage was basically the same as the base Cabot Garage Macro file except for
similar adjustments.
It seems that this new Macro file produced a worse schedule for Cabot Garage in
terms of required part-time duties and total runs. For Albany Garage, this new Macro file
did not make any significant improvement with a virtually unchanged Micro schedule
resulting.
Test 5. The parameter files and the Macro files in this thesis were created by
simulating the manual duties. The parameter file and the Macro file built for a specified
garage are consistent with each other, especially in terms of duty types defined in both
files. In Tests 3 and 4, only parameter files or Macro files were exchanged for each garage.
The duty types defined in the test parameter file (Macro file) may not be consistent with
the original Macro file (parameter file) for each garage. Therefore, the test parameter files
in Test 3 and the test Macro files in Test 4 were used simultaneously in this test for each
garage to examine if the matching input files could do any better than the previous two
tests (also compared with the manual and base schedules).
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As in Test 3, the number of 1-piece part-time operators for Cabot was expected to
be reduced by setting a restriction on 1-piece part-time duties in the parameter file. This
restriction did discourage the generation of this kind of part-time duty, however, even
though a more consistent Macro file was employed for Cabot Garage, a significant number
of trippers was still generated by HASTUS exactly as in Test 3. As in previous tests,
almost unchanged micro schedules were generated for Albany Garage.
Tests 6 and 7. The base selection and cutting files used in the evaluation in this
thesis are almost the minimum requirements43 for the MBTA. Therefore, these two tests
examine the potential impact a selection file or a cutting file may have on the final Micro
schedule.
Without the selection file in Test 6, a resulting Micro schedule which is better than
the Cabot Garage base schedule can be produced because of fewer restrictions. However,
this does not prove that this is a feasible schedule, because some runs may be infeasible or
unrealistic without the minimum requirements in the selection file. In general, without the
restrictions of the selection file and the cutting file (Test 7), the generated Micro schedules
for Cabot are better than other Micro schedules in Table 4-11 in terms of required
manpower (except for the base schedule with the period length of 27 minutes). In
contrast, the relaxation of these two files made the Micro schedules for Albany worse
because of more part-time duties.
It seems that these different input files still cannot help Micro find an acceptable
schedule for Cabot, or even make significant improvements either for the Albany Garage
automated crew schedule or for the base Cabot Garage schedule. The results from Tests 1
to 5 show that neither different parameter files nor Macro files changed the final crew
43 The platform-time parameters in the selection file for Cabot are not strictly necessary. They are
added because the platform times of duties created in the automated crew schedule are usually
lower than expected.
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schedules significantly. For Albany Garage, most automated crew schedules generated are
still acceptable as were those in the previous sections. Unfortunately, there is still no
acceptable automated crew schedule for Cabot Garage in Table 4-15. There are several
possible explanations for these results. First, the strict work rules of the MBTA increase
the difficulty of both the manual and the automated crew scheduling tasks. In the general
crew scheduling process, many small pieces of work will be left. It is not easy to form
them into feasible duties, especially when trippers are not allowed and the number of part-
time manpower is limited. In addition, the duty length constraint, the overtime constraint,
and the premiums will also encourage HASTUS to use cheaper part-time duties. From the
Cabot Garage schedules above, we can see that a large number of part-time duties or
extras are inevitably produced.
There may be another reason to explain this situation. MBTA has a very
challenging problem for both vehicle and crew scheduling. Instead of two peak demands,
there are actually three peak demands in the MBTA. For Cabot Garage, there is another
school-trip peak in addition to the two peaks shown in Table 4-3. This peak starts before
the evening peak and overlaps with it. It requires 123 buses for the fall schedule of 1994.
This extra long peak increases the difficulty in the assignment of buses and operators for
both the manual scheduling and the automatic scheduling.
Another reason may result from inappropriate parameter settings in input files for
the Cabot case. For example, the soft rule of the maximum allowed duty-length is used to
be defined as 1 lh00 instead of 13h00 (legal length in the union contract) in the MBTA.
This soft rule may prevent the generation of more FTOs instead of PTOs as expected in
Test 1, or it may prevent the increase of FTO platform times as desired in Test 2 which
may decrease the required operators (either FTOs or PTOs). Another example is the
fringe-benefits parameter in the macro file. In Appendix C5, the fringe-benefits parameters
(35 and 30) for 2-piece split FTOs are lower than 3-piece split FTOs (45) and PTOs (75).
In Appendix C10, this kind of parameter for both 2-piece or 3-piece split FTOs was
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defined as the same value (50), while a lower fringe-benefits parameter for PTOs
(compared with that in Appendix C5) was set at 65. Since a new macro file as Appendix
CIO was used in both Tests 4 and 5, the comparatively lower fringe-benefits parameter
(compared with original macro files as Appendix C5 in other tests) for 3-piece split FTOs
did help the generation of this kind of duties compared with the base schedule. The
numbers of 2-piece split FTOs in both tests were also reduced because of the
comparatively high fringe-benefit parameter. In addition, the comparatively low fringe-
benefits parameter for PTOs also increased the number of required PTOs in Test 4. As for
Test 5, if there was no restriction on the generation of 1-piece PTOs in the parameter file,
29 trippers generated might also be assigned as PTOs.
4.3.3.2 The Macro File
Many parameters can be used to approximate the union contract and other
required criteria in Macro. The choice of suitable parameters and their corresponding
values may be important for the final schedules (in Macro and Micro). The choice of
certain parameters should be made carefully because of the characteristics (or limitations)
of Macro and because of their possible impacts on the final schedules as well as their
impacts on its use as a cost estimating procedure. The key question to be addressed in this
section is how sensitive the final schedule is to the parameters selected.
1. Parameter Lengths: As mentioned above, the values defined in a Macro file
must be consistent with the specified period length and approximate the key time attribute
characteristics as closely as possible. Different selected values (parameter lengths) may
greatly affect the Macro schedule and the corresponding Micro schedule. The prevention
of trippers discussed in section 4.3.2.4 (as well as in Table 4-16: Base 2 and Test 2-1)
shows exactly this kind of influence. However, the approximation of the key time attribute
characteristics is usually limited by the available values associated with the specified period
length, so some trade-offs have to be made in choosing a suitable parameter length.
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Some examples with their impacts on the Macro schedules and Micro schedules
are shown in Tables 4-16 and 4-17 for Cabot and Albany respectively. Base 1 and Test 1-
1 in Table 4-16 show the first example of choosing a parameter length. As mentioned in
section 4.3.2.4, 3-piece split full-time duties in the Cabot Macro file usually create too
many variables for Macro to handle. The duty-length constraints (for split full-time duties)
in the Macro file for Test 1-1 perfectly match the actual work rule (8h05). However, these
period lengths will fail in the Macro function since neither a Macro schedule nor a Micro
schedule can be created. Therefore, the duty-length constraint for the 3-piece split full-
time duty has to be lowered from 8h06 to 7h39 as in Base 1 to help Macro work. This
case shows that a closely matched value does not necessarily work well. If the duty-length
constraints for both 2- piece and 3-piece split full-time duties are lowered to 7h39, the
corresponding Macro and Micro schedules are slightly different from the base schedule
(Base 1) in terms of manpower. Although required manpower (both total runs and the
number of part-time duties) is slightly higher for Test 1-2, it does not prove that the
parameter length which matches the criteria better is able to produce a better solution, at
least this is not true for Base 2 and its associated test schedules. Test 2-2 which has the
best matching parameter lengths created a Micro schedule with the highest required
manpower (total runs and number of part-time duties) compared with Base 2 and Test 2-1.
Base 2 and associated testing schedules also raise a different concern. The
maximum full-time duty length at the MBTA is 8h05. In a Macro file with a period length
of 34 minutes, it falls in the range between 7h56 and 8h30. It seems that 8h30 is too large
to be the maximum duty length set in the Macro file for full-time duty types. However, it
is possible for actual full-time duties to have duty lengths over 7h56. In such a case, the
period length of 8h30 may to be a more appropriate constraint (parameter length) to allow
this kind of duty. If many actual duties have lengths over 7h56 and the Macro maximum
duty length of 7h56 is chosen, the corresponding Macro schedule or Micro schedule may
not be able to produce more closely matching and/or more productive duties than the
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manual schedule (or the work rules). The trade-off between these two values which were
used in the duty-length constraint for split full-time duties did have some impact on the
Macro schedules and Micro schedules for Cabot Garage in terms of required manpower.
However, there is still no positive correlation between Macro and Micro schedules for
these period length trade-offs.
For Base 1 and Test 1-1, when the duty-length constraints for split full-time duties
were lowered, the total runs in both Macro and Micro schedules did increase because of
lower duty lengths or slightly lower average platform times. However, for Base 2 and Test
2-1, when the duty-length constraints for two 2-piece split full-time duties were lowered,
its Macro schedule produced 20 trippers on top of almost the same required regular runs
as Base 2. Moreover, this Macro file produces a Micro schedule as good as the best Micro
schedule found (Base 1) so far.
Table 4-17 shows the corresponding results for Albany Garage. The only
difference between these Macro files in Table 4-17 is the duty-length constraint (the 46th
constraint) of the split full-time duty type. This duty-length constraint is varied from 6h36
to 8h30 for three different period lengths. It turns out that these Macro files created
virtually unchanged Macro or Micro schedules for Albany. The only differences between
these schedules are the total runs and the number of split full-time duties in the Macro
schedules. It seems that the selection of period lengths does not affect the final Macro and
Micro schedules Albany Garage at all.
From these two tables, it seems that the selection of period length does not affect
the Macro or Micro schedule for either garage significantly. The Micro schedules for
Cabot are still as unacceptable as those created in the previous sections, and HASTUS can
still produce acceptable Micro schedules for Albany no matter how period lengths are
changed. In addition, no positive correlation was found between Macro schedules and
Micro schedules for two garages even if different parameter lengths were used.
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Table 4-16: Crew Schedules with Different Macro Parameter Lengths for Cabot
1. Macro Schedules Macro base schedules: from Table 4-11
Manual Base Test 1-1 TI-I Test -2 Base 2 Test2-1 Test 2-2
PTO wage rate 13.85 74 14 14 14 14 14
Period length 27 27 27 34 34 34
Pefriod selection (8h06 7h9) (8h06, 8h06) (7h39, 7539) (8h30,7h22) (7h56, 7h22) (7h56, 7h56)
# of fo-str 28 15 Too 15 15 15 15
# of fo-spl 154 158.54 Many 166.8 148.84 147.18 157.75
# of early 6577 Variables 67.9 59.42 51.72 53
Duty length 8h06 7h39 8h30 7h56 7h56
Spread 10h15 9h6 10h08 9h24 8h55
# of 3-place 39 36 43.16 3636 46.75
Duty length 7h31 7h27 7h22 7h22 7h56
Spread 9h43 9h26 10h01 9h46 10h59
# of late 53.77 62.9 46.26 59.1 58
Duty length 8h06 7h39 8h30 7h56 7h56
Spread 9h07 8h34 9h28 8h41 8h41
# of pto 56 52.23 50.1 56 56 52.5
Duty length 5h51 5h51 6h14 6h14 6h14
Spread 12h33 12h29 12h42 12h37 12h47
Total Runs 238 225.77 231.9 219.84 218.18 225.25
Dutylength 7h26 7h12 7h38 7h22 7h31
Spread 10h26 1OhOO 10h40 10h08 10h17
# of extras 0 0 0 0 20.45 0
Duty leqth OhO0 Oh00 OhOO OhO0 3h38 Oh00
Worked hrs 1561.9 1561.9 1563.4 1563.4 1563.4
hrs In extros 0 0 0 74.4 0
hrs In Guaranteed 9.3 43.7 23.7 20 0
hrs ln overtime 12.8 0.9 31.7 1.8 2.6
hrs of pald break 1.8 1.4 0 0 0
hrs In spread 45 3.2 6.3 4.2 20.5
To. pay hour 1808.42 1590.30 1611.10 1612.43 1663.80 1586.50
# of pieces 461.00 469.00 453.00 464.00 467.00
2. Micro Schedules Micro base schedules: from Table 4-12
Manual Base 1 Te 1 TI-I est -2 Base 2 Test 21 Test 2-2
PTO wage rate 13.85 14 14 14 14 14 14
Period length 27 27 27 34 $4 34
Period selection (8h06, 7h39) (8h06, h6) (79, 7h9) (8h30,7h22) (7h56 7h22) (7h56, 7h56)
# of fo-str 28 17 15 16 15 15
2-plece 26 17 15 16 15 15
3-piece 2
Platform time 6h34 6h32 6h35 6h31 6h35 6h35
o fto-spI 154 171 172 170 174 168
2-plece 108 159 150 151 157 140
3-plece 42 12 22 19 17 28
4-plece 4
Platform time 7h04 6h49 6h47 6h46 6h47 6h45
of plo 56 58 61 64 57 68
1-piece 2 5 16 20 24 11 27
2-piece 54 41 41 40 46 41
3-piece 1
Platform time 4h56 4h46 4h41 4h39 4h45 4h50
Total Runs 238 246 248 250 246 251
Platform time 6h30.58 6h19.13 6h15.53 6h12.39 6h18.32 6h11.04
# of extras 0 0 0 0 0 0
Plofform time Oh00 OhOhOh00 Oh00 Oh00 Oh00
Re. T platform 1550h53 1554h51 1553h40 1552h46 1552hO1 1552h20
Sign-on/pull 186h06 189h30 190h28 190h49 195h03 190h45
Jon-up 11h30 3h12 3h54 3h39 3h09 5h26
Poad meal 14h05 10h5O 8h42 11h02 8h52 8h40
Guaranteed run 3h12 36h57 37h13 39h32 37h32 36h03
Overtime 32h55 14h47 8h25 8h28 9h34 9h47
Spread rate 1 9h44 10h19 6h18 8h47 8h52 6h46
Extr pitform Oh00 OhO0 Oh00 Oh00 OhOD Oh00
To. pay hour 1808.42 1820.43 1808.67 1815.05 1815.05 1809.78
Period selection: Selection of parameter periods in the macro file:
(the duty-length constraint for the 2-piece split fto duties,
the duty-length constraint for the 3-piece split fto duties)
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Table 4-17: Crew Schedules with Different Parameter Lengths for Albany Garage
1. Macro Schedules Macro base schdulow from Table 4-13
_Mana__ m d , I Test 1-1 Te.:V2 Baas2 Tet82-1 aDe3 T3- :T 1 Test3-2
Pro0• , ""rob 16 16 16 16 16 I16 I 16 16
PeOdOadbth 36 36 36 31 31 34 34 34
&ededasoefor (&hW6) (7h48) (9d4) (7h14) (d6h) (6WM) (7156) (8W0)Sarft* 13 5 5 5 5 5 5
2piece 13 5 5 S 5 5 5
fa*lfiapf 72 7.36 66.31 62.14 72.5 77.92 77.33 47.21 63.19
.pl-
· 
e 57 77.36 58.31 43.14 69.5 76.92 75.33 : : .21 41.38
3-plece 14 8 19 3 1 ::  2 15 21.81
Dutyl en g.h 6h36 71h44 :13 7h13 h3 6h47 W7hr B 8h.18
Spted 9hi11 9•h45 10" 9h28 9h14 9h17 956: 10h10
Oef0 4 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 5
1.lice 44 1,92
2 pi• ce 1 45 45 45 43:08 45 4545
Dutolngth 6hOD 5h58 6h00 5h41 S41 5h40 W1& 5hVW0
Sj.12 l: 12h30 .. 12h33 1.2•3. 12h24 121•2• 12h40
Toiar~il• 130 127.36 116.31 112.14 122.5 127.92 127.33 :117.21 113.19
uength 6h23 7hO1 7h17 6h38 6 •6h22 6:•7 7h12
Sp:e.d 10hi21 10h52 11hO 101h39 16h17 10h26 : 1064 11lh12#. o os 0 0 , o0 0 0 0 0 0 0
orked,:hrs 70.6 780.6 78 778.6 .778 779.7 779.73 779.7hr h. extrcsr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
hM #I Guaran eed 87 2.2 :0: 32.1 71.5 74.2 0 0
a h overtlOe 0 0 17.0 0 0.5 0.1 3.4 21.1
hrs of paid break 0 4.8 11.4 2.6 0.: 1.1 8.5 12.4
h sread 0 3.1 6.2 0.1 0 0 4.1 5.3To. pay how 937.36 8.7.40 789.67 $IS".0 813.37 851.10 855.07 796.70 809.70
#o2••i.ces 1i 646.00 233.00 234.0•1 237..00 247.00 240;00 239.00
2. Micro Schedules Micro base schidule from Table 4-14
Manuak i.. I. Test 1- 1 Tet.. 1-22 TeW. 2- Bae3 rTet3-: Test 3-2P1 wag fob 16 16 16 .6 16 16 16 16 16
P• eded te 6. . 36 6 31 31: 34 34 3
Peled seeorAP (d61W) (7MI8) (WI1241 (7h14) (dMj) (6f48) (7M56) (8W30)
I Offt-* 13 7 7 7 5 9 8 S 
-place 13 7 7 7 5 8 8 8 9
1oform ityw 6h05 W56 S51 W58 5h02 515 5h155 W 555
#o• .4.• 772 8 78 78 80 78 75 7 80o
57 77 77 74 78 77 74 78 78
-place 14 1 1 4 2 1 1 2
4-piece 1
Rlatibm te 6h30 6W31 6h29 WO29 h31 h30 61135 8133 6128
#opo 45 45 • 45 45 45 44 47 44 41
2. ece 44 45 45 .: 454 44. 47 44 41
Platbrm thie 4h21 41g• 4h25 4h23 4h17 4:h8 4h19 4h16 4h15
ToWt rs 130 130 130 130 130 13D 130 130 130P•onf•r ti . 5h43.07 8143.28 • 144.09 5h44.,0 5h44.01 :S43.47 5h43.47 5144.12 5h44.07
Re.. T. platifor 735h34 744h11: 745h41 74681 745h23 744h153 744h54 745147 745h36
:gn-on Ipui 156h30 155=109 155h20 157h41 155h04 155h29 153h29 152h17 155h50
.Joi-up Oh52 518 Ch16 556 lhO 128 h :::::: 00 1:: 29Paid mo 31h53 4h36 4108 3h49 2h39 4167 4h35 4150 5h14Guoranteedf 17h33 15119 17h34 14:::1h54 1242 1410 11h06 18h14 21h27Over*.e 3h49 1•37 3h33 8•t3 Sh04 2807 4107 hSi9 5•59$preod rate 4h54 S28 5147 S36 5h09 4h58 4h23 5146 6h44Extrhoatibr 10h41 OW00 h00 G0 Ch00 Oh00 0100 5100 5 100To •So :: i: 937.38 924.63 932.32 930.67 926.18 926.90 922.87 936.22 941.32
Pedod selection: Selection of parameter len in the macro file: (the duty-length constraint for the split f o duties)
Test 2-1 in Table 4-16 is a very interesting and rare case for HASTUS. As shown
in Table 4-16, even though the Macro schedule of Test 2-1 has 20 trippers, the associated
Micro schedule is as good as the best Micro schedule found for Cabot so far. In general,
only one optimized Micro schedule is available for every Macro file (Micro schedule).
However, the Micro schedule of Test 2-1 is just the best schedule among several Micro
schedules which can be produced by this Macro file. Table 4-18 shows all possible Micro
schedules created by this Macro schedule. The base Micro schedule in Table 4-18 is the
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initial Micro schedule for this specified Macro schedule. When the optimization function
was employed, choices are identified between swing or pull for two relief opportunities for
String #1 of route #1 at 4:39 p.m. and 1:24 p.m.44 . If two swings are selected for these
two opportunities, the optimized schedule would be created as shown in Test I in Table 4-
18. However, if either of these two relief opportunities is chosen as pull, some error
message will appear 5 . The Micro schedules then would be reported by HASTUS as Test
2 and Test 3 which contain many trippers.
Tabhl d-i. S ePinal Micro crhpr •llesp for Csahnt G~nrnae
However, if the optimization function is re-employed on these two schedules (Test
2 and Test 3), the re-optimized schedules would be as shown for Test 2-1 and Test 3-1
respectively. Test 2-1 has the lowest total runs yet created in an automated crew schedule
for Cabot, and the only one tripper prevents this Micro schedule from becoming the best
44 This kind of situation is very rare. In general, HASTUS will decide relief types for every case by
itself during the automated crew scheduling process.
45 The message is shown as: "Pull pieces have been used. The assignment file does not agree with
this selection."
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manual law (%) leVI (%) TV2 (s) Me .I To)  M3 (M) Tog-1 (%)
A MON ASar M AlMr AetW AAe
PlO wagetaf 1Mfg 14 14 14 14 14 14P d g 34 34 34 34 34 34
Ped~de. OCn (7o54 ,A22) (•h• 6 7h22) (7h,%57h22) (7h6 M•h22) (75675.722) (M7h6 dM22)Swin , $e0a ..n  ( .e.a-s *..) I eu." ) (..E. . put.)# • •e-sk 28 1s -46A4 16 -42.9 16 -42.9 16 -42.9 16 -42.9 16 -464'
2-pr e 26 1i 16 16 16 16 15
3-ptece 2
Plotffom W"e 6h34 6h35 6h34 6h34 t34 6h34 GhSS# O ft-syi 154 10 -31.8 170 10. 6 -89.7 172:: i 11.7 141 -8! 4 174 13.0
2-piece 108 83 147 64 164 124 157
3-piece 42 22 23 8 8 17 17
4-pieCe 4
Plaform &ne 7h04 MhS 6h48 6h54 W47 6h49 *47
f fpto 56 133 8 60 7.1 20 -64 6 0 0 -10.7 7 2• 
1-pIece 2 56 17 1 14 11
2-piece 54 76 43 5 55 36 46
3-piece 1 15
Plafbm *ine 4h56 4h47 4h48 Ah61 4h50 4h47 4h45
ToWfRaUM 238 253 6.3 246 34 98 -58.8 246 2.5 207 -13.0 246 34
Pbofibum tbe 6h3058 Whi0,18 6hl8.33 6h2646 (19.56 O19.07 MIAS=
# oDf xlh 0 26 0 297 1 $1 0
Plfibrm "ne Oh00 3h18 3h0 3 29 Th"0 Mh24 W00
Re. t pkatform 1850h53 1477h07 152506 630h04 1549to0 1307h69 15&2h0
mon-onpu# 186h06 179h18 192h42 V4W20 19708 160h21 195003
o - •p 1;:::h30 h4:7 4i::47 h64 . ::::::::
poid moed 1dhO5 7h30 8 Sh22 s 9h38 52
Guaranteed run 3hl2 M2t12 31h24 11M26 39hs 26h0 7h32
Ovrike44 32h55 19h31 1lhOS 6h37 10h35 9h58 934
$Prod role I 9h44 11h37 7h07 3h06 849 W) "2
Ex#Opl brm Oh100 8200 (to 1037h24 27014 am
-A. oT hou 180842 -0.57 1808.80 0.02 177220 -2.00 1819.30 0.60 1809.26 0.05 18155 0.37
: :To. W .ho"w: ... I.. 18:08.A2 .... 0Swing selection: Two relief opportunities as shown below will be identified to choose between a swing (swing) or a set of pull-in & pull-out (pull).
(1) The relief-type on String #1 (Route #1) at Dudly Square at 4:39 p.m.
(2) The relief-type on String #1 (Route #1) at Dudly Square at 1:42 p.m.
* Test 2-1 and Test 3-1 are the ootimized micro schedules based on Test 2 and Test 3 respectively, not based on the base schedule.
Micro schedule found so far for Cabot. This tripper is a long piece of work which starts at
about 9:00 a.m. and ends at 4:39 p.m.. This long piece of work violates the maximum
piece-length constraint (6h00) in the MBTA union contract.
2. Fringe-benefits Parameter: In our experience, the fringe-benefits parameter in
Macro that can be added to every duty type may be very helpful to direct the final
schedules. For example, in addition to narrowing the permissible ranges of some
constraints for the 3-piece duty type, we can also put a higher fringe-benefit penalty on it
than on other 2-piece duty types for Cabot Garage. This can help Macro as well as the
corresponding Micro to produce more 2-piece duties as shown in Table 4-19. The base
Macro file in Table 4-19 is identical to the Macro file in Appendix C5. The only difference
between the base Macro file and the first test Macro file (Test 1) is that the fringe-benefits
parameter (the 58th parameter) for the 3-piece duty type was reduced from 45 to 35 in the
testing file. The Macro and Micro schedules are virtually the same for Base and Test 1.
Nevertheless, the manpower requirements in both Macro and Micro schedules have
changed. The lower fringe benefit encourages HASTUS to produce more 3-piece duties in
both Macro and Micro schedules (for the first testing Macro file). Compared with the base
schedule, this change also reduced the number of part-time duties and the total pay hours
in the Micro schedule.
However, the use of the fringe-benefits parameter does not always guarantee
reaching the desired objectives. Since the number of part-time duties could be reduced by
lowering the fringe-benefits parameter for 3-piece duties, the second test file (Test 2)
increased the fringe-benefits parameter for the 2-piece part-time duty type (the 86th
constraint in Appendix C5) from 75 to 150 to discourage the employment of part-time
duties in both Macro and Micro schedules. The fringe-benefits parameter of 1-piece part-
time duties (the 95th constraint) was also increased from 100 to 999 to prevent the
generation of trippers. The resulting Macro and Micro schedules (Test 2 in Table 4-19)
are basically the same as the base schedules. The number of part-time operators does not
decrease in either Macro or Micro schedules as desired.
Table 4-19: Crew Schedules with Different Fringe Benefits for Cabot Garage
1. Macro Schedules 2. Micro Schedules
Base TestI Test 2 Aual a• e Test 1 t I2
PTOwapasute 14 14 14 PTO wage ral 13.85 14 14 14
Pedod lnth 31 31 31 Forbd lengh 31 31 31
F ii: t .:.i . 75, 100) 07••6,100) (45,150, 999) eine f (.75, 100) (35,75 100) (45,100,999)
# otfio*@ 1 15 15 #of Ne-sI 28 17 15 15
# o:::f o.s 15646 16141 160 2 plece( 26 17 15 15
# of saw 55 28183 49.5 3-plece 2
Dutylenth 8h16 8h16 8hl6 PltformlIme 6h34 WO 6h35 6h35
$000 9hl7 919 9hl7 0040-.! 154 1"6 171 168
#of3-pIece 36.77 79.85 40 21ece 108 142 110 143
OuWylngth 6h59 7h1: 6h49 3-piece 42 24 57 25
Spread 9h26 9h26 9hl5 4-pIece 4 4
i:i: ki: 64.69 52.33 70.5 A: p:at::m Hme 7 h04 h46: 6h45 8h42
Outylength 8hl6 8h16 8hl6 #fpto 56 68 62 69
Spread 9h05 9gh 9h04 1-pisco 2 28 20 31
Dofp# 59.27 56.63 57 2-pIece 54 3 38 38
Dutylen.th 5h41 5h41 5h41 3-pIce 1: 4
Spread 12h21 12h28 12h28 Pl5:form time 4h56 4h36 4h44 4:h3
TotAhun 229.73 23144 231 1iplaSne 238 24$ 247 251
buti ergth 7h20 7h12 7hl9 P oirm ::i me 6h30.58 6h..43 6h14.21 6h•5.3ý
Spread OhO5 10h06 10h03 Of Oeitse 0 1 0 $
_# of__x _ 0 0 0 Pltfliblm e Whh00 ShON OhOO 5
Worked hts 1561.9 1561,9 1561.9 mg. r.plaorn 1550h53 1554i 1547h20 15$h7
ths 1 exrfas 0 0 0 SIgon/pU 186h06 192hS34 194h49 192117
ts h Guaranteed 18.2 52 20.1 Join-p lh30 Sh 12h33 3
hrs k. Overre 25 15.8 22.7 Pold ed 14h05 10W39 1050 9151
hrs of paid break 9 3.6 10.1 Garonfeed run 3h 2 37h39 33h59 44h9
_hrs _ __ _ 0 0 0 Overtime 32h55 910 13h29 7h16
To.Payhour 1614.10 1633.0 1614.80 Spr:odrate I 9h44 shlo 7h14 5h59
# ople 466 61500 472.00 Extr OhOO h5 Oh h
Macro base schedule: from Table 4-11 T. 180642 1631 0 182023 18162
Micro base schedule: from Table 4-12
Fringe benefits: Frlnge benefits defined In the macro file for key duty types: ( 3-pece fo duty, 2-plece po duty, tripper
Table 4-20 shows the corresponding cases for Albany Garage. The test Macro files
are basically the same as the base Macro file (see Appendix CIO). Because the split full-
time duty type is preferred for a final schedule, the first test (Test 1) lowered the fringe-
benefits parameter (the 56th parameter) of the split full-time duty type from 50 to 30. The
second test (Test 2) increased the fringe-benefits parameter (the 70th parameter) of the
part-time duty type from 65 to 130 to discourage the generation of part-time duties. The
first test did increase the number of split full-time duties slightly by decreasing the number
of part-time duties in Macro and Micro schedules, however, the number of part-time
duties increased in the Micro schedules of the second test.
Through these tests, the fringe-benefits parameter seems unable to affect the final
Micro schedules (the total pay hours, required manpower) significantly in both Macro and
Micro schedules for both garages. In addition, as with the results for different period
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lengths, different fringe benefits cannot help create an acceptable Micro schedule for
Cabot or improve the Micro schedule significantly for Albany.
Table 4-20: Crew Schedules with Different Fringe Benefits for Albany Garage
1. Macro Schedules 2. Micro Schedules
Base Test 1 Test 2 Manual Base Test I Test 2
PTO wage ate 16 16 16 P wage rte 13.85 16 16 16
Pelod length 34 34 34 Petid length 34 34 34fgne beneots (50,65) (30,65) (50, 130) F!.n beneft (50,_65) (30, 65) (50, 130)
# of flo-sr 5 5 5 of fo-str 13 a 8 6
# of flo.spl 77.33 81 81 2-plece 13 8 8 6
2-plece 75.33 75 75 Platform tne 6h05 555 6h02 6h00
3-plece 2 6 6 # of -spl 72 75 79 77
Duty length 6h47 6h45 6h45 2-pece 57 74 76 74
Spread 9h15 9h35 9h22 3-plece 14 1 3 3
#of plo 45 41 41 4.pece 1
2-plece 45 41 41 Ptfor t6h30 6h36 6h27 6h27
Duty length 5h40 Sh4d 5h40 of pto 45 47 43 46
Spread 12h11 12h21 12h20 I-piece
Total Runs 127.33 127 127 2-p/ece 44 47 43 46
Duty length 6h22 6h23 6h23 3plece
Spread 10h20 10h27 10h22 Plafforrm tie 4h21 4h19 4h19 4h24#of extras 0 0 0 Toal lurs 130 130 130 129
Worked hrs 779.7 779.7 779.7 Pltform tne 5h43.07 5h43.47 5h43.49 5h42.07
hrs In extras 0 0 0 of extras 0 0 0 2
hrs n Guaranteed 74.2 78.6 78.6 Ptofforrm tie OhO0 ohm0 Oh00 5h20
hrsln overtime 0.1 0.1 0.1 Re T. platform 743h27 74454 744h57 736h34
hrs of paid break 1.1 3.4 3.4 Sign-on/pul 160h06 153h29 155h52 1551130
hrs inspread 0 0 0 Jo-up 4h48 Oh8 0Oh46 Oh52
TO pay hoes 855.1 861.8 .8 Paod meal 7h25 4h35 4h22 3h53
#ofpieces 247.00 250.00 250,00 Guaranteedrun 11h35 11h06 18ho4 17h33
Macro base schedules: from Table 4-13 Overtme 8h38 4h07 3h01 3h49
Micro base schedules: from Table 4-14 Spread rate 1 1h48 423 6h25 4h54
Extra platform Oh00 Oh00 10h41
Fringe benefits: Fringe benefits defined In the ro. pay ho 937.38 922.87 933.45 932.77
macro file for key duty types: ( split fo duty (regular late fto), pto duty)
3. The Wage-Rate Parameter in the Macro file: As shown in Appendixes C5
and CO1, only one global wage rate is used in the Macro files for all duties as is the habit
in the MBTA, i.e. the wage rates for full-time or part-time duties are set as the same value
(set in the global hourly-rate parameter) in the Macro file. This may affect the way Macro
cuts the blocks or matches duties. However, there should be no significant impact on the
final Micro schedule from this kind of option, because the parameter file which has defined
separated wage rates for full-time and part-time duty types should have greater (final)
influence in forming the Micro schedule. To prove this, we re-conduct the most important
parts of the evaluation (the impact of different PTO rates in section 4.3.2.2 and the impact
of different period lengths in section 4.3.2.4) with separate wage rates for full-time duties
and part-time duties in the Macro file for both garages. Except for this difference, all the
files or parameters are the same as in the previous two sections.
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Table 4-21: Micro Schedules for Different PTO Wage Rates and Macro PTO Rates
1. Cabot Micro base schedule: from Table 4-8
manual Pase I Test 1-1 Ea2 Test2-1 Ba.• 3 Test 3-1 Base4 Test4-I
PT wage Iw 13.85 10 10 20 20 30 30 100 100
P51oad WIWh 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31
Aforowage: e18 Q46.1&46) (18.46,10) (18.46,1A46) (18.46.20) (1"41&46) (18.46.30) (18.46A446) (1846,100)
loflw 28 1 16 17 16 1 18 16 15
2.jfece 26 1i 16 17 16 18 18 16 15
3-piece 2
P)totfrm h• e 6h34 6h35 6h32 6h29 6h34 6h27 6h33 62 6h35
oflt-epl 154 167 168 169 169 164 167 166 167
2-plece 108 140 151 143 137 136 135 140 129
3plece 42 27 17 26 32 28 32 28 36
4-piece 4 2
Platform tnne 7h04 6h44 67 6h4 6h4 6h 6h45 6b47 6h42
# ofp1 56 71 65 69 68 70 67 70 66
i-p.i ce 2 32 22 34 33 30 31 34 24
2ece 54 39 43 35 34 40 36 36 40
3-pfece 1 4
Pltfform thne 4h56 4h33 4h42 4h26 4h27 4h24 4h27 41 7 4h50
Total a 238 263 249 255 253 252 252 264 250
Pltform th 6h30.58 6h16.43 6h14.07 W5.14 8h04.05 6h08.05 6h07.59 6h009 6h1 1.28
sof 0 1 0 0 3 1 1 1 0
Plfform tlye Oh100 h56, OhOO 0h00 5h56 6 5h56 6h Oh00
Ri• .9plfform 1550h53 1546"23 1562h39 1552.65 1535h16 1545h:.58 1545h34 1.46h51 1547h48
s$n-on/pu 186h06 19116 191h59 19205 189h35 193h29 193h46 192139 198h30
joI-Wp 11h30 4119 3h14 5h12 7h16 4h44 5h00 6h29 11h07
pa imeal 14h05 8W16 9h57 Ih124 8h43 1it6 10hl5 11h09 10h05
GuarontSo run 31112 43h58 37h21 47h38 54h23 31112 44h04 39h12 39h56
Over5Ire 32155 7h44 10h30 8W4 8h56 17h06 17h24 18M36 13h07
rowdrate 1 9144 6"31 6h53 S40 6h36 6hl6 6h22 9h04 7h16
0Extr i04# . O11.00 .6 Oh00 01100 17h50 356:: 5h56 516 , Oh00
Tb •A 1808.42 114.I67 1820.67 1623.02 1862.56 18150• 1826.35 12121• . 1827.82
2. Albany Micro base schedulek from Table 4-9
monual . . I Test 1- :::  est 1 *1 " Test 2-1 8 .s i Test 3-1 A::: : Test4-1
MO wage rate 13.85 10 10 20 20 30 30 100 100
P.*dlWW* 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34
Marow age (18.4&IS &46) (1846,10) (18.t6,446) (1846,20) (1S46 1&46) (1846,30) (18.44.46) (1846,100)
# offk-*r 13 7 7 7 8 6
2-piece 13 7 7 7 8 8 7 6 8
3-plece
Pkrtofrm tne 6h05 6h04 6h03 600 6h03 67 5h55 6h00 6h01
Plutofrm tke 61130 6h27 6h26 630 6h30 6h31 6h30 6W3 6h29&P otp 45 46 44 45 45 43 43 43 44
2-plece U 45 44 46 45. 43 43 43 44
,$piece 1PlMtof•rm ei 4h21 4124 4h24 4h20 4h20 4h14 4h16 4h•8 4h23
Tolw RMn 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 128
Pb.tof.m Oie 5h43.07 6113.56 5h44.0 j:h44.08 5h43.57 6h44.11 5hl4.01 :S44.12 5h44.35
I of V9OW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
P• :::tom t •ne OhO0 : 0:i1,: 0 00 oo !. h: Oh00 O00 0h00 0•.•Oh00: 2h48
po. T. platform 743h27 745hI 8 745h22 74•119 746h15 746W4$ 741123 745146 735h08
slpn-o••n/pll 1601106 164h46 156h28 15440 156h153 1541•4 154h35 14h45 155h110
join-up 41148 065 Oh15 OWi 0h15 Ohi1 0h42 01h3 1h21
poad Moa 7h25 Wh9 4h02 3h33 4h37 4h23 5h07 31125 4h29
Guaranteed run 111135 16hI6 16h139 14h23 141115 1 h4R 18h47 16h67 15h36
Overlmr • 81136 1 h63 1h24 h63 : 5h09 Thi 81107 I1080 9h18
proodrate1 11148 4h51 4h54 4h23 4h11 h0 4h55 9119 5h31
IExtra ptairm 1 01100 01h0 0 011D Oh 00 0h00 1ihi3
To. .hour 937.38 927.3 929.07 92&77 930.58 93I.4 93&6 940.13 937.77
Macro wage rate: Waae rates defined In the macro file: (full-time duty types, part-tme duty type)
Table 4-21 reevaluates the impact of different PTO wage rates on final Micro
schedules (especially for the number of part-time duties) which was presented in section
4.3.2.2. The base schedules for both garages are the same as the test results in Tables 4-8
and 4-9 (section 4.3.2.2). The PTO wage rate in the Macro file is now varied along with
the PTO wage rate defined in the parameter file. As shown in Table 4-21 for both garages,
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the number of part-time duties in every resulting schedule was slightly reduced, but the
results are similar to the base schedules. The Micro schedules with the PTO wage rates of
as high as $30 or $100 still do not reduce the number of part-time duties significantly. As
concluded in section 4.3.2.2, even though the PTO wage rates in the Macro file are varied
along with the PTO wage rates in the parameter file, this parameter is still unable to
influence the number of part-time duties for either garage. In addition, there is no
significant improvement for Micro schedules for both garages along with this kind of
adjustment.
4.3.3.3 Relaxed FTO Spread-length Constraints
As mentioned in section 4.2.2, the maximum spread-length constraint is always set
as 11 hours for all full-time duties as a soft rule for any crew scheduling process (manual
or automated) in the MBTA. This soft rule may greatly restrict the ability of HASTUS to
provide an acceptable optimized Micro schedule for Cabot Garage. If longer spread full-
time runs are allowed, the number of part-time duties and total runs may be reduced to
satisfy the manpower constraints in Cabot Garage as desired by the MBTA. This kind of
restriction may also lead to the Cabot Garage results noted in sections 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.3.1.
In section 4.3.2.2, even if the PTO wage rate is as high as $30 or even $100, the number
of PTO duties for the Cabot schedules remained constant at about 70 (Table 4-8). When
the PTO wage rate is $100, HASTUS would choose not to produce any part-time duties
and instead assign a significant number of trippers. The test schedules (Tests 3 and 5) in
Table 4-15 in section 4.3.3.1 show a similar result. When the one-piece part-time duties
which usually amount to half the total part-time duties were restricted by a specific duty
type (as both ptol duty type in Appendix CO1), HASTUS would assign these pieces of
work as trippers instead. It seems that this kind of maximum FTO spread-length soft rule
may make PTOs and trippers the only option for the tests in these two sections (maybe in
other sections, too). Since the maximum FTO duty length defined in the MBTA union
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contract is 13 hours, in this section we re-evaluate the impact of this soft rule by relaxing
it. Since the current soft rule can usually help HASTUS create acceptable Micro schedules
for Albany Garage, the evaluation in this section will focus on Cabot Garage.
Appendix D presents the new parameter file, the new selection file, and the new
Macro file for the evaluation in this section with the relaxation of the maximum FTO
spread length from 1 lh00 to 13h00. All the maximum FTO spread-length constraints are
relaxed in both the parameter file and the Macro file. As for the new selection file, the
platform-time constraints and the constraint with the high penalty to prevent the
generation of straight full-time duties were eliminated, because more straight duties may
be generated from the relaxation of this soft rule and help create an acceptable Micro
schedule for Cabot Garage. The elimination of platform-time constraints is also to relax as
many restrictions as possible which might have reduced the ability of HASTUS to develop
a good schedule for Cabot Garage. The initial assignment file and the cutting file are as
before.
Table 4-22 shows the results of a similar evaluation as shown in section 4.3.2.2 for
Cabot Garage: the impact of different PTO wage rates on Micro schedules. The base
schedules are exactly the same as in Table 4-8 in section 4.3.2.2. The test schedules result
from the new input files (with the relaxation of the maximum duty-length constraint).
Compared with the base schedules, the number of PTOs and total runs have been reduced
to close to those obtained in the manual schedule. This is accompanied by a significant
decrease in the number of one-piece part-time duties. The number of one-piece PTOs has
been reduced by about 20 in all test schedules as desired by assigning these pieces of work
to FTOs thus increasing the FTO average platform times. The relaxation of the maximum
spread-length constraint also helped increase the number of 3-piece FTOs (except in Test
5) and the average platform time of total runs. In addition, the make-up time-costs were
virtually eliminated. However, the overtime penalties and spread premiums were greatly
increased, especially the spread premiums over 11 hrs (Spread rate premium = 2).
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Table 4-22: Micro Schedules with Different PTO Wage Rates for Cabot Garage
1. Base Schedules
manual Ba m (% ose (%) aw3 (%m &osd (%) BaS (%
PTO wage ,lM 13.85 10 13.85 20 28 30
Mar *pWad 11h22 I ?h22 I 1h22 11h22 I Th22
Pedd rh 31 31 31 31 31# :of fbU-str 28 15 -46.4 16 -42.9 17 -39.3 16 -42.9 18 -35.7
2-plece 26 15 16 17 16 18
3-piece 2
Plalform tke 6h34 6h35 6h32 6h129 631 6h27
#O fo-sp 154 167 8.4 166 7.8 169 9.7 167 8.4 164 6.52-piece 108 1 40 139 143:  140 136
3-piece 42 27 27 26 27 28
41plce 4
Ploatform tne 7h04 6h44 6h42 643 649 6h0
1 of pto 56 71 26.8 73 30.4 69 23.2 70 25.0 70 25.0
-piece 2 32 36 : 34 30 30
2-pece 54 39 37 35 39 40
3-pece 1
PlIfform tkie 4h56 4h33 4h29 4h26 4h24 4124.
:Tota s 238 263 6.30 255 7.14 255 7.14 253 6.30 .252.: 5.88
Pkofform tfne 6h30.58 6h:: 6.43 6h0.48 6h05.14 6h8.01 608 : .05
Ot exas 0 1 1 0 0 1
Plafform time Oh00 566 5h56 1Oh00 000 56
Re. T. platform 1550h53 1646h23 1546h10 155206 15511h49 1645h568
sign-on/pull 186h06 191=h58 192:0: 3 192h05 193h:17 193h29
JoIn-up 11h30 4h119 Sh14 5h12 5h35 4ht44
poad meal 14h05 8h51 11W10 11h24 10h40 10h56
Guaranteed run 3h 2 43h58 44h56 47h38 32h31 31h2
Ovefie 32h55 7W.44 7h28 8h47 16:h08 17h06
Spread rote 9 h44 Sh31 W24 140 5h39 6S5
Extra platform Oh O 6h56 5h5h 06600 000 =Sh56
To.p ho 1808.42 1814.67 0.35 1818.35 0.55 1823.02 0.81 1815.65 0.40 1815.60 0.40
2. Test Schedules
manual Tos I (%I TO2 (%M Test 3 (%1M) r.4 (%M Tst5 (%)PTO w9ate s 13.85 10 13.85 20 28 30
Ma" upread M03h2 13h02 13ho2 13h02 13i02
Pwbdmlar Dh 34 34 34 34 34
of fb-sir 28 18 -35.7 17 -39.3 16 -42.9 18 -35.7 21 -25.0
2plece 26 17 16 16 18 21
3-plece 2 1 1
Platform tim e 6h1134 6h34 6h31 6h37 631 629
# Otto-p1. 154 167 8.4 172 11.7 169 9.7 170 10.4 166 7.8
2-place 108 124 121 124 127 140.
3-piece 42 43 51 45 42 25
4-pece 4 1 1
Platform tine 7A04 6h53 6h53 6h56 6h52 6h56
# ofto 56 56 0.0 56 0.0 58 3.6 :: 4 -3.6 55 -1.8
I-piece 2 8 16 12 16 15
2-piece 54 48 40 45 38 40
3-piece 1
Plaoform time 4h56 4h45 4h22 4h32 4h38 4h26
Tota Rwis 238 241 1.26 245 2.94 243 2.10 242 1.68 242 1.68
Plafform time 6h30.58 6h22.26 6h17.33 621.11 6h20.33 6h20.05# Of ixhas 0 2 2 1 8 7
Platform tle Oh00 5h56 3h46 56 2h12 2h54
Re, T, platform 1550h53 1536h09 1541h42 164150 1534h54 1533102
sign-on/pull 186h06 203h05 201h26 19603 201h09 195h35joIn-up 11h30 18h59 2041 16h19 13h07 11h8l
paid meal 14005 18h24 18107 16h19 26h35 28h19
Guaranteed run 3h1 2 Oh05 OhOS Oh05 005 0105
Oierftie 32h55 2927 27h24 29h35 26h6 30104
Spread rate 1 9h44 28h24 29111 26h4 29h38 28h50Spread rote 2 Oh00 30h49 28600 27h48 29h47 34h21Ex.rO paform Ohi: 1 1153 7h33 5h56. 17M39 2 " 9
To. pay hour 1808.42 1876.43 3.76 1874.15 3.63 1860.85 2.90 1878.3& 3.87 1881.88 4.06
Max spread: The max-spread constraint for dull-time duty types.
It is not surprising that the total pay hours were also increased because of the
allowed longer spreads. It seems that the relaxation of the maximum spread-length
constraint can produce better Micro schedules in terms of the required work force (total
runs and number of part-time duties) although at a significant cost in terms of total pay
hours.
However, the results also confirm that different PTO wage rates still do not have
great influence on the number of part-time duties generated. As the PTO wage rates is
varied from 10 to 30, the number of part-time duties in the final Micro schedules remains
constant at about 56 (excluding trippers).
To further explore the impact of the relaxation of the maximum spread-length
constraint, another evaluation is presented regarding the impact of different period lengths
on Macro and Micro schedules as in section 4.3.2.4. The base schedules in Tables 4-23
and 4-24 are identical to the schedules in Tables 4-11 and 4-12 in section 4.3.2.4. Tables
4-23 and 4-24 also present the Macro and Micro schedules for the new input files and
different period lengths. The fringe-benefits parameter of 3-piece FTOs in the Macro file
with period length of 27 minutes is slightly different from other schedules because of the
previously mentioned limitation of the Macro function (maximum 2900 variables). Not
until other parameters (e.g. the range-start parameter, the mealbreak-length parameter, the
piece-length parameter, and the duty-length parameter) are tightened46 and the fringe-
benefits parameter increased from 45 to 55 does this Macro file work.
Except for Test 1, other Macro schedules (Tests 2, 3-1, 4-147) are quite different
from the base schedules in terms of split FTOs. It seems that the maximum spread length
of 13h00 helped Macro produce more 3-piece split FTOs instead of early 2-piece FTOs.
However, the average spread lengths for different duty types do not necessarily increase
46 For example, the duty-length constraint for 3-piece FTOs was reduced from 8h06 to 7h39. The
maximum piece-length parameter was reduced from 5h51 to 3h36.
47 Tests 3-2 and 3-3 will be discussed later.
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(e.g. the average duty lengths of 3-piece and late 2-piece FTOs in Base 3 and Test 3-1)
because of the relaxation of maximum allowed spread length.
Table 4-23: Macro Schedules with Different Period Lengths for Cabot Garage
manual Be• I • . st M a •u2 M Test2 • a• (
P70 ware ae 13.85 14 14 14 14 14
Max pled I1h22 73y0 11h22 13h2 11h22
F& bsense 45 55 45 45 45
Poled lenoth 27 27 29 31& oaft-s 28 Is -46.4 15 -46.4 15 -464 15 -46.4 .15 -464
Plfomirreaie 6h34
Se-ap 154 18.54 2.9 164 6.5 162 5.2 164 6.5 156.46 1.6
P"atibrm lime 7h104
of 0eay0 65.77 61 54 6 55
Dutylength 8h06 MhIS 8 l3 8h13 8t16
Spread 1Ohi 9%A43 9h33 10h02 91u17
Of J-p• :: 39 29 30 86 36.7.
Duty &. thi Th31 6h.17 ... 2 :hOS 6h59
Spread 9h43 8h39 9hM I8 9h26# of lat 53.77 74 78 72 6449
Duty length 8h06 h06 8h13 8h13 8h16
Spread h07 8h6 901 9h03 905
,o.pto 56 52.23 -6.7 86 0.0 6 -0.0 86 0.0 59.27 5.8
POattbrm ffme 4h56
Duty length WhS! h5 6h17 6h17 St
read 12h33 12h04 12h32 12h32 12h21
otalRn• n 238 22.77 -5.14 235 -1.26 233 -2.10 235 -1.26 230.73 -3.05
Rat•rm ikne 6h30.58 :
Outy length 7h26 7h17 7h31 7h16 Th20
pead 10h26 9h54 1OhO2 loh00 10h05l- of e ,s 0 0 0 0 0 0
Worked rs 1561.9 1561.9 1561.7 1561.7 19
his ki extras 0 0 0 0 0
th l Guarnted 9.3 5.3 11.8 8.6 18.2
Shrs overtn•e 12.8 20.1 20.1 17,8 25
hn of paid break 1.8 284 10.2 49.3 9
his ki spread 4.5 0 0 0 0
To. pay how 1806.42 1590.30 -12.1 1615.0 -10.7 1603.80 -11.3 1637.40 -9.5 1614.10 -10.7
# of pieces 461.00 469,00 467,00 526.00 466.00
manual Test3-1 ( Test 3-2 ( ad ( Test4 (4- Test2 (V-PTO war oft 13.85 14 14 14 14 14
.Max •e•ad 13 i02 13 2 1 h•22 1h)02 :M
bate s"s 45 66 45 45
Ped olant 51 if 34 34 .34
0 ofat -sO 28 15 -46.4 1 -46.4 15 -46.4 15 -46.4 15 -46.4Rat flm tr e 6h34
It no-sapo 154 163 5.8 163 5.8 148.84 -3.4 162 5.2 162 5.2RAfttrTI time 7hm4
eof eoy 20 5 59A24 6 51.5
Duty lAngth 8h16 8hl6 810 8h30 8tuSread 9h27 9h36 I10h8 9h30 9h25
#Of 3-ple. s0 29 43.16 106 30
Duty ength 7h01 6h21 7h22 7hGI 7h00Spread 9h20 8h44 10h0l 9h21 9h16
o  ftl 63 76 46.26 so 80.5
Duty lenIth 8h6l 8h16 5h30 8h30 8hu0Spread Sh57 9hO3 9h28 9h21 9h20
# Pope 56 56 0.0 56 0.0 86 0.0 S6 0.0 56 0.0Plabfrm Olme 4h56
Duty Iaegth 6h12 6h12 6h14 6h14 6h14
Moad 12hIS 12hl) 12h42 12h48 12h37btat 238 234 -1.68 23 -1.65 219.4 -7.63 233 -2.10 233 -2.10Plafform tme 6h30.58
Duty length 7:: 7h29 7h38 : h12 7  43Spread Bli-9 9:59 1040 10•h::4 10h::
S :Of eO .0 0G 2 0 0 0
Worked hrs 1661.9 1561.9 1663A 15634 15634ht A extras 4.1 41 0 0 0hrs hi Guarnted 6.7 2.4 23. 7 47.6 9.6
r h overtkne 19A 33.3 31.7 18.9 44.6
hrs of paid break 336 29.5 0 26.2 1037hrs husaread 0 0 6.3 0 0TO.•pay  hoa 1 808.42 1625.70 -10.1 1631.20 -9.8 1625.10 -10.1 1686.10 :• .. 4.4 162.30 -10.0
R OMpece 520.00 470.00 453.00 543.00 464.00Fringe benefit: The value of the fringe-benefit parameter for the 3-piece split full-time duty type in themacro file.
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These Macro schedules are virtually unchanged for different period lengths in
terms of total runs, average platform times, and total pay hours. The total pay hours in test
Macro schedules are all slightly greater than the base schedules because of more overtime
penalties and paid breaks48 .
Table 4-24: Micro Schedules with Different Period Lengths for Cabot Garage
manual -, (Sii Teat 1 (I Bae (I TeIt2 ON Baesq 
PrO wags rate 13.85 14 14 14 14 14
Man 4WOW Ih22 13h02 11h22 13M02 11h22
Fd&eW beneft 45 55 45 45 45Petteod m Ri7 27 *29 31Sfasi • 28 17 -3... 9.3 20 -28.6 17 17 -39.3 17 -39.3
2 pl ac 26 17 20 17 17 17
3-piece 2
Pltrm time 61h34 6h32 6h24 6h29 6h29 6h28
Oa Ifta-so p le 154 171 11.0 166 7.8 168 168 9.1 166 7.8
2-piece 108 159 160 146 123 142
3 piece 42 12 16 23 44 24
4-plece 4 1
Ptloform te 7h04 6h49 7h02 6h41 6h66 6h46
O pto 56 56 3.6 54 -3.6 68 66 0.0 : 6 21.4I1plice 2 16 5 32 6 28
2-plce 54 41 419 36 48 39S-pIece .1 2 5 1..ii :
Plotform ft" 4h56 4046 4h42 4030 4h36total Runs 238 246 3.36 240 0.84 253 241 1.26 251 546
Pittform flme 6h30.58 6119.13 627.49 WOh5.34 8h12 6h90943
uOf dites 0 0 0 2 0 1
Patfnr flme 00 Oh00 09100 WSh66 Oh0G 5h66
A6. T.pltffOrm 1550h53 1554h51 1551h91 1541h31 1547h16 1546h40
Sign-onr/pu1 186h06 189h30 193912 191946 199h56 192h34
Jokl-Up 11 h0 3h12 7h35 4h45 MWss W2
Pbid meal dhOS 10h50 21h15 11h33 18h144 I o39
Guaranteed run 3h112 36h57 O905 48649 OhG5 37h39
Overfte 32h55 14h47 33Wh08 8 2 31MO 9h26
Spread rate 1 9h44 10MI 33h1 8h55 26h904 5Wl0
Sead rate 2 Oh00 37h43 Oh00 25h14 Oh00
Extra platfrm Oh h0M0 Oh00 11h53 Oh0M 5h66
To. pay how I 180842 1820A3 0.66 187740 3.81 ISU8 186320 3.03 I81340 0.29
manual eea3-1 M t st-2 M 0004 fe4-1 M r804-2
PrO wage r0te 13.85 14 14 14 14 14
MPA Opteo 13h"2 13"t2 111h22 13*12 13102
Fdgebenefli 45 55 46 45 50
# Ofkft-sr 28 20 -28.6 20 -28.6 16 -42.9 14-28.6  -42.9
2-place 26 20 20 16 20 16
3-plece 2
Plotfbrm fime 6h34 6&27 6h23 6h31 6h24 6W32
stoftt-spI 154 171 11.0 168 9.1 170 104 167 8.4 16" 7.1
2-p0ece 108 137 146 161 132 147S3place 42 34 21 19 35 18
Platform l ame 7hM4 6h68 6h58 69146 6h57 6h59
# of pto 56 47 -16.1 5S -1.8 64 14.3 54 4.6 62 10.7
I-plece 2 8 13 24 11 13
2-plece 54 38 42 40 43 49
PIltbrm time 4h56 44538 4h131 4h39 4W63 4h32
Total Runs 238 238 0.00 243 2.10 250 5.04 241 1.26 243 2.10
Plofform time 6140.58 628d.1 6912t26 6h12.39 6h22.64 6h20.01
#toftaus 0 8 3 0 5 2
Ploflm tkna OhO U151 1h4 0Oh00 2h29 Sh58
Re . platform M1550h53 1540M11 1648h64 1562h46 1538h0D 139h0
Stgn-on/puH 184h06 192614 190h44 190M9 196M40 199h96
Joup110 1W03 MWh44 3h39 1126 6h30
Poid meal 14hM5 24h06 30h41 11h0 21W5 19914
Guartnteed run 3h1 2 O90 Oh905 39Oh32 h056 06L
Ovetime •32h55 35142 430 15 892L• 2731 29 41i
Spread rate 1 9h44 32h38 31913 8h47 29933 00903
Spread rate 2 Oh0M 41h03 37h20 Oh00 28h93 319h58
Exr pltform Oh0M 14h51 4h50 000 12h25 11h53
To, athouw 180842 1893.88 4.73 1881A3 4.04 1815.05 0.37 1868.2 3.31 1868.93 3.35
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As show in Table 4-24, the test Micro schedules are much better than the base
schedules in terms of required operators with lower numbers of PTOs and total runs
required. The number of 3-piece FTOs also increased. An acceptable Micro schedule (Test
1) which is very close to the manual schedule was finally found for Cabot Garage. This
Micro schedule even had lower required PTOs as desired by the MBTA. However there is
still no apparent correlation between Macro and Micro schedules in terms of total pay
hours. For example, the Macro schedules of Tests 2 and 3 are very similar, but their
corresponding Micro schedules are quite different in terms of PTOs and trippers.
Compared with the Macro schedules of Test 1 and other tests, the distribution of
split FTOs is quite different resulting from different fringe-benefits parameters. Since the
Macro schedule of Test I could help generate an acceptable Micro schedule for Cabot
Garage, it is interesting to examine if this Micro result can be derived from similar Macro
schedules as Test 1. Accordingly, the fringe-benefits parameters in Tests 3-2 and 4-2 were
increased to 55 as in Test 1. The resulting Macro schedules for Tests 3-2 and 4-2 were
really close to Test 1. However, these Macro schedules were not able to produce similar
acceptable Micro schedules as Test 1. This also again showed the lack of correlation
between these Macro and Micro schedules. One interesting result affects the 3-piece
FTOs. Compared with Tests 3-1 and 4-1, fewer 3-piece FTOs were generated in Tests 3-1
and 4-1. It seems that the fringe-benefits parameter in the Macro schedule could indeed
affect the generation of 3-piece FTOs in the Micro schedule. However, as concluded in
section 4.3.3.2, it still had no great influence on the final Micro schedule in terms of
manpower (total runs, total split FTOs, or total pay hours, etc.). The make-up
(Guaranteed run) time-costs in all test Micro schedules equal 5 minutes, because the duty
lengths for all full-time duties except one fixed straight full-time duty (with the duty length
of 7h45) are greater or equal to 7h50. It seemed that HASTUS tended to reduce make-up
costs and increase spread premiums with the help of the relaxation of the FTO spread-
length constraint.
It seems that HASTUS is indeed able to provide an acceptable automated crew
schedule for Cabot Garage which is quite different from the conclusion in previous
sections. However, the Micro schedule of Test 1 in Table 4-24 seemed quite unique. Other
Macro schedule with very similar conditions (parameters, input files, etc.) were not able to
produce this kind of acceptable Micro schedule for Cabot Garage. This may imply that,
unlike Albany Garage, the Cabot Garage case is very sensitive to parameter settings in
input files. In addition, the total pay hours was significantly higher for the Cabot Garage
automated crew schedule than the manual one (by about 3%) and there was considerable
reliance on spreads over 11 hours, which are not required in the manual solution.
4.3.4 Analysis of Different Work Rules
In previous sections, no clear correlations existed between Macro schedules and
the corresponding Micro schedules for both Cabot Garage and Albany Garage as
parameters and other inputs were varied. However, the variation between these Macro
and Micro schedules is not great because they are all based on very similar conditions. To
further examine the potential of Macro solution to predict final Micro schedule cost, it
may be better to examine more radical changes in work rules. Since the Cabot Garage
schedules are very sensitive to parameter settings, it may be hard to tell whether changes
in Macro or Micro schedules result from the changes in work rules or other parameters in
the Cabot case. Thus the evaluation in this section will focus only on the Albany case. The
Macro and Micro schedules with a period length of 36 minutes, which were generated in
Tables 4-13 and 4-14 and is the best feasible Micro schedule found so far for Albany, was
chosen as the base Macro and Micro schedules. Their associated input files were used as
the base input files. Three different major changes in work rules are examined in this
section.
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Scenario 1. Trippers are allowed.
All the restrictions on trippers in the macro file, such as the 14th constraint to 18th
constraint in Appendix CIO, were eliminated. The maximum number of extras in the
parameter file (the extra-number parameter in Appendix C7-1) was relaxed from 0 to 999.
The extra-penalty parameter was set at 0 instead of 10 and the extra-rate parameter was
set as 1 instead of 1.5 in the parameter file. In addition, the high penalty to prevent the
generation of straight FTOs in the selection file (the 4th constraint in Appendix C8) was
totally relieved here (also in the following two tests).
Table 4-25 shows the resulting Macro and Micro schedules. The Macro schedules
in the test (Test 1) were exactly the same as in the base case. Even before the use of the
optimization function, no tripper was generated in the initial Micro schedule of Test 149,
not to mention the optimized Micro schedule (Test 1 in Table 4-25). It seemed that
HASTUS could perfectly cut and match the Albany Garage vehicle schedule according to
the input files without having to generate any tripper, even though there was no restriction
preventing the generation of trippers. The elimination of the great penalty on straight
FTOs in the selection file did help the initial Micro schedule of Test 1 generate more
straight FTOs (13) than the base schedule. However, when the optimization function was
applied in Test 1, the number of straight FTOs was reduced to 7 as in the base schedule,
while the number of PTOs will be reduced to 43 and the number of split FTOs will be
increased to 80.
It seemed that there was no significant influence from this change on either the
Macro or Micro schedules. The resulting Macro and Micro schedules are basically the
same as the base Macro and Micro schedules.
Scenario 2. A new split FTO duty type with the maximum allowed duty length
relaxed from 7h50 to 9h50 was built, i.e. there were two split FTO duty types in this test:
49 This is also obvious while comparing with all the base schedules, which are all initial micro
schedules, in Table 4-7.
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one had the 8 hours' guaranteed pay (7h50 plus 10-minute sign-on allowance), and the
other had the 10 hours' guaranteed pay (9h50 plus 10-minute sign-on allowance). The
spread premiums for all FTOs were relaxed: FTO spreads over 12 hours are paid 1.5 times
the regular wage rate. The maximum spread lengths for all FTOs were relaxed from 11 h00
to the legal limit of 13h00.
Table 4-25: Crew Schedules with Different Work Rules for Albany Garage
1. Macro Schedules Macro base schedules: from Table 4-13
Manual Bse (%) Test () Test2 (%) Tes 3 ()
PTO wage rote 13.85 16 16 16 16
Pedodlengtt 36 36 36 36
Scenaoto Orat Tripper oiowed longer duty lonLer ovqrfme
# ofNo-str 13 5 -61.5 5 -61.5 5 -61.5 5 -61.5
# of lo-so 72 77.36 7.4 77.36 7.4 62.07 -13.8 85 -18.8
2-plece 77.36 77.36 44.07 32
3-plece 18 26.5
Duty length 6h36 6h36 8hl4 8h44
Spread 9h1l 9hl11 10h23 10h29
# ofpto 45 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0 45 0.0
1-piece 0.36 0.36 3
2-piece 4464 44.64 42 45
Duty length 6h00 6h00 6h00 6h0D
Spread 12h20 12h20 11h58 12h45
Tod Runs 130 127.36 -2.0 127.36 -2.0 112.07 -13.8 108.5 -16.5
Dulength 6h23 23 7h17 7h33
Spread 10h21 10h21 11h09 11h28
# of extr 0 0 0 0 0
Workedhrs 780.6 780.6 780.6 780.6
hrsln extrs 0 0 0
hrs in Guorateed 87 87 0 0
hrs in overtie 0 0 17.6 34.1his of paid break 0 0 10.8 15.9
hrs in pread 0
To. pay hour 937.38 867,6 -7.4 867.6 -7.4 809 -13.7 838.9 -10.5
# of pieces 24600 24600 23200 23500
2. Micro Schedules Micro base schedules from Table 4-14
Manuol B (%) Test Test2 (%) Test3 (%)
PTO wage rate 13.85 16 76 16 16
Pedod length 36 36 36 36
Scenacio Odaid Thipper alowed Longer duty Loner ovesdine
# of 0-str 13 7 -46.2 7 -46.2 6 -53.8 9 -30.8
2-pece 13 7 7 6 8
3-plece 1
Platform •me 6h05 Sh55 h5 h,07 5h57
# of o-p 2 72 78 8.3 80 11.1 80 11.1 79 9.7
2-piece 57 77 80 76 74
3-piece 14 1 4 5
4-plece 1Platform time 630 6s31 h27 6 31 .. 28
# of pto 45 45 0.0 43 -4.4 44 -2.2 42 -6.7
I-piece
2-pece 44 45 43 44 42
3-paece 1
Platform tme 4h21 4h19 4h20 4h15 4h17
Total Runs 130 130 0.0 130 0.0 130 0.0 130 0.0
Platform fme 5h43.07 5h4328 5h434~3 544.06 544.12
# of exra 0 0 0 0 0
Platform #me OhO OO 90 00 CMOQ GiQO
Re T. patform 743h27 744h11 7444 745h34 745h46Sign-on/pull 160h06 153h29 154h24 15058 160h46
Jokl 4h48 h18 Oh00 1h•6 2 hO
Paid meal 7h25 4h36 4h27 3h33 5h14
Guaranteedrun 11h35 15h19 21h44 6h57 1412
Overtime 8h38 1h37 2h36 1h56 518
Spread rate 7 1h48 3h28 5h26 CO0 8h23
Spread rate 2 h0O0 OhOO Oh00 h 215
Extro ploaform 0h100 00 tiQ 000 1000
To. payour 937.38 92463 -1.4 933.35 -0.4 919, -1.9 943.90 0.7
Original: Current MBTA work rules. Longer duty: The maximum duty length is relaxed from 7h50 to 10h00.
Tripper allowed: Trippers are allowed in the micro schedule. Longer overtime: The maximum overtime length is relaxed from 15 mins to 1 hr.
Accordingly, the spread length constraints, the spread-rate parameters in the
parameter file and the macro file for all FTOs were changed. The duty-length constraint in
the parameter and macro files for the new split FTO duty type was set as 9h50. In
addition, the overtime constraints for this new FTO type were also relaxed from 7h50 to
9h50 (in both parameter and Macro files), and the maximum allowed platform-time
constraint as well as the maximum paid-time constraint (similar to the duty-length
constraint in the macro file) in the parameter file were also modified from 8h05 to 10h05
(including 15-minute allowed overtime).
Compared with the base schedule, these relaxation significantly reduced the make-
up time-costs and resulted in lower total pay hours in the Macro schedule (Test 2). The
average spreads for split FTOs were also increased. As a result, total required runs was
reduced.
However, these changes seemed to have little influence on the resulting Micro
schedule which was virtually the same Micro schedule as the base schedule. No split FTO
duty with the 10 hours' guaranteed pay was assigned. It seemed that split FTO duties with
the 10 hours' guaranteed pay were not economical enough to be employed. To prove this,
we changed the fringe-benefits parameter of this kind of split FTO duty type (from 50 to
20), almost all split FTOs in the resulting Macro schedule had 10 hours' guaranteed pay,
but the resulting Micro schedule was still the same as Test 2 or the base Micro schedule.
Scenario 3. The maximum overtime was relaxed from 15 minutes to 1 hour.
The maximum paid-time parameters for all FTOs in the parameter file were relaxed
from 8h05 to 8h50, as were the duty-length constraints for all FTOs in the macro file. In
addition, all the spread-length parameters for FTOs were relaxed from 1 lh00 to 13h00.
As in Test 2, the average spread for split FTOs in the Macro file was increased
compared with the base schedule. And the total required runs was reduced. This
improvement also helped reduce the make-up time-costs and thus reduced the total pay
hours in the test Macro file.
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Compared with the base Micro schedule, the test Micro schedule (Test 3)
produced more FTOs and reduced required PTOs. However, there was still no significant
impact shown in this Micro schedule.
Figure 4-3 shows the relationship between the test Macro schedules and Micro
schedules. It seemed that no significant positive correlation existed between these Macro
schedules and Micro schedules. It was not obvious that Macro would be able to reflect the
potential impact of significant changes on the final crew schedule for current parameter
settings in these cases.
Figure 4-3: Comparison between Macro and Micro Schedules for Albany Garage
A. Total Pay HoursScenario Manud Macro Micro
Original 937.38 887.60 924.83
Test 1 937.38 867.60 933.5
Test 2 937.38 809.00 919.23
Test 3 937.38 838.90 943.90
B. Total Runs
Scenalo Manual Macro Micro
Original 130.00 127.36 130.00
Test 1 130.00 127.36 130.00
Test 2 130.00 100.39 130.00
Test 3 130.00 10850 130.00
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4.4 Conclusions
In section 4.3.2.1, it seemed that HASTUS tended to create more part-time duties
and trippers in an initial Micro solution than the number allowed in the parameter file (the
hard rules). However, the optimization function available in Micro was able to delete
many trippers after the initial Micro solution was generated. Under the current hard rules
and soft rules in the MBTA, this function worked well for Albany Garage. It could delete
all trippers and reduce the number of part-time duties to a satisfactory level for an initial
Albany Garage Micro solution. For Cabot Garage, however it could not guarantee to
delete all trippers, nor could it meet the maximum allowed part-time duties constraint
desired by the MBTA, resulting in an unacceptable automated crew schedule. This
function would usually increase total pay hours compared with the initial Micro schedule
for both garages.
In sections 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.3, different PTO wage rates (varied from $10 per
hour to $100 per hour) and different PTO manpower constraints had little effect on the
number of PTOs with virtually unchanged optimized Micro schedules resulting for both
garages. At no PTO wage rate was HASTUS able to create an acceptable optimized
Micro schedule for Cabot Garage under current hard and soft rules. In contrast, HASTUS
could usually create an acceptable optimized Micro schedule perfectly matching the
manpower requirements for Albany Garage.
In section 4.3.2.4, acceptable Macro schedules resulted for both garages at
different period lengths. Required total runs in Macro were all lower than the manual
schedules for both garages, and required PTOs in both Cabot Garage or Albany Garage
Macro schedules perfectly matched the manpower constraints. Optimized Micro schedules
produced for Albany Garage were almost identical to their corresponding Macro
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schedules matching the manual schedule. However, optimized Micro schedules for Cabot
Garage resulting from different period lengths were quite different from their
corresponding Macro schedules, specially in terms of required total runs and required
PTOs. Different period lengths produced basically unchanged Macro and optimized Micro
schedules for both garages. No significant correlation was found between the Macro
schedules and the corresponding optimized Micro schedules for both garages under base
parameter settings. Any Macro schedules had much lower total pay hours than
corresponding optimized Micro schedules as well as the manual schedules for both
garages, because total pay hours in any Macro schedules exclude sign-on allowances, pull-
in and pull-out costs, and join-up costs.
In section 4.3.3.1, different input files still were unable to produce an acceptable
optimized Micro schedule for Cabot Garage under current hard and soft rules and they
also produced virtually unchanged optimized Micro schedules for Albany Garage. In
section 4.3.3.2, different parameter lengths in the Macro files did create slightly different
Macro schedules for both garages, however corresponding optimized Micro schedules
were basically unchanged. Different fringe-benefits parameters in the Macro files also
resulted in basically unchanged optimized Micro schedules for both garages. In addition, it
seemed that the use of a global wage rate file or the use of different wage rates for FTOs
and PTOs in the Macro file did not significantly affect the results presented in sections
4.3.2.2 and 4.3.2.4 under current hard and soft rules: different PTO wage rates still could
not be used to control the number of required PTOs.
In section 4.3.3.3, the relaxed FTO spread-length rule (from 11 hours to the legal
limit of 13 hours) for Cabot Garage resulted in Micro schedules which were quite different
from those created in previous tests. Manpower requirements (total runs and PTOs) in
these Micro schedules were much closer to the desired level. An acceptable optimized
Micro schedule which matched the manpower requirements (total runs and part-time
duties) was also found. In addition, this relaxation helped HASTUS prevent the generation
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of any full-time duty (except for fixed FTOs) with a duty length less than 7h50. The
relaxation of the FTO spread length constraint above did not guarantee the result of an
acceptable optimized Micro schedule for Cabot Garage. Other appropriate parameter
settings, such as a suitable period length, were also very important. The evaluation also
showed that this relaxation usually resulted in greater total pay hours in a Cabot Garage
optimized Micro schedule, by about 3% over the manual schedule.
In section 4.3.4, radically different work rules showed little impact on Albany
Garage Macro and Micro schedules. The first test showed that HASTUS would not
generate any tri]ppers for the Albany Garage Macro or Micro schedules, even if all
restrictions against trippers were eliminated. In addition, the Micro schedules resulting
from these changes were virtually unchanged and no significant positive correlation was
found between these Macro and Micro schedules. It was not obvious that Macro could
reflect the impact resulting from different changes, although it was not possible to examine
a wide range of Micro inputs to see if actual crew schedules better approximating the
Macro results could be obtained.
From the evaluations above, it seemed that Cabot Garage optimized Micro
schedules were quite sensitive to certain parameter settings but insensitive to others. Only
with very careful parameter settings could HASTUS create an acceptable automated crew
schedule for Cabot Garage. In contrast, an acceptable and satisfactory automated crew
schedule which had lower total pay hours and satisfactory required work force
characteristics could readily be found for Albany Garage.
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Chapter 5: Summary and Conclusions
This chapter briefly summarizes this thesis and suggests topics for further research
based on the findings of this thesis.
5.1 Thesis summary
The first part of the thesis explored the general problem of vehicle and crew
scheduling. The roles of scheduling in both the transportation planning process and the
operational planning process were discussed. The formulations and models for vehicle
scheduling and crew scheduling are presented separately. We also discuss and summarize
key elements in the formulation of vehicle and crew scheduling problems. The differences
of scheduling problems between the urban public transportation systems and the airlines
are also briefly described. At the end, approaches to joint vehicle and crew scheduling
problem are presented compared with the traditional sequential scheduling process.
The evolution of the computer-based scheduling system is discussed in the second
part. The earliest computer-based scheduling systems were not flexible enough to be used
easily and effectively across different authorities with varied constraints and requirements.
Therefore, the concept of the interactive environment was introduced in the development
of computer-based scheduling system for urban public transportation. This function
enables schedulers to get more involved in the computer-based scheduling process. The
newer generation of systems are designed to allow schedulers more control over the final
schedule, and thus make the computer system flexible to be readily usable across many
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different authorities. Several computer systems and general heuristic methodologies are
introduced in this part.
The final part presents the impacts of the installation and the results of the
evaluations of HASTUS in the MBTA context. The installation of HASTUS had resulted
in several impacts already. First, the size of the scheduling staff has been reduced
substantially from around 10 to 6 at the current time, while the scheduler productivity has
increased substantially. In the MBTA, 42 schedules in fall 1994 were generated with the
help of HASTUS compared with 20 schedules before in essentially the same production
cycle. Second, the resulting schedules are more accurate because of the reduction in
manually produced paperwork. With HASTUS, the computer system can help avoid
errors, such as misplacement of pieces of work, using a piece twice in different duties, or
calculation errors (travel time, piece-length, duty-length, or cost), during the scheduling
process. Because of this increase in scheduling efficiency, HASTUS has also enabled
schedulers to try different scenarios (for cutting blocks or combining pieces into runs) to
produce more economical schedules. Third, the computer system can now provide more
useful information (reports) faster not only for the Plans and Schedules Department, but
also for other MBTA departments.
HASTUS has been installed at the MBTA since 1986. While the vehicle scheduling
and interactive (manual) crew scheduling functions are now used routinely, the automatic
crew scheduling function has not yet been fully used in the regular scheduling process at
the MBTA. Therefore, the evaluation in this thesis focused on the potential additional
benefits to the MBTA from automated crew scheduling.
There are several key differences between depots selected for the evaluation:
Cabot Garage and Albany Garage. First, the fleet size and required operators (FTOs and
PTOs) in Cabot Garage are almost twice that than in Albany Garage. Second, no street
reliefs are allowed in Albany Garage while there is no such restriction for Cabot Garage.
Third, the final Albany operator duty ends before 9:00 p.m., while the final Cabot operator
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duty ends between 1:00 a.m. and 2:00 a.m.. Finally, part-time duties in Albany Garage are
a greater percentage of total runs than in Cabot Garage.
The evaluations showed that HASTUS tended to create more part-time duties and
trippers in an initial Micro solution than the number allowed in the parameter file (the hard
rules). However, the optimization function available in Micro was able to delete many
trippers after the initial Micro solution was generated. Under the current hard rules and
soft rules in the MBTA, this function worked well for Albany Garage. It deleted all
trippers and reduced the number of part-time duties to a satisfactory level for an initial
Albany Garage Micro solution. For Cabot Garage, however it could not guarantee to
delete all trippers, nor could it meet the maximum allowed part-time duties constraint
desired by the MBTA, resulting in an unacceptable automated crew schedule. This
function would usually increase total pay hours compared with the initial Micro schedule
for both garages.
Different PTO wage rates (varied from $10 per hour to $100 per hour) and
different PTO manpower constraints had little effect on the number of PTOs with virtually
unchanged optimized Micro schedules resulting for both garages. At no PTO wage rate
was HASTUS able to create an acceptable optimized Micro schedule for Cabot Garage
under current hard and soft rules. In contrast, HASTUS could usually create an acceptable
optimized Micro schedule perfectly matching the manpower requirements for Albany
Garage.
Acceptable Macro schedules resulted for both garages at different period lengths.
Required total runs in Macro schedules were all lower than the manual schedules for both
garages, and required PTOs in both Cabot Garage or Albany Garage Macro schedules
perfectly matched the manpower constraints. Optimized Micro schedules produced for
Albany Garage were almost identical to their corresponding Macro schedules matching the
manual schedule. However, optimized Micro schedules for Cabot Garage resulting from
different period lengths were quite different from their corresponding Macro schedules,
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specially in terms of required total runs and required PTOs. Different period lengths
produced basically unchanged Macro and optimized Micro schedules for both garages. No
significant correlation was found between the Macro schedules and the corresponding
optimized Micro schedules for both garages under base parameter settings. Any Macro
schedules had much lower total pay hours than corresponding optimized Micro schedules
as well as the manual schedules for both garages, because total pay hours in any Macro
schedules exclude sign-on allowances, pull-in and pull-out costs, and join-up costs.
Different input files still were unable to produce an acceptable optimized Micro
schedule for Cabot Garage under current hard and soft rules and they also produced
virtually unchanged optimized Micro schedules for Albany Garage. Different parameter
lengths in the Macro files did create slightly different Macro schedules for both garages,
however corresponding optimized Micro schedules were basically unchanged. Different
fringe-benefits parameters in the Macro files also resulted in basically unchanged
optimized Micro schedules for both garages. In addition, it seemed that the use of a global
vwage rate file or the use of different wage rates for FTOs and PTOs in the Macro file did
not significantly affect the results under current hard and soft rules: different PTO wage
rates still could not be used to control the number of required PTOs.
The relaxed FTO spread-length rule (from 11 hours to the legal limit of 13 hours)
for Cabot Garage resulted in Micro schedules which were quite different from those
created in previous tests. Manpower requirements (total runs and PTOs) in these Micro
schedules were much closer to the desired level. An acceptable optimized Micro schedule
which matched the manpower requirements (total runs and part-time duties) was also
found. In addition, this relaxation helped HASTUS avoid generating any full-time duty
(except for fixed FTOs) with duty lengths less than 7h50. The relaxation of the FTO
spread length constraint above did not guarantee the result of an acceptable optimized
Micro schedule for Cabot Garage: other appropriate parameter settings, such as a suitable
period length, were also very important. The evaluation also showed that this relaxation
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usually resulted in greater total pay hours in a Cabot Garage optimized Micro schedule, by
about 3% over the manual schedule.
The final set of evaluations showed that radically different work rules had little
impact on Albany Garage Micro schedules. HASTUS did not generate any trippers for the
Albany Garage Macro and Micro schedules, even if all restrictions against trippers were
eliminated. In addition, the Micro schedules resulting from these changes were virtually
unchanged, and no significant positive correlation was found between these Macro and
Micro schedules. It was not obvious that Macro would reflect the impact resulting from
different changes, although it was not possible to examine a wide range of Micro inputs to
see if actual crew scheduling better approximating the Macro results could be obtained.
It seemed that Cabot Garage optimized Micro schedules were quite sensitive to
certain parameter settings but insensitive to others. Only with very careful parameter
settings could HASTUS create an acceptable automated crew schedule for Cabot Garage.
In contrast, an acceptable and satisfactory automated crew schedule which had lower total
pay hours and satisfactory required work force characteristics could readily be found for
Albany Garage.
Throughout the research in this thesis, it seems that the computer-aided scheduling
system is able to provide significant positive results in transit authorities. Savings on
scheduling staff and time, improved scheduling productivity and efficiency can be expected
from the employment of a modem computer-aided scheduling system. Such a system
should also be able to provide feasible automated optimized crew schedules (and vehicle
schedules) for either small or large garages. However, these systems (or at least
HASTUS) may still not be very easy for schedulers to master and achieve the maximum
benefits. Many parameters make it very difficult for schedulers to get maximum value from
the system and discourage its use for the generation of feasible automated crew schedules.
It is complicated to manipulate these parameters to create desired final automated crew
schedules, because the interaction between these parameters and the impact from the use
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of different parameters are neither clear and nor easily determined. Many trial-and-errors
during the automated crew scheduling process may be inevitable resulting in great
difficulty in finding an acceptable automated crew schedule. In addition, if schedulers want
to be able to take full advantages of the computer-aided scheduling system, authorities
have to pay substantial attention to training to help them fully understand these parameters
and inputs.
5.2 Further Research
The feasibility of these automated crew schedules found in this thesis do not imply
total acceptability of these machine schedules to the MBTA. More adjustments and tests
in the full use of the selection file and the cutting file are necessary to help find fully
acceptable automated crew schedules for the MBTA. In addition, since an acceptable
Cabot Garage optimized Micro schedule is very sensitive to parameter settings, more
evaluation may be necessary for exploring possible key parameters or combinations of
parameters for the generation of better Cabot Garage optimized Micro schedules. More
evaluations are also necessary to examine if significant correlation can be found between
Macro schedules and corresponding Micro schedules for the large garage, i.e. to examine
if Macro is indeed capable of being an effective cost estimating tool for the MBTA.
Further research can also extend the evaluation to a more comprehensive study
area including other bus garages and transit lines. Through this comprehensive evaluation,
the potential impacts of HASTUS in the MBTA can be fully understood. This
comprehensive evaluation is necessary for the MBTA to make the most out of its
investment in HASTUS.
Another research area deals with vehicle scheduling. The evaluation of HASTUS
in the thesis focus on the automatic crew scheduling functions (Micro and Macro). In fact,
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more saving of the crew schedule may derive from changes in the vehicle schedules. If the
vehicle schedule can reduce an assignment of a bus, this can immediately save a duty in the
crew schedule. Some adjustments in the vehicle schedule may also help reduce the make-
up time in the crew schedule, or make a set of tighter schedules. These adjustments may
also help HASTUS create acceptable and satisfying automatic optimized crew schedules
for large garages. Therefore, further work can emphasize the relationship between the
vehicle scheduling function and the crew scheduling function of HASTUS.
Further computer scheduling systems could be still more scheduler-friendly.
Although the employment of the interactive environment is very important for success in
the scheduling task, too many uncertainties may also confuse general schedulers and
complicate the computer-aided scheduling process. For example, many available
parameters and input files in HASTUS provide schedulers many useful options and tools
to create desired crew runs. However, sometimes these options may confuse schedulers
and complicate the use of HASTUS. In addition, similarity usually exists between
parameters in different input files, such as different duty types defined in both parameter
file and Macro file. The simplification of the (literally) hundreds of parameters in the
various input files can greatly help save schedulers a significant amount of time and have
easier control over desired final crew schedules. In the future, the integration of expert
systems into the scheduling tool may be important to solve this kind of problem.
Of course, more detailed manuals or reports may be useful and important for
schedulers. At the moment, current manuals provide simple explanations of basic
commands rather than a comprehensive guide to obtaining full benefits from the system. If
more information about the interaction between parameters (including different input files)
and the resulting impacts are included in the manual, schedulers will have a better idea
about how to use the system to obtained improved crew schedules.
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Appendix A: Terminology
Block:
Relief point:
Piece of work:
Run:
Straight duty:
The duration from the beginning of a pull-out to the end of a pull-in for
the identical vehicle. Pull-out means that a vehicle leaves the garage, while
pull-in means that a vehicle returns to the garage.
A daily vehicle schedule can consist of one or several blocks. A block can
be broken into pieces of work assigned to different drivers. It is sometimes
called a "string" or a "running board" in [28][42].
Locations where an operator can either leave the vehicle to have a
break, or take over a vehicle to continue the operation -- the latter action is
usually called swing: one operator takes over the vehicle while the
original driver goes off duty. Sometimes, it stands for only intermediate
stops or places to be allowed for a swing along the route excluding garages
or terminals.
It is a period during which an operator remains with a vehicle without a
break. It may start and end at a relief point or at a garage or depot. It is
generally used in urban public transportation systems. The termflight leg
that has a similar meaning used in airline crew scheduling.
A daily crew schedule that consists of one or more pieces of work. It is
generally used in urban transportation. It is also called duty but is
different from the term duty period in the airlines. "Runs" can usually be
classified as 3 types: straight duties, split duties, or trippers.
A crew schedule or a continuous working period that may contain
a short break for rest or a meal (usually less than 1 hour). This break is
usually a paid break.
Split duty: A crew schedule which contains at least two pieces of works
with at least one longer time break between these pieces of works. This
break is usually an unpaid break.
Tripper: A single-piece of work with a short duration, such as one or two hours. It
is usually assigned as overtime work for a full-time operator or
is performed by a part-time operator. It is sometimes called an "extra".
Spread time: The elapsed time from the beginning of a crew's daily working schedule to
the end of it. It is different from daily working hours (the duty length, the
accumulated time of an operator's run) which is the actual working time
including platform and allowance times. Spread time may consist of several
unpaid breaks. There is generally a limit to the maximum spread time with
spread penalties also being paid for long spread duties. Spread time is also
called spreadover.
Allowance: The legal paid time during which operators are not driving a vehicle outside
the garage (depot), e.g. the report time (sign-on and sign-off), meal time,
pull-out and pull-in time or travel time between relief points, etc.
Platform time: The period that an operator is on a vehicle.
Rotating roster: A system where work schedules over a certain period, such as a week, are
assigned to operators in a rotating manner, so that every operator will
have the same work load (and payment) and rest periods. A roster consists
of several daily runs.
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Appendix B: Relevant Union Contract Terms At the
MBTA
1. Maximum hourly pay rate for full-time operator: $18.46 per hour.
2. Minimum hourly pay rate for part-time operator: $13.85 per hour.
3. Overtime rate: 1.5 times regular pay rate (for full-time duties).
4. Allowance for sign-on: 10 minutes for the bus and the street car system.
5. Maximum pay period without paying the overtime penalty: 7 hours 50 minutes plus
10-minute report time allowance.
6. The total duty-length of an overtime run is allowed from 7 hours 51 minutes to 8
hours 5 minutes (excluding the report allowance of 10 minutes).
7. The period when any relief is not allowed: 9:45 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. next morning.
8. Maximum piece length: 5 hours 59 minutes for full-time duties.
5 hours 50 minutes for part-time duties.
9. Spread rate (for full-time duties): over 10 hours, 1.5 times regular pay rate;
over 11 hours, 2.0 times regular pay rate.
10. The maximum spread time is 13 hours for both full-time and part-time operators.
11. A full-time duty that starts before 5:00 a.m. must have a minimum 20-minute paid
mealbreak. For other types of full-time duties, any mealbreak which is 31 minutes or
more can be unpaid.
12. No tripper is allowed.
13. Allowance for each swing (just full-time duties): 20 minutes premium at the current
pay rate.
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The Micro Files for the Evaluation
The Input Assignment File for Cabot Garage ............................... C1
The Output Assignment File for Cabot Garage
--- (The manual fall schedule 1994) ....................................... C1-1
The Parameter File for Cabot Garage ..................................... .C2
--- The Complete Parameter File for Cabot Garage .................... C2-1
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The Macro File for Cabot Garage ..................................... .... C5
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Appendix Cl:
The Input Assignment File for Cabot Garage
1-piece runs
2-piece runs
3-piece runs
aver. platform time
total extras
O0 274
Oj 0
ol 0
OhO0 6hll
*** number of runs 0
*** average platform time : h0O0.00
regular runs
platform time
stand-by time
signon/off
travel time
joinup
paid meal break
guarantee piece
penalties
guarantee run
overtime
spread rate 1
spread rate 2
spread rate 3
other penalties
platform time
signon/off
guarantee piece
overtime
1593h39
01100Oh0O
Oh00
850h16
total cost
hourly rate
average cost for regular run
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time
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
average
OhO0
OhO00
Oh0O
Oh0O
Oh0O
Oh00
Oh00
extras
Oh0O
Oh00
Oh0O
Oh00
Oh00
Oh0O
Oh00
OhO00
Oh00
Oh0O
Oh00
Oh00
6hl:
Oh00
OhO0
3h06
35,295.77$
20.78$
0.00$
Appendix C1-1:
The Output Assignment File for Cabot Garage
file abc44011 summary
total fto-str fto-spl pto extras
1-piece runs 2 0 0 21 0
2-piece runs 188 26 108 541 0
3-piece runs 44 2 42 0o 0
4-piece runs 4 0 4 Of 0
aver. platform time 6h30 6h34 7h04 4h56 OhOO00
*** number of runs 238
*** average platform time : 6h30.58
regular runs time average
platform time 1550h53 6h31
stand-by time Oh00 Oh00
signon/off 186h06 Oh47
travel time Oh00 Oh00
joinup 11h30 0h03
paid meal break 14h05 0h04
guarantee piece OhO0 Oh00
penalties
guarantee run 3h12 Oh01
overtime 32h55 0h08
spread rate 1 9h44 0h02
spread rate 2 OhO0 Oh00
spread rate 3 Oh00 Oh00
other penalties 33h23 0h08
extras
platform time Oh00 Oh00
signon/off OhO0 Oh00
guarantee piece Oh00 Oh00
overtime Oh0 Oh00
total cost 32,488.43$
hourly rate 20.94$
average cost for regular run 136.51$
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Appendix C2:
The Parameter File for Cabot Garage
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Appendix C2-1:
The Complete Parameter File for Cabot Garage
zasc.- -micro
parameter list for file pmanual
add new arcs
pilot bonus for fulltime operators
pilot bonus for parttime operators
bonus for a run or a extra
cash accounting
relief window during layovers
type of data
default layover before e-cut
early finishing runs
min and max number of extras
internal penalty for extras
pay factor for extras
slack time after f..end-of-service
slack time before f..end-of-service
flag for paying pilot bonus
flag for paying relief all-dance
fringe-benefits
guaranteed pay time for a extra
guaranteed pay time for a piece
changing points defined by default
ignore reliefs at ends of strings
default deadhead time
maximum length of a layover
length of paid break for straight run
min and max layover allowed
number of min-layovers to consider
min-layover for h..sm command
latest hour for a.m. prep/stow times
veh prep time (am and pm)
veh stow time (am and pm)
hourly pay rate for fto
hourly pay rate for pto
payment option for an n-piece run
penalty on n-piece runs
late beginning runs
max length for non-partitioned string
add pulls during runcut <= value
max travel time in a run
window for the mealbreak
minimum length of a half-run
minimum pay time for a break
minimum break between pieces
pay differential for night runs
relief option
option for calculating signon/off
overtime rate or factor
maximum number of split runs
periods when reliefs are forbidden
maximum reliefs in a string partition
max number of alt. string partitions
max number of string partitions (total)_
(add-arcs
(bonus-pil~:-fto
(bonus-pilot-pto
(bonus-run
(cash
(cut-in-layover
(data
(e-cut-layover
(early-run
(extra-number
(extra-penalty
(extra-rate
(f-end-serv-after
(f-end-serv-before
(flag-pilot-bonus
(flag-relief-allow
(fringe-benefits
(guarantee-extra
(guarantee-piece
(h-change-points
(h-compress-garage
(h-deadhead-default
(h-layover-length
(h-mealbreak
(h-min-max-layover
(h-nb-min-lay
(h-sm-min-layover
(h-veh-p/s-hour
(h-veh-prep-am/pm
(h-veh-stow-am/pm
(hourly-rate-fto
(hourly-rate-pto
(joinup-payment
(joinup-penalty
(late-run
(max-feasibility
(max-pull-rel-time
(maximum-travel-time
(mealbreak-window
(min-half-run-length
(min-paid-break
(minimum-travel-time
(night-differential
(option-relief
(option-sign
(overtime-rate
(partimer-nb
(partition-forbidden
(partition-max-piece
(partition-max-type
(partition-number
yes
0.00
0.00
0.00
Oh00
Oh00 Oh00
bus
Oh00
100l
0 0
10.00
1.50
Oh00
OhOO
0
0
0.00
Oh00
Oh00
yes
Oh00
60
Oh00
0h30
0.00 0h45
0
Oh00
1200P
OhO0 OhOO
Oh00 Oh00
13.46
13.85
1
0.00
200P
4h30
0h05
2hOO
OhOO 32h00
ZhOO
Oh00
OhOO00
empty vect.
4
1
1.50
0
945P 800X
7
20
1500
181
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Appendix C3:
The Selection File for Cabot Garage
file description :
Copied from sbc4411 - 12/06/94-16:19 strobe
description of selection file sbc441ew
hastus-micro
Copied from sport2 - 11/30/
1 late spread
pen 9999.9
2 avoid late sp
pen 100.0
3 fto platform
pen 100.0
4 fto platform
pen 200.0
5 fto platform
pen 300.0
6 schools
pen 9999.0
7 3-piece days
pen -125.0
8 pto platform
pen 125.0
9 pto platform
pen 200.0
no straights
pen 9999.9
late trippers
pen 9999.0
12 non pm fto
pen 9999.9
run-spread lOhOO-13h00
run-end 900P- 200X
read
/hour for variation from
run-type fto-split
/hour for variation from
run-type fto-split
/hour for variation from
run-type fto-split
/hour for variation from
run-type fto-split
run-number-pieces 0
run-number-pieces 3
/hour for variation from
run-type ptol
/hour for variation from
run-type ptol
run-type fto-straight
run-number-pieces 0
run-type fto-split
mealbreak-time 500P- 645P
run-type
run-spread
run-end
run-platform-time
run-platform-time
run-platform-time
routes
run-type
run-platform-time
run-platform-time
piece-end
run-end
fto-split
Oh00-OhO0
600P- 959P
7h01- 7h20
7h21- 7h45
7h46- 8h05
9700
ftz-split
4h40- 5h50
5h00- 5h50
730P- 200X
800P- 200X
184
Appendix C4:
The Cutting File for Cabot Garage
hastus-micro
file description :
Copied from tcabotew - 11/28/94-09:17 strobe Copied from tcabot
description of cutting-types file tcabot2
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-relief-type
cut-relief-type
cut-relief-type
cut-place
cut-place
string-end
cut-piece-length
string-route
cut-piece
kneel
fhill
cntsq
* 5s
* 5s
* 5s
harsq
bdfch
600P- 930P
Oh01- 2h00
22
1015A-1052A
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief-tvype
1200A- 800X
1200A- 800X
515P- 200X
501A-1059A
1230P- 259P
500P- 900P
500P- 630P
185
11/08/
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
9999.9
9999.9
9999.9
9999.9
9999.9
500.0
9999.9
9999.9
9999.0
9999.9
9999.9 f%p
Appendix C5:
The Macro File for Cabot Garage
* test
def number-peak-hours 2
def peak-hour 1 7h45
def peak-hour 2 17h03
def signon-signoff Oh10 Oh10
def guaranteed-piece 2h04
def max-feasibility 3h37
def no-piece-cut 4h08 8h16
def no-piece-cut 22h13 30h29
def hourly-rate 18.46
def number-types 6
constraint 1 spread 11h22 or
schedule file list
evaluate-agreement
* straight run
less minimum 100.0 type 1 2 3 4 over 1 2 3 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
186
duty-type 1 fto category a
def range-start OhOO00 4h39
def overtime 7h55 1.5
def number-pieces 2 2
def mealbreak-length 0h31 lh02
def duty-length 6h43
def piece-length 2h04 5hl0
def max-spread 7h45
def fringe-benefits 50.0
* early regular split
duty-type 2 fto category a
def range-start 4h39 8h16
def number-pieces 2 2
def overtime 7h55 1.5
def duty-lenqth 8hl5
def mealbreak-length 0h31 1h02
def piece-length 2h04 5h10
def max-spread 11h22
def piece-peak 2 10
def spread-rate 10h20 1.5
def spread-rate 11h22 2.0
def fringe-benefits 35.0
* regular 3piece run
duty-type 3 fto category a
def range-start 5hlO 8h16
def range-start 10h20 12h55
def overtime 7h55 1.5
def number-pieces 3 3
def duty-length 7h14
Appendix C5:
The Macro File for Cabot Garage
51 def mealbreak-length lh33 2h35
52 def coffee-break OhO0 Oh31
53 def max-spread 11h22
54 def piece-length 2h04 4h08
55 def piece-peak 3 2
56 def spread-rate 10h20 1.5
57 def spread-rate 11h22 2.0
58 def fringe-benefits 45.0
59 *
60 * late regular split
61 *
62 duty-type 4 fto category a
63 def range-start 12h55 16h32
64 def overtime 7h55 1.5
65 def number-pieces 2 2
66 def duty-leng=h 8h16
67 def mealbreak-length Oh31 1h02
68 def piece-length 2h04 5hl0
69 def max-spread 10h20
70 def piece-peak 2 10
71 def spread-rate 10h20 1.5
72 def spread-rate 11h22 2.0
73 def fringe-benefits 30.0
74 *
75 * partimer 2 pieces
76 *
77 duty-type 5 pto category b
78 def range-start 5h10 7h45
79 def overtime lh00 1.0
80 def mealbreak-length 4h08 7h14
81 def piece-length 2h04 4h39
82 def max-spread 12h55
83 def number-pieces 2 2
84 def dutv-lencqh 5h41
85 def piece-peak 2 2
86 def fringe-benefits 75.0
87 *
83 * partimer 1 piece
89 *
90 duty-type 6 pto category b
91 def number-pieces 0 0
92 def tripper-max-length 4h39
93 def tripper-factor 15.0 3h37
94 def tripper-dif-penalty 15.0
95 def fringe-benefits 100.0
96 execution
187
Appendix C6:
The Input Assignment File for Albany Garage
1-piece runs
2-piece runs
3-piece runs
aver. platform time
total extras
ol 155
o0 0
o o0
OhO01 5h29
*** number of runs 0
f** average platform time : Oh00.00
regular runs
platform time
stand-by time
signon/off
travel time
joinup
paid meal break
guarantee piece
penalties
guarantee run
overtime
spread rate 1
spread rate 2
spread rate 3
other penalties
rlatf~rm time
signn/o 'ff
guarantee piece
overtime
total cost
hourly rate
average cost for regular run
time
OhO00
Oh00
OhO00
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
Oh00
OhOO
OhOO
OhOO
OhOG
OhOO
Oh0O
850h07
OhO00
OhO00
425h40
188
extras
average
OhOO
Oh00
OhO00
Oh00
OhO0
OhO00
Oh00
Oh00
OhO00
OhO00
Oh00
OhOC
OhOC
5h:?
OhO0
Oh00
2h45
17,669.675
20.785
0.00S
Appendix C6-1:
The Output Assignment File for Albany Garage
file aamanual summary
total fto-str fto-spl pto ex:ras
1-piece runs 0 0 0 Ol 0
2-piece runs 114 13 57 441 0
3-piece runs 15 0 14 11 0
4-piece runs 1 0 1 Ol 0
aver. platform time 5h43 6h05 6h30 4h211 Oh00
*** number of runs 130
*** average platform time : 5h43.07
regular runs time average
platform time 743h27 5h43
stand-by time Oh00 Oh00
signon/off 160h06 lhl4
travel time Oh00 Oh00
joinup 4h48 Oh02
paid meal break 7h25 0h03
guarantee piece Oh00 Oh00
penalties
guarantee run 11h35 Oh05
overtime 8h38 Oh04
spread rate 1 1h48 Oh01
spread rate 2 Oh00 Oh00
spread rate 3 Oh00 Oh00
other penalties 15h46 Oh07
extras
platform time Oh00 Oh00
signon/off Oh00 Oh00
guarantee piece Oh00 OhOO
overtime Oh00 OhO0
total cost 16,389.335
hourly rate 22.04$
average cost for regular run 126.07$
189
Appendix C7:
The Parameter File for Albany Garage
hastus-micro
parameter list for file pamanual
pilot bonus for fulltime operators
pilot bonus for parttime operators
default layover before e-cut
early finishing runs
flag for paying pilot bonus
flag for paying relief allowance
default deadhead time
maximum length of a layover
min and max layover allowed
hourly pay rate for fto
hourly pay rate for pto
late beginning runs
add pulls during runcut <= value
minimum pay time for a break
option for calculating signon/off
overtime rate or factor
periods when reliefs are forbidden
period length for HASTUS-Macro
minimum piece length
relief allowance
report time for pull-outs
morning rush hours
afternoon rush hours
add. report time for 2nd period pull
slack allowed for relief
premium rate(s) for spread
swing allowance
number of runs
(bonus-pilot-fto
(bonus-pilot-pto
(e-cut-layover
(early-run
(flag-pilot-bonus
(flag-relief-allow
(h-deadhead-default
(h-layover-length
(h-min-max-layover
(hourly-rate-fto
(hourly-rate-pto
(late-run
(max-pull-rel-time
(min-paid-break
(option-sign
(overtime-rate
(partition-forbidden
(period-length
(piece-min-length
(relief-allowance
(report-pull
(rush-hourl
(rush-hour2
(second-period-pull
(shift-relief-max
(spread-rate
(swing-allowance
(total-runs
0.00
0.00
Oh05
loop
0
0
60
OhO0
0.00 Oh00
18.46
13.85
200P
0h05
Oh00
1
1.50
) 945P 800x
) 0h34
0h50
Oh) 001
Oh10
) 630A 830A
) 330P 730P
) 0h05
lh00
) lOhOO 1.50
1lh00 2.00
Oh20
119
fto-straight
guaranteed pay time for a run
min and max joinup length
min and max mealbreak
min and max unpaid mealbreak
min and max number of pieces in a run
max pay time without overtime
min and max paid time
set associated with the run-type
maximum piece length
min and max platform time
earliest and latest starting time
earliest and latest finishing time
min and max spread
type description
min and max number of runs
ftol
(guarantee-run
(joinup-length
(mealbreak
(mealbreak-unpaid
(number-pieces
(overtime
(paid-time
(parameter-set
(piece-max-length
(platform-time
(range-begin
(range-end
(spread
(type-description
(type-number
7h50
0h00 Oh00
0h23 0h45
Oh00 Oh00
2 2
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-straight
5h59
5h30 8h05
1200A 500A
1200A 800X
7h15 8h05
fulltime
0 999
fto4
7h50
Oh00 0h44
0h23 0h46
Oh00 Oh00
2 3
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-straight
5h59
4h48 8h05
501A 1130P
1200A 800X
7h15 8h05
fulltime
0 999
190
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hastus-micro
fto-split
guaranteed pay time for a run
min and max joinup length
min and max mealbreak
min and max unpaid mealbreak
min and max number of pieces in a run
max pay time without overtime
min and max paid time
set associated with the run-type
maximum piece length
min and max platform time
earliest and latest starting time
earliest and latest finishing time
min and max spread
type description
min and max number of runs
pto
guaranteed pay time for a run
min and max joinup length
min and max mealbreak
min and max unpaid mealbreak
min and max number of pieces in a run
max pay time without overtime
min and max paid time
set associated with the run-type
maximum piece length
min and max platform time
earliest and latest starting time
earliest and latest finishing time
min and max spread
type description
min and max number of runs
fto2
(guarantee-run
(joinup-length
(mealbreak
(mealbreak-unpaid
(number-pieces
(overtime
(paid-time
(parameter-set
(piece-max-length
(platform-time
(range-begin
(range-end
(spread
(type-description
(type-number
7h50
Oh00 0h45
0h25 4h00
0h31 4h00
2 2
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-split
5h59
4h00 8h05
501A 800X
1200A 800X
7h15 10h59
fulltime
0 999
ptol
(guarantee-run
(joinup-length
(mealbreak
(mealbreak-unpaid
(number-pieces
(overtime
(paid-time
(parameter-set
(piece-max-length
(platform-time
(range-begin
(range-end
(spread
(type-description
(type-number
fto3
7h50
Oh00 Oh45
Oh25 4h00
0h31 4h00
3 6
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-split
5h59
4h40 8h05
501A 800X
1200A 800X
7h25 10h59
fulltime
0 999
pto2
Oh00 Oh00
Oh00 Oh45 OhOO0 Oh45
Oh00 OhO0 OhOO lOhO0
Oh00 OhO0 Oh31 lOhO00
1 4 2 4
OhOO00 OhOO00
4h00 5h50 4h00 5h50
pto pto
5h50 5h50
3h50 5h50 3h23 5h50
500A 4302 500A 400P
1200A 945P 400P 945P
4h00 5h50 5h51 13h00
parttime parttime
0 9 0 43
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hastus-micro
parameter list for file pamanual
add new arcs
pilot bonus for fulltime operators
pilot bonus for parttime operators
bonus for a run or a extra
cash accounting
relief window during layovers
type of data
default layover before e-cut
early finishing runs
min and max number of extras
internal penalty for extras
pay factor for extras
slack time after f..end-of-service
slack time before f..end-of-service
flag for paying pilot bonus
flag for paying relief allowance
fringe-benefits
guaranteed pay time for a extra
guaranteed pay time for a piece
changing points defined by default
ignore reliefs at ends of strings
default deadhead time
maximum length of a layover
length of paid break for straight run
min and max layover allowed
number of min-layovers to consider
min-layover for h..sm command
latest hour for a.m. prep/stow times
veh prep time (am and pm)
veh stow time (am and pm)
hourly pay rate for fto
hourly pay rate for pto
payment option for an n-piece run
penalty on n-piece runs
late beginning runs
max length for non-partitioned string
add pulls during runcut <= value
max travel time in a run
window for the mealbreak
minimum length of a half-run
minimum pay time for a break
minimum break between pieces
pay differential for night runs
relief option
option for calculating signon/off
overtime rate or factor
maximum number of split runs
periods when reliefs are forbidden
maximum reliefs in a string partition
max number of alt. string partitions
max number of string partitions (total)_
(add-arcs
(bonus-pilot-fto
(bonus-pilot-pto
(bonus-run
(cash
(cut-in-layover
(data
(e-cut-layover
(early-run
(extra-number
(extra-penalty
(extra-rate
(f-end-serv-after
(f-end-serv-before
(flag-pilot-bonus
(flag-relief-allow
(fringe-benefits
(guarantee-extra
(guarantee-piece
(h-change-points
(h-compress-garage
(h-deadhead-default
(h-layover-length
(h-mealbreak
(h-min-max-layover
(h-nb-min-lay
(h-sm-min-layover
(h-veh-p/s-hour
(h-veh-prep-am/pm
(h-veh-stow-am/pm
(hourly-rate-fto
(hourly-rate-pto
(joinup-payment
(joinup-penalty
(late-run
(max-feasibility
(max-pull-rel-time
(maximum-travel-time
(mealbreak-window
(min-half-run-length
(min-paid-break
(minimum-travel-time
(night-differential
(option-relief
(option-sign
(overtime-rate
(partimer-nb
(partition-forbidden
(partition-max-piece
(partition-max-type
(partition-number
yes
0.00
0.00
0.00
OhOO00
OhOO00 OhOO00
bus
0h05
lOOP
0 0
10.00
1.50
OhOO00
OhOO
0
0
0.00
Oh00
OhOO00
yes
Oh00
60
Oh0O
Oh30
0.00 OhOO00
0
OhOO
1200P
Oh00 OhOO00
OhOO Oh00
18.46
13.85
1
0.00
200P
4h30
Oh05
ZhOO
OhO0 32h00
2h002hOO
OhOO
empty vect.
4
1
1.50
0
945P 800X
7
20
1500
192
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hastus-micro
parameter list for file pamanual
penalty on a piece
penalty on the number of pieces
min number of alt. string partitions
period length for HASTUS-Macro
maximum number of pieces
minimum piece length
print option
relief allowance
min. length to relieve in layover
permit removal of arcs from network
report time for pull-outs
contiguous days off in a roster
guaranteed time in a week (roster)
minimum resr period (roster)
latest end time for an unpaid break
morning rush hours
afternoon rush hours
add. report time for 2nd period pull
slack allowed for relief
signon/off time at a garage
signon/off time at a relief point
bonus(es) for spread
allowable spread (based on run end)
premium rate(s) for spread
maximum percentage of straights
minimum percentage of straights
straight deletion
ranges for run summaries
swing allowance
minimum length for a technical break
number of runs
travel time option for a joinup
travel time option for a mealbreak
maximum walking and slack time
fto-straight
guaranteed pay time for a run
maximum length of a half-run
min and max joinup length
min and max mealbreak
pay rate for a mealbreak
min and max unpaid mealbreak
min and max number of pieces in a run
max pay time without overtime
min and max paid time
set associated with the run-type
maximum piece length
(partition-pen-ct
(partition-pen-nb
(partition-string-min)
(period-length
(piece-max-number
(piece-min-length
(print-level
(relief-allowance
(relief-in-layover
(remove-arcs
(report-pull
(roster-cont-days-off)
(roster-guarantee
(roster-nb-days
(roster-off-run
(run-end-paid-break
(rush-hourl
(rush-hour2
(second-period-pull
(shift-relief-max
(signon/off-garage )
(signon/off-relief
(spread-bonus
(spread-end
(spread-rate
(straight-max-percent)
(straight-min-percent)
(straight-over
(straight-summary
(swing-allowance
(technical-break
(total-runs
(travel-joinup
(travel-mealbreak
(travel/slack
5.00
1.00
3
0h34
6
0h50
5
Oh01
32h00
no
Oh10
no
Oh00
1 5
Oh00
800X
630A 830A
330P 730P
0h05
lh00
OhOO0 Oh00
OhOO0 Oh00
empty vect.
empty vect.
10h00 1.50
11h00 2.00
100
0
0
empty vect.
0h20
OhOC
119
1
2
Oh0 OhOO
ftol
(guarantee-run
(half-run-length
(joinup-length
(mealbreak
(mealbreak-rate
(mealbreak-unpaid
(number-pieces
(overtime
(paid-time
(parameter-set
(piece-max-length
7h50
5h59
0h00 0h00
0h23 0h45
1.00
Oh00 0h00
2 2
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-straight
5h59
fto4
7h50
5h59
OhO0 0h44
0h23 0h46
1.00
OhOO00 Oh00
2 3
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-straight
5h59
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Appendix C7-1:
The Complete Parameter File for Albany Garage
hastus-micro
parameter list for file pamanual
fto-straight
min and max platform time
earliest and latest starting time
earliest and latest finishing time
min and max spread
type description
min and max number of runs
uncovered window
fto-split
guaranteed pay time for a run
maximum length of a half-run
min and max joinup length
min and max mealbreak
pay rate for a mealbreak
min and max unpaid mealbreak
min and max number of pieces in a run
max pay time without overtime
min and max paid time
set associated with the run-type
maximum piece length
min and max platform time
earliest and latest starting time
earliest and latest finishing time
min and max spread
type description
min and max number of runs
uncovered window
pto
guaranteed pay time for a run
maximum length of a half-run
min and max joinup length
min and max mealbreak
pay rate for a mealbreak
min and max unpaid mealbreak
min and max number of pieces in a run
max pay time without overtime
min and max paid time
set associated with the run-type
maximum piece length
min and max platform time
earliest and latest starting time
earliest and latest finishing time
ftol
(platform-time
(range-begin
(range-end
(spread
(type-description
(type-number
(uncover-time
(guarantee-run
(half-run-length
(joinup-length
(mealbreak
(mealbreak-rate
(mealbreak-unpaid
(number-pieces
(overtime
(paid-time
(parameter-set
(piece-max-length
(platform-time
(range-begin
(range-end
(spread
(type-description
(type-number
(uncover-time
(guarantee-run
(half-run-length
(joinup-length
(mealbreak
(mealbreak-rate
(mealbreak-unpaid
(number-pieces
(overtime
(paid-time
(parameter-set
(piece-max-length
(platform-time
(range-begin
(range-end
5h30 8h05
1200A 500A
1200A 800X
7h15 8h05
fulltime
0 999
1200A 1200A
fto2
7h50
5h59
0h00 0h45
0h25 4h00
1.00
0h31 4h00
2 2
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-split
5h59
4h00 8h05
501A 800X
1200A 800X
7h15 10h59
fulltime
0 999
1200A 1200A
ptol
OhO0
5h50
Oh00 0h45
OhOO OhOO
0.00
Oh00 Oh00
1 4
Oh00
4h00 5h50
pto
5h50
3h50 5h50
500A 430P
1200A 945P
fto4
4h48 8h05
501A 1130P
1200A 800X
7h15 Sh05
fulltime
0 999
1200A 1200A
fto3
7h50
5h59
Oh00 O0h45
0h25 4h00
1.00
0h31 4h00
3 6
7h50
7h00 8h05
fto-split
5h59
4h40 8h05
501A 800X
1200A 800X
7h25 10h59
fulltime
0 999
1200A 1200A
pto2
Oh00
5h50
Oh00 0h45
OhO0 lOh00
0.00
0h31 1OhO0
2 4
Oh00
4h00 5h50
pto
5h50
3h23 Sh50
500A 400P
400P 945P
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Appendix C7-1:
The Complete Parameter File for Albany Garage
hastus-micro
parameter list for file pamanual
pto
min and max spread
type description
min and max number of runs
uncovered window
(spread
(type-description
(type-number
(uncover-time
ptol
4h00 5h50
parttime
0 9
1200A 1200A
pto2
5h51 13h00
parttime
0 43
1200A 1200A
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min and max spread
Appendix C8:
The Selection File for Albany Garage
hastus-micro
file description :
Copied from sbc25011 - 12/15/94-13:54 strobe Copied from sbc44111 - 12/06/
description of selection file sba25011
1 late spread
pen 9999.9 run-spread 10h00-13h00 run-type ft
run-end 900P- 200X
2 avoid late spread
pen 100.0 /hour for variation from run-spread Oh00O
run-type fto-split run-end 600P-
3 schools
pen 9999.0 run-number-pieces 0 routes 9700
4 no straights
pen 9999.9 run-type fto-straight
5 late trippers
pen 9999.0 run-number-pieces 0 piece-end 730P-
6 non pm fto
pen 9999.9 run-type fto-split run-end 800P-
mealbreak-time 500P- 645P
o-split
-10h00
- 959P
- 200o
- 200X
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Appendix C9:
The Cutting File for Albany Garage
hastus-micro
file description
Copied from talbny - 07/01/92-08:21 strobe Copied from talbny
description of cutting-types file talbanv
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-relief
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-place
cut-relief-type
cut-place
cut-place
string-route
needj
aubnd
walth
515P- 730P
brway
oaksq
wtryd
kneel
wnwtn
brctr
wnshp
sosta
* s
cabgr
cntsq
3041
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-relief
cut-place
1200A-
1200A-
1200A-
1200A-
1200A-
1200A-
1200A-
1200 OA-
1200A-
1200A-
1200A-
800%
800X
800%
800%
800X
800%
800%
800%
800%
800%
800%
1200A- 800%
nwcor
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- 09/25/
p en
pIen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
plen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
pen
9999.0
9999.0
9999.0
9999.0
9999.0
9999.0
100.0
9999.0
9999.0
100.0
9999.0
9999.0
9999.9
9999.9
900.0
9999.0
Appendix C10:
The Macro File for Albany Garage
1 * test
2 def number-peak-hours 2
3 def peak-hour 1 7h22
4 def peak-hour 2 17h34
5 def signon-signoff Oh10 Oh10
6 def guaranteed-piece 1h42
7 def max-feasibility 3h24 15.0
8 def no-piece-cut 6h48 9h04
9 def no-piece-cut 17h00 19h16
10 def no-piece-cut 22h06 30h02
11 def pieces-penalty 3h24 0.01
12 def hourly-rate 18.46
13 def number-types 3
14 def tripper-exist-block no
15 def tripper-peak yes
16 def tripper-dif-penalty 15.0
17 def tripper-max-length 10h46
18 def tripper-factor 1.3 2h50
19 constraint 1 spread llh20 or less minimum 100.0 type 1 2 over 1 2
20 schedule file list
21 charac-schedule
22 evaluate-agreement
23 *
24 * regular early fto
25 *
26 duty-type 1 fto category a
27 def range-start Oh00 5h06
28 def number-pieces 2 3
29 def duty-length 6h48
30 def overtime 7h50 1.5
31 def mealbreak-length 0h34 0h34
32 def break-worked Oh00 1.0
33 def coffee-break 0h34 0h34
34 def piece-length 1h08 5h40
35 def half-duty-length 1h08 5h40
36 def max-spread 7h56
37 def piece-peak 3 2
38 def piece-block 3 1
39 def fringe-benefits 50.0
40 *
41 * regular late fto
42 *
43 duty-type 2 fto category a
44 def range-start 5h06 17h00
45 def number-pieces 2 3
46 def duty-length 6h48
47 def overtime 7h50 1.5
48 def mealbreak-length 1h08 3h24
49 def coffee-break Oh34 0h34
50 def piece-length 1h08 5h40
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Appendix C10:
The Macro File for Albany Garage
51 def half-duty-length lh08 5h40
52 def max-spread 10h46
53 def piece-peak 3 2
54 def spread-rate 10h12 1.5
55 def spread-rate llh20 2.0
56 def fringe-benefits 50.0
57 *
58 * 2piece partimer
59 *
60 duty-type 3 pto category b
61 def range-start 5h06 7h56
62 def number-pieces 2 2
63 def min-work-time 4h32
64 def duty-length 5h40
65 def mealbreak-length 6h14 10h12
66 def piece-length 1h08 5h40
67 def piece-peak 2 10
68 def max-spread 13h02
69 def max-number-drivers 45
70 def fringe-benefits 65.0
71 execution
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Appendix D1:
The Parameter File for Cabot Garage
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Appendix D2:
The Selection File for Cabot Garage
1 late spread
pen 9999.9 run-spread lOh00-13h00
run-end 900P- 200X
2 avoid late spread
pen 100.0 /hour for variation from
run-type fto-split
3 schools
pen 9999.0 run-number-pieces 0
4 3-piece days
pen -125.0 run-number-pieces 3
5 late trippers
pen 9999.0 run-number-pieces 0
6 non pm fto
pen 9999.9 run-type fto-split
mealbreak-time 500P- 645P
run-type
run-spread
run-end
routes
run-type
piece-end
run-end
fto-split
Oh00-1OhO0
600P- 959P
9700
fto-split
730P- 200X
800P- 20OX
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Appendix D3:
The Macro File for Cabot Garage
1 * test
2 def number-peak-hours 2
3 def peak-hour 1 7h22
4 def peak-hour 2 17h00
5 def signon-signoff OhlO Oh10
6 def guaranteed-piece 1h42
7 def max-feasibilitv 4h32
8 def no-piece-cut 4h32 7h56
9 def no-piece-cut 22h06 30h02
10 def number-types 6
11 constraint 1 spread 13h02 or less minimum 100.0 type 1 2 3 4 over 1 2 3 4
12 schedule file list
13 evaluate-agreement
14 *
15 * straight run
16 *
17 duty-type 1 fto category a
18 def range-start Oh00 5h06
19 def overtime 7h50 1.5
20 def number-pieces 2 2
21 def mealbreak-length 0h34 1h08
22 def duty-length 8h30
23 def piece-length 2h16 5h40
24 def max-spread 13h02
25 def hourly-rate 18.46
26 def fringe-benefits 50.0
27
28 * early regular split
29 *
30 duty-type 2 fto category a
31 def range-start 4h32 8h30
32 def number-pieces 2 2
33 def overtime 7h50 1.5
34 def du:y-length 8h30
35 def mealbreak-lenth 0h34 lh42
36 def pizce-length ih42 5h40
37 def max-spread 13h02
38 def spread-rate 10h12 1.5
39 def spread-rate 11h20 2.0
40 def hourly-rate 18.46
41 def fringe-benefits 35.0
42 *
43 * regul.ar 3piece run
44 *
45 duty-type 3 fto category a
46 def range-start 4h32 8h30
47 def range-start 10h12 11h54
48 def overtime 7h50 1.5
49 def number-pieces 3 3
50 def duty-length 7h22
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Appendix D3:
The Macro File for Cabot Garage
51 def mealbreak-length 1h42 2h16
52 def max-spread 13h02
53 def piece-length 1h42 3h58
54 def spread-rate 10h12 1.5
55 def spread-rate 11h20 2.0
56 def hourly-rate 18.46
57 def fringe-benefits 45.0
58 *
59 * late regular split
60 *
61 duty-type 4 fto category a
62 def range-start 13h02 16h26
63 def overtime 7h50 1.5
64 def number-pieces 2 2
65 def duty-length 8h30
66 def mealbreak-length 0h34 1h08
67 def piece-length 1h42 5h40
68 def max-spread 13h02
69 def spread-rate 10hl2 1.5
70 def spread-rate 11h20 2.0
71 def hourly-rate 18.46
72 def fringe-benefits 30.0
73 *
74 * partimer 2 pieces
75 *
76 duty-type 5 pto category b
77 def range-start 5h06 7h56
78 def mealbreak-length 4h32 7h22
79 def piece-length 1h42 5h40
80 def max-spread 13h02
81 def number-pieces 2 2
82 def duty-length 6h14
83 def piece-peak 2 2
84 def max-number-duties 56
85 def hourly-rate 13.85
86 def fringe-benefits 100.0
87 *
88 * partimer 1 piece
89 *
90 duty-type 6 pto category b
91 def number-pieces 0 0
92 def tripper-max-length 4h32
93 def tripper-factor 15.0 3h58
94 def tripper-dif-penalty 15.0
95 def fringe-benefits 200.0
96 execution
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